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HEALTHCARE 
fn~~ 

Respected Surgeon Unveils 
Systemic Tragedies of a  
Broken U.S. Healthcare System 
Dr. Alejandro Badia, Arts ’85 

Despite all the political debate and media 
coverage on healthcare reform and 
inefciencies, there is one glaring omission: 
feedback from the people in the trenches— 
the doctors and other healthcare professionals 
who actually provide care to the patients. 

My book, Healthcare from the Trenches, will 
give you an in-depth, behind-the-scenes look 
at our healthcare system as well as proposed 
solutions and suggestions for actions every 
one of us can take to enact positive, long-
lasting change. 

Dr. Alejandro Badia, Arts ’85, has been a practicing orthopedic 
surgeon for three decades and is the founder of OrthoNOW®clinics 
in South Florida. He has been in the trenches since 1989. 

For more information visit 
www.DrBadiaBook.com 

www.DrBadiaBook.com
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CU RRENT S  
 11  BLOCK PARTY  

Campus in Minecraft 
 16  REMAINS OF THE DAY  

Excavating ancient Pompeii 
 18  MATERIAL GAINS  

Researchers combat textile waste 
 22  THE DEFENDER  

Human rights lawyer   
Jared Genser ’95 

 26  MAN OF NUMBERS  
Pioneering math PhD remembered 

 30  IN GOOD TASTE  
Student food mag 

DEPA R  TM ENT S  
 4   FROM MARTHA POLLACK 
 6   FROM THE HILL 
 34   AUTHORS 
 69   CLASS NOTES 
 92   GRAD NOTES 
 94   ALUMNI DEATHS 
 96   CORNELLIANA  

Group unites Asian alumni  

36  Bill of Fare 
Cornell’s Rare and Manuscript Collections houses many treasures—and among them  
are some 12,000 restaurant and bar menus, dating from the mid-nineteenth century  
onward, that have informed scholarship in a variety of fields. They come from a wide range  
of establishments around the world, from family diners to Michelin-starred palaces of  
gastronomy. “It’s fascinating to see the depth and breadth,” says librarian Lance Heidig.  
“There’s so much of everything, I’ve barely scratched the surface.”  

48  Trying Times
With many in the U.S. and around the world under enormous stress—emotionally, physically,  
and in some cases financially—as the COVID-19 pandemic stretches to a year and beyond,  
CAM tapped an alumna who’s a clinical psychologist at the Medical College for some expert  
advice. Susan Evans ’74, a specialist in the treatment of anxiety and mood disorders, offers  
insight on such issues as supporting kids who are having a tough time with remote school  
and dealing with friends or relatives who have different attitudes about COVID safety. 

52  Campus Crossroad
The bit of acreage just south of McGraw Tower has long been Cornell’s “town square”—a  
central spot at the heart of the Hill. Known as Ho Plaza since 1995, it’s contiguous to major  
student hubs, stands as the gateway to Collegetown and West Campus, and is just steps  
away from several schools and colleges. CAM offers a photographic history of this campus  
nexus, from its unpaved days to the present. 

58  Killer Instinct 
One hundred and fifty years ago this spring, Upstate New York’s most infamous rogue was  
executed by hanging. And while Edward Rulloff—a serial murderer and wannabe scholar  
whom the press dubbed “the Genius Killer”—had no connection to the University during his  
lifetime, he has long been part of Big Red lore. Not only was the Collegetown eatery and  
watering hole that bore his name a popular gathering spot for generations of students, but a  
portion of him has resided on the Hill for more than a century—as the most famous specimen  
in Uris Hall’s brain collection. 
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 65  EZRA MAGAZINE EXTRA   
By studying behavior, Human  
Ecology professor Maria  
Fitzpatrick aims to help people— 
from preventing child abuse to  
enhancing retirement. 

  A special insert produced by University  
Relations and the Division of Alumni  
Affairs and Development  

ON THE COVER: COLLAGE BY JENNIFER INFANTE;  
MENUS COURTESY OF CORNELL RARE AND  
MANUSCRIPT COLLECTIONS 
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Plan Your Own Reunion 
35  M I N U T E S  F R O M  I T H AC A ,  B U T  A  W O R L D  A PA R T  

Reserve one of our lakeside inns as your own personal 
estate — complete with on-site staf and the amenities 
you would expect from a luxury hotel. From private 
yoga classes to cooking demonstrations, archery lessons 
to Tarot card readings, our activities will transform your 
stay into a retreat that you’ll remember for a lifetime. 
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A Transformational Gift  
Cornell Ann S. Bowers College of Computing and Information Science 

I frst met Ann Schmeltz Bowers ’59 in my 
frst year as president, when I traveled to 
California to meet with Cornell’s Silicon 

Valley community. In a roomful of recent grad-
uates and startup entrepreneurs, Ann stood out 
as both a passionate Cornellian and a fearless 
veteran of Silicon Valley’s earliest days—having 
begun her career when a woman in computer 
science was almost always the only woman 
in the room. In 1970, she became the head of 
human resources at Intel, where she imple-
mented a vision of HR that was well ahead of 
its time: one that involved fnding the most 
talented people from 
every background and 
building an environ-
ment that enabled them 
to do their best work. 
In her time at Intel, and then as one of the 
frst vice presidents of Apple, that was exactly 
what she did—thoughtfully, deliberately, and 
methodically building ecosystems that allowed 
innovation to thrive. 

We are enormously fortunate that Ann has 
now decided to join with us to bring that vision 
to life through a transformative gift to estab-
lish the new Cornell Ann S. Bowers College 
of Computing and Information Science. Ann’s 
commitment, coupled with Cornell’s multi-
year complementary commitment to provide 
signifcant fnancial support for faculty and 
students, will have an impact across all parts 
of the University—supporting our Computing 
and Information Science faculty and students, 
encouraging collaborations across multiple 
disciplines, and creating new opportunities for 
Cornell students in every college and school. 

In establishing Computing and Information 
Science (CIS) twenty-one years ago, Cornell 
was one of the frst to create a stand-alone 
interdisciplinary unit that combined the study 
of computing with that of its sociological and 
economic impacts: recognizing that the tech-
nology of computing, and the human impact of 
that technology, belonged in the same academic 

With the support of this wonderful new gift, we are 
cementing our place as one of the very best centers 
of computing education and research in the world. 

home. Since then, many of our peers have 
followed our example.  Today, with the support 
of this wonderful new gift, we are cementing our 
place as one of the very best centers of comput-
ing education and research in the world, and 
paving the way for the addition of new world-
class faculty members and achievements in 
the felds of computing, information science,  
statistics, and data science. 

As an understanding of computing and infor-
mation science becomes increasingly important 
across disciplines and society, we are seeing an 
explosion of interest in courses in these areas 

across our student population—an increase that 
is not limited to majors, and that is especially 
steep among our women students. Half of our 
undergraduates now enroll in at least one CIS 
course during their time at Cornell. In the last 
decade, we’ve seen the total number of students 
enrolled in CIS courses quadruple, the number 
of women enrolled increase sevenfold, and the 
number of women who choose to major in CIS 
felds increase by a factor of nearly fourteen. 
Today, 43 percent of undergraduate CIS majors 
are women. 

With the support this new gift provides, we 
will be able to expand the CIS footprint with a 
new, dedicated building, creating much-needed 
space for our growing enrollment and accom-
modating plans for signifcant additional growth 
in the future. And with substantial endowment 
support for students and faculty, we look for- 
ward to being able to build a college that does 
justice to Ann’s vision: a place where some of the 
very best faculty in computing and information 
science will come to do their best work, and where 
we will educate and prepare new generations of  
leaders for many years to come. n 

— Martha E. Pollack 
president@cornell.edu PH
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June 10–13, 2021 

Cornellians joined together to sing the Alma Mater at a special edition of Cornelliana Night 
at Virtual Reunion 2020. 

No matter how we gather, 
we'll celebrate together. 

Visit alumni.cornell.edu/reunion 
for up-to-date details. 

https://alumni.cornell.edu/reunion
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In-Person Spring Proceeds 

CAMPUS LIFE (clockwise from top left): Picking up 
food at Robert Purcell Community Center; studying 
in the Human Ecology Commons; stopping by a 
table offering masks and information during move-
in; building a snowman on the Arts Quad 

After a successful fall semester, the University reconvened for 

spring—albeit slightly later than usual, with classes resuming in 

February. Just before instruction began, the campus’s COVID-19 

alert level was shifted up to yellow (“low to moderate risk”) after 

the University identifed a cluster of positive cases related to a 

Collegetown party; it returned to green (“new normal”) two and 

a half weeks later. “The stakes for ourselves and for our in-person 

semester are real,” President Martha Pollack and Provost Michael 

Kotlikoff wrote in early February. “We have already proven that 

we have the ability to keep the virus in check on our campus, but 

that only remains possible through our collective actions.” 

The University’s operational plan for spring is modeled on the 

fall, with some tweaks due to changing circumstances. While vac-

cines have begun to roll out nationwide, the majority of Cornell’s 

population won’t be eligible for months—and in the meantime, a 

more transmissible variant of the virus has reached Tompkins 

County. “The success we had in the fall was—in large part— 

because we weren’t static,” Gary Koretzky ’78, vice provost for 

academic integration, said in late January. “While many of the 

messages are the same this semester—wear a mask, maintain 

your distance from others, avoid crowds—it is important to recog-

nize that we’re in a very different place, facing more aggressive, 

widespread COVID-19 infection rates coupled with the fatigue that 

comes from a prolonged public health crisis. There are things we 

will be doing differently in the spring because of this new reality.” 

A key objective for spring is for the Vet college’s COVID-19 

Testing Lab to process samples even faster than it did before: 

within twelve to eighteen hours as opposed to twenty-four. The 

University has also stepped up testing frequency, with some 

students being screened three times a week—a move aimed at 

curbing spread in groups such as varsity athletes and residents of 

Greek houses or co-ops. Another change calls for all students to 

take one of their COVID tests on a Friday, Saturday, or Sunday, 

in part to discourage non-essential travel over the weekend. Says 

Ryan Lombardi, vice president for student and campus life: “We 

saw a lot of our positive cases in the fall linked to students who had 

left the Ithaca area and brought the virus back with them.” 

Cornell has applied for state approval to be a vaccine distrib-

utor and begun to plan an on-campus clinic where shots could be 

administered to eligible members of the Big Red community— 

easing the burden on the local hospital system and health depart-

ment. The University has also instituted a new pandemic response 

volunteer program for employees; participants will work with 

human resources and Cornell’s COVID-19 Response Team to iden-

tify risks for workplace transmission and will provide additional 

contact tracing if a staff member tests positive. 
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Reunion 2021 to Be Virtual 
As in 2020, this year’s Reunion will be held virtually due to public 

health concerns related to the pandemic. “While this news may not 

come as a surprise, it comes with sadness and disappointment for 

all of us,” Michelle Vaeth ’98, associate vice president for alumni 

affairs, wrote in mid-February. “We know that a virtual Reunion 

is not an equal substitute for our alumni hoping to return to our 

beautiful campus and celebrate with their Cornell family.” Vaeth 

also announced that although the University had hoped to hold 

a traditional Commencement for the Class of 2020 in June, those 

graduates would instead be recognized during virtual Reunion. 

Like last year’s festivities (seen above in an image of partic-

ipants Zooming in wearing Big Red colors), Reunion 2021—set 

for June 11 and 12—will be open to all Cornellians regardless of 

graduating class. According to Alumni Affairs, more than 10,000 

households participated in 2020, with content viewed by alumni 

on six continents and in seventy-seven countries. “Reunion is 

about togetherness—not only for four days in June but through 

community building over decades,” says Reunion director Kate 

Freyer. “If there are silver linings to hosting Reunion 2021 virtu-

ally, the biggest is that we are strengthening the fabric of these 

connections by reaching many more alumni, family, and friends 

than we ever could during an in-person Reunion. It’s a connec-

tion that has helped sustain us over the recent diffcult months 

when so much has been different. Reunion in any form is really 

about coming home, wherever you are.” 

‘ You can be a very intelligent, educated 
person and still have no idea how any 
of this law stuf works.’ 

— Craig Newton, JD ’07, 
co-director of the Law School’s Legal Information Institute, 

which educates the public via an open access website 

THE CHAMP 
Psychology professor 
Vivian Zayas ’94 (left) was 
recently inducted into 
which sport’s hall of fame? 

a) Miniature golf 
b) Touch football 

c) Ultimate Frisbee 
d) Cricket 

[ANSWER: C] 

R + D 
Researchers at Cornell and Columbia have 
developed a nasal spray that blocks the spread of 
COVID-19 among ferrets (right)—and are hopeful it 
could have the same effect on humans. 

In research that could inform artificial 
intelligence, computer science professor Jon 
Kleinberg ’93 and colleagues have developed a 
chess program trained to play like a human. 

The Cherry Ember tomato (left), a new 
variety from Cornell AgriTech, offers 
improved yield and longer shelf life 
compared to most cherry tomatoes, with 
meatier flesh and more crack-resistant skin. 

Using data gathered at the NSF’s Atacama Cosmology Telescope, 
astronomers from Cornell and elsewhere who are studying the 
universe’s oldest light estimate that the universe is 13.77 billion 
years old—give or take 40 million years. 

While Vet college researchers admit that it may 
sound comical, their study in Namibia of the best 
way to transport endangered black rhinoceroses 
while tranquilized found that hanging them 
upside down by their feet (right) was most 
effective at reducing the dangers of anesthesia. 

Ivies Cancel Spring Games 
Ending hopes for Ivy sports during the 2020–21 academic year, 

in mid-February the league announced that it would not hold 

any competitions or host championships this spring due to the 

pandemic. “While acknowledging that the current public health 

environment is not compatible with a traditional Ivy League sea-

son,” Martha Pollack and her fellow Ivy presidents said, “the 

Council has also put in place a process that may allow for limit-

ed, local competition during the spring if public health conditions 

improve suffciently to allow greater levels of in-person activity 

at Ivy League campuses.” In a separate statement that followed 

up on the possibility of local contests, Cornell athletics direc-

tor Andy Noel said that his program “will do everything in our 

power to make that a reality.” 

New Director for Lab of O 
An evolutionary biologist at the Smithsonian’s 

Museum of Natural History has been named the 

next executive director of the Lab of Ornithology. 

Ian Owens (left) will assume leadership of the 

lab July 1; he’ll also be a professor of ecology and 

evolutionary biology in CALS. Originally from 

Yorkshire, England, he has previously served 

as director of the Natural History Museum in London; he’s cur-

rently a deputy director at the Smithsonian. CALS dean Benjamin 

Houlton praises Owens for his “incredible wealth of knowledge 

about birds, passion for connecting the public to scientifc discov-

eries, and leadership in environmental big data.” Owens succeeds 

John Fitzpatrick, who has headed the lab since 1995. 
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LITTLE LAMB: In a photo that got more than 5,300 likes on 
Cornell’s Instagram, CALS student RaeAnne Carpenter ’22 
tends to a particularly adorable study subject from Animal 
Science 3800: Sheep—a class whose participants take turns 
caring for lambs and ewes four times a day. 

Name Change for English Department 
The Board of Trustees has approved changing the name of 

the Department of English to the Department of Literatures in 

English—a switch that faculty members say better refects the 

department’s diverse felds of study. “We seek to make it clear to 

students and the broad public that we study writers from Africa, 

South Asia, the Caribbean, and the U.S., and that we value these 

as central to any canon of great literary works in English,” says 

department chair Caroline Levine. A group of twenty-fve facul-

ty proposed the change last summer amid renewed attention to 

structural racism. 

‘Conformity is a really strong social force.’ 
— ILR professor and social influence researcher Vanessa Bohns, 

who says that sharing news of your COVID vaccination  
can encourage others to follow suit 

CU Aids NY Public Health Corps 
Cornell will play a role in developing and training the nation’s frst 

state public health corps, which will support COVID-19 vaccine 

distribution and outreach and is aimed at improving long-term 

public health. Drawing on expertise from the Vet college’s mas-

ter of public health program as well as eCornell’s experience in 

remote learning, the University is developing a series of online 

courses to train at least 1,000 fellows for the New York State Public 

Health Corps. Cornell will also work with the governor’s offce to 

develop a citizen training program designed to help New Yorkers 

volunteer during future public health emergencies. 

Did You Know . . . 
That Cornell has a new lab devoted to the role 

of gender in the security forces? Run by gov-

ernment professor Sabrina Karim, it will take a 

social scientifc approach to studying the issue 

in the military, police, and more. 

Campus Ash Trees Culled 
The University is in the process of removing more than 1,700 of its 

ash trees infested by the devastating emerald ash borer beetle. The 

removals are part of Cornell’s action plan to manage thousands 

of trees on and off campus that have succumbed to the invasive 

Asian species, which has reached every state in the U.S. and was 

detected in Tompkins County in 2018. The beetle’s larvae feed on 

the inner bark, disrupting water and nutrient fow, and can kill a 

tree in three to four years. “This is a safety issue with trees that are 

dying or near death and will eventually fall, so we are going to need 

to take them down in order to limit concerns about public safety 

and property damage,” says Todd Bittner, director of natural areas 

for Cornell Botanic Gardens. As part of the action plan, University 

staff treated 172 high-value trees—including those on the Arts, Ag, 

and Engineering quads—with pesticides, an expensive protocol 

that must be repeated every two to three years. Cornell arborists 

will also be surveying for trees that survive ash borer outbreaks 

in the hope of breeding resistant varieties. 

Give My Regards to . . . 
Tese Cornellians in the news 

Anthony Fauci, MD ’66 (left), director of the 
National Institute of Allergy and Infectious 
Diseases, winner of Israel’s $1 million Dan David 
Prize for his work combatting the novel coronavirus 
and other threats to human health. 

“Apple Commons”—a flavor combining apples, 
cinnamon, maple, and graham cracker chunks 
that’s meant to evoke pie à la 

mode—winner of food science’s annual student 
ice cream design competition. 

Engineering professors Lance Collins (right, 
former dean of the college, now a professor 
emeritus) and Jefferson Tester ’66, MS ‘67, 
elected to the National Academy of Engineering. 

Jessica Crolick Rolph ’97, 
MBA ’04 (left), co-founder and CEO of the early 
childhood development startup Lovevery, named 
Cornell’s 2021 Entrepreneur of the Year. 

Ilayda Samilgil ’19 and Rob Shepherd, associate 
professor of mechanical engineering, who won 
the $50,000 grand prize in an NFL innovation 
competition for a stretchable sensor that uses light 
to measure muscle fatigue. 
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Shift your focus to the cutting edge 
of sustainability, the urgency of 
climate change, and two decades 
of achievements from Silicon Valley 
to the Ithaca campus. Networking 
reception to follow. 

Visit us online: 
alumni.cornell.edu/connect/ 
networking/csv/csv21/ 

#CSV2021 
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C U R R E N T S  
F A C U L T Y  R E S E A R C H   •   C A M P U S  L I F E   •   A L U M N I  S T O R I E S

BLOCK 
PARTY 
In an amazingly accurate 
videogame version of campus, 
the Hill is alive—in pixels

 M cGraw Tower looms majestically 
above Cayuga’s waters as Beebe Lake 
shimmers in the sun. Milstein Hall 

cantilevers over University Avenue; gorges trisect 
the landscape; TCAT buses trundle through the 
streets; the Crescent beckons crowds of Big Red 
sport fans, the grass of Schoellkopf Field an 
inviting green. 

It’s clearly the Cornell campus. But it’s . . . 
strangely blocky? 

Welcome to CornellCraft, a virtual world 
created in the videogame Minecraft. Designed 
by a cadre of enterprising students and recent 
alumni, this ersatz East Hill is a massive work in 
progress—and it’s more than just a pastime. Since 
the COVID-19 pandemic disrupted campus life 
in the middle of the spring 2020 semester—frst 
sending students home, then prescribing a radi-
cally changed environment for living and learning 
in 2020–21—the University’s virtual incarnation 
has offered comfort and entertainment to many 
in the Big Red community. “It feels like Cornell 
culture is alive and well, and it’s real,” Brandon 
Axelrod ’21, a biology and society major in CALS, 
says of the Minecraft world he helped create. “It’s 
awesome to see how much love people have for the 
campus and that we’re really making an effort to 
make the best of the situation, despite not really ›
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DIGITAL DOMAIN: Minecraft versions of (clockwise from top) Sage Hall, the Arts 
Quad (including Goldwin Smith and a blocky interpretation of the A.D. White statue), 
the Straight by night, and Cascadilla Gorge 

knowing when it’s going to end.” 
Since its inception, CornellCraft has drawn more than 

1,500 users, many of whom are current undergrads. In mid-
December—to the immense pride of Axelrod and his fellow 
builders—it got a shout-out from a Cornellian who’s a legend in 
the videogame world: Reggie Fils-Aimé ’83, the retired president 
and COO of Nintendo America. “Students and alumni of 
@Cornell know the campus is a beautiful and magical place,” 

An alum who’s a videogame legend praised 
the CU Minecraft world’s ‘stunning detail.’ 

he tweeted to his more than 585,000 followers. “With visitor 
restrictions in place, Cornellians built a virtual campus through 
@Minecraft and you should absolutely visit. 1:1 scale and 
stunning detail. Perfect!” 

For readers who are of a certain age (or who don’t have ready 
access to a tween): Minecraft is a decade-old videogame that 
can be played on a computer, mobile device, or gaming console 
such as Xbox, Playstation, and Nintendo Switch. In it, users— 
playing either solo or with others online—can build worlds, 
inhabit them, and have adventures; since all construction is 
based on blocks, the worlds have a Lego-like aesthetic. 

A fan of the game from childhood, Axelrod launched a Cornell 
Minecraft world along with his housemates shortly after the 
University suspended in-person instruction in March; when he 
learned that a classmate—Jesse Potts ’21, a computer science › 
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ERSATZ EAST HILL (this page, 
clockwise from top): Bailey Hall, 
the Johnson Museum, Schoellkopf 
Stadium, and Risley Hall. Opposite 
page: The heart of Collegetown, 
looking toward campus. 
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‘We wanted a whole immersive experience,’ says 
Brandon Axelrod ’21, one of the project’s leaders. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

major in Engineering whom he’d never met—had done the 
same, the two connected and merged their projects, putting 
out a call for others to join in. The undertaking was eventually 
dubbed CornellCraft (fndable at cornellcraft.com) and grew to 
include some three dozen authorized builders, chosen through 
an application process. The hundreds of users who’ve logged 
in to the world they’ve created can wander the campus, play 
games like chess and Tetris, chat with one another, or just hang 
out on their favorite quad. “When we were all sent 
home for the quarantine it was really weird; every-
one was kind of lonely,” recalls computer science 
major Faizaan Datoo ’23, the project’s lead devel-
oper. “Just being able to congregate with friends again and do 
something meaningful was very rewarding—to be able to stay 
connected to school when you were home.”

 Open to anyone with a Minecraft account (which carries a one-
time fee of about $27), CornellCraft has not only offered solace 
to current students unsettled by COVID, but has given a taste of 
East Hill to applicants who’ve lost access to traditional in-person 
tours, as well as to alumni nostalgic for a beloved place that’s 
currently off-limits to visitors. “Of course anyone can watch a 
video overview of campus on YouTube or look at pictures online, 
but we wanted a whole immersive experience, and Minecraft 
allows you to do that,” Axelrod notes. “We didn’t expect this 
to become as large as it did. The support from the Cornell 
community has been overwhelming.” 

The Minecraft version of Central Campus has largely been 
completed, with at least the skeletons of buildings beyond 
sketched in every direction, including those in the Vet college, 
North and West campuses, and Collegetown. Eventually, the 
designers plan to add the interiors of major student hubs like 
the Straight, the Cornell Store, and Robert Purcell Community 
Center—and they may expand to encompass parts of Ithaca, 

such as the Commons. As Potts notes with a laugh, build-
ing activity tends to wax and wane along with the students’ 
academic workloads—but, he says, “it always peaks during 
prime procrastination hours.” 

Aiming for maximum accuracy, the builders tap a variety 
of resources, including New York State topographic maps and 
Google Street View images; chimesmasters gave permission 
for CornellCraft to include songs from McGraw Tower, and a 

recording of an admissions tour informed an interactive version 
that Datoo coded, in which users can pause to learn more about 
the facilities as they pass by. Builders even obtained a University-
generated map that pinpoints the locations of individual trees. 
“It’s easy enough to fnd pictures of buildings on Google Images, 
but our builders are very meticulous, and we’re looking to make 
this as realistic as possible—including the spacing between one 
tree and the next,” says Axelrod. “We have people who go around 
and place a sapling right where it actually is in relation to the 
buildings around it.” 

Last fall the Orientation Steering Committee (on which 
Axelrod serves) brainstormed novel ways to introduce new 
students to the Hill in the COVID era; solutions included 
leveraging CornellCraft for activities like building competi-
tions. There’s even talk of using it to host large events that are 
currently prohibited in real life—such as Slope Day, which was 
canceled for 2020 and is unlikely to be held this spring. And the 
builders hope that interest in the Minecraft campus will endure 
beyond the pandemic, offering a way for far-fung Cornellians 
to stay connected to East Hill and to each other. n 

— Kitty Kemp 

https://cornellcraft.com
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REMAINS OF THE DAY 
Excavating the ruins of a villa, a faculty-led dig aims to understand 
how people lived in ancient Pompeii 

HOME IMPROVEMENT: Professors Caitlín Barrett (at left in photo above) and 
Kathryn Gleason ’79 have been studying Pompeii’s long-ignored Casa della Regina 
Carolina (top). What was once the villa’s atrium can be seen in the foreground. 

A fter Mount Vesuvius erupted in 79 A.D., killing most 
of the residents of Pompeii, the Roman city became 
one of the world’s most famous archaeological sites. 

It’s a place frozen in time, where many public buildings, private 
villas, and even human remains have been remarkably preserved 
beneath layers of volcanic ash and rock. Pompeii has been studied 
for centuries, with brilliantly painted frescos, bronze sculptures, 
sacks of coins, ornate jewelry, and gladiators’ weapons among 
the artifacts that have been unearthed there. 

In recent years, researchers have been utilizing modern tech-
nologies like ground-penetrating radar, digital mapping, and 
botanical analysis—along with old-fashioned feld methods— 
to try to fnd more evidence of what everyday life was like in 
Pompeii. Since 2018, Caitlín Barrett, an associate professor of 
classics in Arts and Sciences, and Kathryn Gleason ’79, a professor 
of landscape architecture in CALS, have co-directed the exca-
vation and survey of the Casa della Regina Carolina, one of the 
city’s largest dwellings, as well as the house’s sizable, once-verdant 
garden. By learning more about household activities at the site, 
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‘There really hasn’t been a focus on this house 
since 1839, and it has a lot more to tell us,’ 
says classics professor Caitlín Barrett. 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

  
 
 

         
           

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

         
 
 
 

 
 
 

they hope to shed valuable new light on Pompeii’s inhabitants— 
including the still-understudied enslaved population—and the 
role that domestic life played in social, political, and cultural 
changes in the region. “We’re not just trying to fnd the pretti-
est or fashiest of things,” says Barrett, who was recently named 
a National Geographic Society Explorer and awarded a grant 
from the organization to further study the property. “Seemingly 
humble objects, like broken pot shards or microscopic remains 
of pollen or broken animal bones, can tell us just as much as— 
and sometimes more than—a beautiful marble statue.” 

Barrett, Gleason, and their team of researchers—which 
includes a third co-director from the UK’s University of 
Reading and more than a dozen Cornell faculty, undergrads, 
and grad students, as well as experts and students from other 
institutions—are the frst to excavate the property in nearly 200 
years. Previous studies took place in the early nineteenth century 
during the Bourbon and Napoleonic rule; the house takes its 
name from Queen Caroline Bonaparte Murat, whose patron-
age supported some of the initial digs there. Early feld reports 
described now-lost wall paintings of pygmies and centaurs, a 
statue of Diana, and a marble head of Jupiter; Barrett notes that 
many excavators of that era were typically more interested in 
“buried treasure,” so more ordinary objects were rarely recorded. 
Moreover, previous archaeologists at the house didn’t dig much 
beyond the eruption’s volcanic deposits, leaving the grounds below 
largely unexplored. Further interest in the site disappeared when 
the wall paintings faded because of inadequate conservation. 
“There really hasn’t been a focus on this house since 1839,” says 
Barrett, “and it has a lot more to tell us.” 

Indeed, during the project’s frst two feld seasons in the 
summers of 2018 and 2019 (the one planned for 2020 was post-
poned due to the coronavirus pandemic), the team found the 
remains of original plantings and other features that have 
helped them reconstruct the basic design of the home’s 
garden as it existed in the frst century. Gardens were 
important to wealthy Roman homeowners; not only 
would they use them as places to dine, stroll, and enter-
tain guests, they also often served a practical purpose in growing 
fruit, herbs, and other produce. One particularly exciting fnd was 
an intact fowerpot, which indicated that the garden contained 
rows of miniature trees that had to be extensively pruned, simi-
lar to Japanese bonsai. “Creating and maintaining that kind 

DIGGING IN: Excavating the site in 2018 (top) and 2019 (above) 

of horticultural effect would have required the work of highly 
specialized laborers,” says Gleason. Adds Barrett: “Those people 
were typically enslaved or formerly enslaved—people whose 
perspectives often go unrepresented in the historical record. So 
now we have hints about their lives, as well as the lives of the 
people who owned this property.” 

Also signifcant is their discovery that the garden was built over 
the remains of a grand house from the Hellenistic period, which 
likely predates a devastating earthquake that hit Pompeii in 62 
A.D., seventeen years before Vesuvius erupted. The researchers 
were surprised to uncover part of a courtyard wall and foor-
ing made of bits of colored stone, as well as a blocked door that 
could be that house’s original entrance. The footprint of this 
earlier structure is very unlike that of the Casa della Regina 
Carolina as it is known today, suggesting that the layout of the 
neighborhood—one of the oldest in Pompeii and signifcantly 

located near the Forum, the city’s economic, religious, and polit-
ical center—may have been radically different in the Hellenistic 
era. “I was digging and digging in this rubble, and then out of 
nowhere emerged the threshold of this doorway. It was really quite 
exciting,” says Kaja Tally-Schumacher, PhD ’20, a longtime team 
member who became the project’s assistant director after earning 
her doctorate in ancient art and archaeology. “There’s been such 
limited work done below that [79 A.D.] layer, so this contributes 
a lot to what we know about the city.” 

Moving forward, Barrett, Gleason, and colleagues are currently 
conducting an analysis of preserved pollen grains recovered at the 
site to confrm what trees and plants were grown in the garden. 
Upon their return to Pompeii—either this summer or in 2022, 
depending on the pandemic—they also plan to dig to deeper levels 
to learn more about the earlier house. “Pompeii is the archetypi-
cal archaeological site—you would assume we know everything 
about it, but there’s still so much we don’t know,” says Barrett. 
“We still have so many questions about history and daily life there 
that this site gives us an opportunity to explore.” n 

— Heather Salerno 
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‘The “circular economy” is the idea that you can take 
waste and turn it into something renewable, something 
that can be used again,’ says Professer Tasha Lewis. 
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 MATERIAL GAINS 
Human Ecology researchers aim to make the fashion industry 
more sustainable by stemming the tide of textile waste 

CASTOFFS: A pile of used apparel at a fea market in Amsterdam. In the West, most textiles—85 percent in the U.S.—ultimately wind up in landflls. 

When Americans contemplate the contents of their 
local landfll—if they think about it at all—the 
images that come to mind likely involve piles of 

rotting food, some greasy pizza boxes and broken toys, discarded 
wrappers, old appliances, maybe plastic containers that didn’t 
make it into the recycling bin. But as Big Red researchers point 
out, there’s a major contributor to the waste stream that most 
of us don’t even think about: our old clothes. 

According to fgures from the nonproft Council for Textile 
Recycling, the U.S. generates some 25 billion pounds of post-
consumer textile waste each year—a category that 
includes not only clothing but footwear, accessories, 
bedding, towels, and more. Of that, just 15 percent is 
recycled or donated for reuse, with the vast majority 
going straight to the dump. The resulting detritus 
comprises a whopping seventy pounds per person annually. “In 
this country we buy a lot, and we don’t necessarily buy quality— 
and then 85 percent of that ultimately ends up in the landfll,” 
says Human Ecology grad student Kat Roberts. “So we’re 
talking about tons and tons of waste.” 

One of Roberts’s mentors on the Hill—Tasha Lewis, PhD ’09, 
an associate professor of fber science and apparel design—has 
been focusing her research on ways to cut down on that waste, 
and to make the fashion industry more sustainable overall. In 

recent years, Lewis has published papers on such topics as ways 
to promote “slow fashion” (which, in contrast to trendy and 
disposable “fast fashion,” involves the creation and marketing 
of high-quality, long-lasting items) and creating a zero-waste 
model for apparel reuse and recycling. “The ‘circular economy’ 
is the idea that you can take waste and turn it into something 
renewable, something that can be used again,” says Lewis, 
herself a designer who has made clothing from fabric reclaimed 
from castoff apparel. “That’s where my research is—trying to 
understand how we can be more circular in how we think about 

our fashion when it gets to the end of its life.” 
A major reason why clothing ends up in landflls is that 

it’s increasingly seen as cheap and disposable, representing 
a dramatically lower portion of our budgets than it once did: 
according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, in 1901 the aver-
age household spent 14 percent of its income on apparel, while 
nowadays it’s 3 percent. The good news is that clothing is more 
affordable than ever, so even Americans of limited means can 
have large and varied wardrobes. The bad news is that a $9 top or 
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$15 pair of jeans—almost certainly made overseas; Lewis notes 
that some 97 percent of apparel sold in the U.S. is imported— 
probably isn’t designed to last. When our cheap clothes get worn 
or damaged, we’re more likely to toss them than mend them; if 
they’re no longer fashionable or don’t ft, items that cost barely 
more than a sandwich are easy to jettison. “We’ve gotten used 
to seeing a lower price point,” says Lewis. “We’ve disconnected 
on value, quality, and cost, and what you get for that.” 

Among Lewis’s research projects is the development of a 
machine, known as the Fiberizer, that shreds old garments into 
a fbrous mass that can be reused in a variety of industries, from 
apparel to home décor to gardening. As one of her collaborators, 
Anil Netravali, the Jean and Douglas McLean Professor in Fiber 
Science and Apparel Design, explains: “It breaks the fbers into 
pieces so small that they can’t be used directly to make yarn. 
But even then there are lots of uses for the fbers—for example, 
in futons, insulation, flling for stuffed animals. Instead of all 
virgin material, we can use material that has been fberized.” 
The project is ongoing, and Lewis and her team are working to 
improve the machine’s capabilities. “We were fnding that differ-
ent materials required different approaches,” says Lewis, who 
got logistical help on the project from Eileen Fisher’s recycled 
clothing line. “We had one set of cutting blades that 
could shred certain fabrics but not others. That’s 
another challenge with fashion: we use many types 
of fabrics—and they look great and have different 
properties, but they don’t all break down the same.” 

For Lewis, the magnitude of the issue of cast-
off clothing hit home when she went on research 
trips to Haiti in 2013–14. That country is a major 
importer of America’s previously worn apparel via 
the so-called rag trade: the best items are sold in 
U.S. thrift shops, while the majority is shipped to 
the developing world. That category of used cloth-
ing is actually part of the virtuous 15 percent that doesn’t end up 
in American landflls. But it comprises an enormous amount of 
material, and it’s a disposal stream that’s drying up; some coun-
tries, particularly in Africa, have begun to resist the imports 
on the grounds that they stife the local textile economy. “The 
volume of clothing I saw made me realize that these are all 
things out of our closets that end up somewhere else,” Lewis 
recalls of the Haiti visits, noting that the experience affected 
her not only as a scholar but as a shopper. “It really made me 
think about what we buy. Do you really wear it? Do you really 
need it? I love shopping and fashion, but now I try to think 
about longevity and versatility. I pick things that I could wear 
with a bunch of other things, that I could wear longer. I look at 
what the fabric is made of, because if it’s all one content it can 
be recycled. So I’m trying to make an informed decision beyond, 
‘This is cute, I should get it.’ ” 

And as her student Roberts observes, extremely inexpen-
sive clothing is inherently unsustainable—particularly when 
you factor in elements such as the conditions in which it was 
made and the carbon footprint of shipping raw materials and 
fnished goods around the globe. “Younger consumers go shop-
ping and buy the $10 dress; that’s what they can afford, and 
they’ve become accustomed to the idea that this will maybe 

make it through the season but probably not much longer than 
that,” Roberts says. “There’s a lot of work to be done to shift that 
thinking, because in sustainable fashion, that simply can’t be 
the cost. It wasn’t the company that got squeezed on the price 
of that $10 dress, it was the workers; there were a lot of people 
in the production pipeline that had to make sacrifces for it to 
be that price. So it’s educating people about the idea that you 
have to invest in your clothes, but ideally you’re getting some-
thing more out of it too. You don’t have to discard this after one 
season; you’re buying something of quality that you can keep 
in your wardrobe for quite a long time.” › 

RECYCLE, REUSE (from top): Lewis 
with the Fiberizer; the machine’s 
output; prototypes of objects made 
from “fberized” material and soy resin 
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Sustainability can feel like a shell game,’ says grad 
student Kat Roberts, ‘because different parts of the 
supply chain are happening all over the world.’ 

  
  

Originally planning on a career in social work—her under-
grad major—Roberts switched gears after college  and studied  
at the Fashion Institute of Technology and Parsons School of  
Design, then earned a master’s in fashion studies at CUNY.  
She’s now pursuing a PhD in apparel design on the 
Hill, currently gearing up for a thesis project in which ‘
she’ll study American designers and brands who are 
centering their businesses around repurposing textiles 
traditionally considered waste. “Sustainable fashion is 
a very broad topic, because there are so many steps to production 
and so many stakeholders, and it’s a global industry,” Roberts 
notes. “Sustainability can feel like a shell game, because differ-
ent parts of the supply chain are happening all over the world. 
It’s easy for it to be ‘out of sight, out of mind.’ ” 

REDESIGNED (above): Arroyo deconstructing airline uniforms for 
study; examples of typical fight attendant garb. Top: Roberts and 
a sampling of items that have been made from repurposed clothing. 

Another PhD student studying under Lewis, Cindy Cordoba 
Arroyo, is also researching ways to keep garments out of the 
landfll—but with a particular focus. Arroyo is studying how 
to make airline uniforms last longer and how they might best 
be recycled when they come to the end of their useful lives. 
“Post-consumer textile waste is a problem—but uniforms are an 
even bigger issue, because they’re branded and they have secu-
rity concerns,” says Arroyo, who did a sustainability internship 
with United Airlines in 2019. “So it’s really diffcult to dispose 
of uniforms in a responsible manner.” As she explains, since 

it’s vital that only authorized personnel have access to uniforms 
worn by airline staff, they can’t be donated like typical clothing. 
And fight attendants in particular go through a lot of them: 
their jobs, which involve interacting with the public and serv-
ing food and beverages, are hard on their uniforms, which are 
generally replaced every twelve to eighteen months. Arroyo is 
studying ways that these uniforms can be redesigned so they can 
last longer—for example, by adding protective coatings—with 
an eye toward ensuring that they can be easily disassembled 
and recycled after they’re retired. 

A native of Colombia, Arroyo is another avid proponent of a 
“circular” approach to preventing waste in the apparel industry, 
envisioning a future in which materials used to make clothing 
rarely end up in the landfll but are instead repurposed and 
reborn. She maintains an Instagram account (@circular.fashion, 
which has more than 2,000 followers) that explores the topic, 
and hosts a Spanish-language podcast, Moda Circular, that 
showcases designers, entrepreneurs, and scholars working 
toward sustainability in the fashion industry. “Circularity is 
creating a system where materials have different life cycles,” 
says Arroyo. “As designers, we have a responsibility to make 
things that improve people’s lives and have more positive than 
negative impact. We can ignore the impact of what we do—or 
we can think about what’s next for what we create.” n 

— L. P. Drew 
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Genser is set to be the main character in a TV series 
about his life and work, to run on Amazon Prime. 

       
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
          

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

THE DEFENDER 
Alumni attorney battles human rights abuses worldwide 

J ared Genser ’95 specializes in securing the release of politi-
cal prisoners, and a big part of his job is keeping his clients’ 
stories in the public eye. But lately the international human 

rights lawyer has found himself in the spotlight. In November, 
he was one of three people (out of more than 2,000 nominees) to 
win a $50,000 Tällberg/Eliasson Global Leadership Prize, given 
annually to recognize work that is “innovative, courageous, 
rooted in universal values, and global in implication.” 
And later this year, he’s set to be the main character in 
a TV series about his life and work, to run on Amazon 
Prime. “It’s going to be about a fctional Jared Genser— 
one who is far more handsome than me—who travels the world 
freeing political prisoners,” explains Genser, who is advising 
the as-yet-untitled show’s writers and working closely with its 
executive producer, actor Orlando Bloom. 

While the Human Ecology alum says the series’s creators 
will be allowed “a lot of dramatic license,” the source mate-
rial is dramatic enough—just ask Peter Biar Ajak, a South 
Sudanese democracy activist and political dissident imprisoned 
on trumped-up charges by that African nation’s president in 

2018. Ajak’s friends mounted a campaign to free him, eventu-
ally connecting him with Genser (both are alumni of Harvard’s 
Kennedy School of Government, from which Genser earned a 
master’s in public policy in 1998), who brought his case before 
the U.N. Working Group on Arbitrary Detention. “Somebody 
like him needs to be on the front lines fghting for freedom, 
democracy, and human rights,” Genser told the BBC in February 

2019, “not arbitrarily detained in a modern-day hellhole in clear 
violation of his rights under international law and for crimes 
he did not commit.” 

Ajak spent nearly two years in prison before being allowed to 
fee to Kenya last year. But as Ajak describes it, he was still in 
danger—pursued by South Sudanese operatives who watched 
his apartment building at all hours, waiting for an opportunity 
to abduct him. Genser pulled all-nighters to secure him and his 
family asylum in the U.S. this past summer—no easy feat given› 
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RALLYING SUPPORT: 
Genser (at microphone) 
speaking at a press 
conference on Capitol 
Hill in June 2014, urging 
the release of a client 
detained in China 
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   ‘What inspires me every day are the people I represent,’ 
Genser says, ‘and their courage in standing up to dictatorships.’ 

  
 
 
 

pandemic-related travel restrictions. “Jared was really instru-
mental,” Ajak says, recalling the way Genser helped the family 
through the visa process and mobilized Congressional support. 
“People know that if Jared is standing up for somebody, their case 
must be compelling. And he’s very persistent—he’s not afraid 
to knock on any door and do whatever is best for his client.” 

Ajak, who is now living safely in Maryland, is just one of 
more than 300 political prisoners whom Genser has helped 
over the past two decades, beginning when he was a law student 
at the University of Michigan. It was 
there that he started a nonproft called 
Freedom Now, which he continued as 
a pro bono project while working as a 
government relations lawyer in Washington with the frm 
DLA Piper. In 2011, Genser left to start his own frm, Perseus 
Strategies, where he now focuses full time on political prisoners 
and human rights. 

Genser’s legal efforts involve fling briefs, petitions, and 
complaints with U.N. agencies and negotiating with the 

governments holding his clients. But representing political 
prisoners also requires him to be a lobbyist—he maintains 
an extensive network of government, nonproft, and political 
contacts whose support can be crucial—and a media relations 
expert, holding emotional press conferences with family 
members and helping his clients place op-eds in U.S. and inter-
national newspapers. “He uses a wonderful amalgam of legal 
initiatives, strategic action, and communication skills to secure 
his objectives,” says Irwin Cotler, a Canadian law professor 

and former member of Parliament who founded the Raoul 
Wallenberg Centre for Human Rights in Montreal and who has 
known and worked with Genser for two decades. “Underpinning 
that is a kind of moral courage, which you have to have to deal 
with some of the worst injustices on the planet today.” 

Lately, Genser has shifted some of his focus from representing 
individual clients to improving the international community’s 
ability to respond to and prevent human rights violations. In 
October, the Organization of American States designated him 
a special adviser tasked with “analyzing, studying, and debat-
ing” ways to help the international group prevent and respond 
to atrocities in the Western Hemisphere. He is also working 
with a former U.N. High Commissioner for Human Rights to 
advise that global body on reforming its enforcement system. 

If the twentieth century was about building a legal frame-
work for human rights beginning with the 1948 Universal 
Declaration, Genser says, “the twenty-frst century challenge 
is closing the gap between these commitments and actual prac-
tices.” But while there’s clearly work to be done on that front, 
he believes that the state of human rights globally is on an 
upward trend. “And what inspires me every day are the people 
I represent,” he says, “and their courage in standing up to dicta-
torships, despite the fact that it could put their very life and 
freedom at risk.” n 

— Amy Crawford 

GLOBAL MISSION (clockwise from top left): Genser with co-counsel Amal Clooney 
(right) and client Mohamed Nasheed (center), former president of the Maldives, 
who had recently been released from prison, where he’d been held on fabricated 
terrorism charges; with one of his mentors, Archbishop Desmond Tutu, the famed 
South African anti-apartheid and human rights activist; and appearing on C-SPAN 
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MAN OF NUMBERS 
Remembering the Cornellian PhD who broke 
racial barriers in math—and inspired others to follow 

W hile mathematician Elbert Frank Cox, PhD 1925, 
didn’t win major awards or make paradigm-
shattering discoveries, he remains a legend in his 

feld: when he graduated from Cornell nearly a century ago, he 
became the frst Black person to receive a doctorate in math, 
not only in this country but anywhere in the world. And after 
breaking that barrier, he went on to a lifetime of teaching and 
mentorship, holding the door open behind him for others to 
follow. “At that time, it was hard for nonwhite people to be 
admitted to just about any institution—but from the very begin-
ning, Cornell has had a legacy of accepting students of all races,” 
observes math department chair Tara Holm. “So in many ways 

s incredibly remarkable for Cox to have earned his PhD,  it wa
and in others it was just business as usual at Cornell.” 

On the Hill, Cox studied theoretical math—as Holm explains 
it, “he used abstract mathematical structures to better under-
stand patterns in numbers”—but also had wide-ranging 
interests, taking courses in physics, botany, zoology, chemis-
try, and even dairy science. Though the workload and rigors 
of grad student life were challenging, notes a 2000 biography of 
Cox in American Mathematical Monthly, “these were years that 
he remembered fondly.” 

Those who knew Cox—who passed away in 1969 at age 
seventy-three—have described him as a conservative, patient,› 

STAR STUDENT: Cox’s senior photo from Indiana University, where he was a high  
achiever despite the school’s racist policies. 
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The Polynomial Solutions of the Difference Equation

af(x+l) + bf(x) = ?(x)

by

Elbert Frank Cox.

A thesis presented to the Faculty of the C-raduate

School of Cornell Un
iversity in partial fulfillment

of

the requirement s for the decree of Doctor of Philosophy.
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and reserved man who always wore a tie to dinner. Born in 
Evansville, Indiana, he grew up in a mixed-race neighborhood 
in an era when racial tensions ran high. Despite attending segre-
gated schools where resources were woefully insuffcient, he 
became a strong proponent of education—likely due to the infu-
ence of his father, a longtime elementary school teacher and 
principal. Cox was one of just three African Americans in his 
undergraduate class at Indiana University, where he earned a 
degree in math (and where the word “colored” was emblazoned 
across his transcript). “In class at Indiana, while everyone else 
was in the lecture hall, the Blacks had to sit out in the hallway 
with the door open so they could hear,” recalls Elbert Lucien 
Cox Sr., one of Cox’s four sons, noting 
that despite the unequal treatment, “my 
father received an A in every mathemat-
ics course he took.” 

In 1929, Cox joined the math faculty at 
Howard University, where he would go on to teach for nearly four 
decades. During his tenure, he was instrumental in expanding 
the department and supervised a record-breaking thirty master’s 
students. Back then, Howard didn’t have a PhD program in 
math, but in 1975—ten years after Cox’s retirement, and thanks 
in large part to the groundwork he’d laid—it became the frst 
historically Black college or university to establish one. The 
university memorialized him with the Elbert F. Cox Scholarship 
Fund, aimed at encouraging Black students to pursue math at 
the graduate level. “My father was not one to wear his achieve-
ments on his sleeve, so to speak,” recalls Cox Sr. “He wouldn’t 
go around talking about them; in fact, he didn’t do a whole lot 
of talking in general. But when he did say something, it always 
made an impact.” 

As Holm notes, people of color remain severely underrepre-
sented in mathematics. Of the 935 PhDs granted to U.S. citizens  
in the felds of statistics, biostatics, and math in 2018, only  
twenty-seven—less than 3 percent—went to African Americans.  
And that disparity prevails across many STEM disciplines, says  
Cox’s grandson Elbert Lucien Cox Jr., a program executive in  
astrophysics at NASA. “In his time, my grandfather was the  
only African American in a feld of Caucasian students; he had  
to break through barriers, and he did it with excellence,” Cox  
Jr. says. “His legacy—his hard work, what he was up against,  
and how he pressed on—has instilled in me the same drive to  
be the best in my profession.” 

When Cox received his doctorate, he was only the second 
Black man to graduate with a Cornell PhD in any subject; the 
frst, Thomas Wyatt Turner, had earned his in biology four years 
earlier. When Cox’s adviser realized his status as a pioneer, he 
urged him to submit his dissertation to universities in other 
countries—a common practice at the time, since granting PhDs 
was a relatively new endeavor in the U.S.—to ensure his achieve-
ment could not be disputed. Though Cox’s work was rejected 
by multiple institutions in Europe, likely due to his race, it was 
accepted by the Imperial University in Sendai, Japan, solidify-
ing his accomplishment. Within two decades, some two dozen 
African Americans had followed in Cox’s footsteps by receiv-
ing PhDs from Cornell—including seven in math or physics. n 

— Alexandra Bond ’12 

 
 

‘My father was not one to wear his achievements on his sleeve,’ 
says Cox’s son. ‘In fact, he didn’t do a lot of talking in general. 
But when he did say something, it made an impact.’ 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

THE GRADUATE: Cox (left) in his Cornell Commencement regalia. Above: Pages 
from his doctoral dissertation, a copy of which resides in the University Library. 
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 ‘ Cooking has tied a l
says  Crème de Corn

ot of students together during this rough year,’ 
ell editor-in-chief Abigail Reing ’22. 

... 

C R._E ME 

... 

CREME 
de cornell 

OM FORT 
OODS CREME 

de Corne// --, 

IN GOOD TASTE 
With tempting recipes and sleek design, Cornell’s student-run 
food magazine celebrates a festival of favors 

Y ou’ve heard of  Bon  Appétit and  Saveur, Cook’s  
Illustrated and  Vegetarian Times. But what about  
Crème de Cornell? 

For the past decade, Big Red foodies have been cooking up  
an increasingly impressive online magazine—featuring reci-
pes, essays, travelogues, photography, illustrations, and more.  
And in the COVID era, the epub  
has only gained in popularity, as  
limitations on restaurant meals  
and other outings have prompted  
people on East Hill and around the world to embrace homier  
pleasures. “We’ve had an incredible uptick in interest in the  
magazine, largely as a result of the lockdown,” says Abigail  
Reing ’22, a food science major in CALS who is Crème de 
Cornell’s club president and the magazine’s editor-in-chief. “On  
social media, you see how many people have baked bread for the  

frst time, or made fuffy lattes or matcha or other things that  
they may have wanted to try before but didn’t have the time.  
Now is the time.” 

Founded in 2010, Crème de Cornell is a student-run organi-
zation that generally produces one issue per semester—though  
its burst in popularity prompted it to come out with two in  

fall 2020, each themed to an aspect of how pandemic life has 
shaped culinary cravings. As the national media have observed, 
many of us have sought solace in sweets and carbs, leading to 
the proverbial “COVID ffteen.” Says Reing: “Cooking has tied 
a lot of students together during this rough year, giving people 
an outlet and the chance to try something new.” › 
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SWEET TREAT: A chocolate cake 
made with coffee and Bailey s 
Irish Cream that was featured in 
the magazine s cookbook, Crème 
de la Crème. Opposite page: 
Covers from 2020. 
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MULTI MEDIA: Crème’s 
tote bag (above) and 
tenth anniversary 
cookbook (left). Below: 
Magazine heads Reing 
(left) and Castroverde. 
Opposite page: A 
sampling of spreads 
from past issues. 
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Cookie, 

The fall 2020 “Comfort Foods” issue featured 
essays exploring the emotional role that food plays 
in various cultures, plus an international menu of 
recipes including Swedish pancakes, Cantonese 
sweet buns, rigatoni alla salsiccia (a pasta dish 
with sausage and blush sauce), a Filipino dessert 
made from rice and coconut milk, and a Korean 
soup with tofu and kimchi. The “Guilty Pleasures” 
issue contemplated such topics as the joys of illicit 
snacking in the library stacks and the eternal popu-
larity of ramen noodles; in an essay entitled “Let’s 
Brie Friends,” a student described the indulgent thrill 
of buying a wedge of the unctuous French cheese at 
Collegetown Bagels and devouring it solo. Recipes 
included “Mexican hot chocolate cookies” and a boozy 
sauce for pouring over cake and setting it afame, in 
the tradition of a British Christmas pudding. “Do note 
that this is a fre risk,” the author advised, “and all 
involved should keep a safe distance from the fambé.” 

In non-COVID times, Crème de Cornell hosts 
events like issue-launch parties and cooking demos 
in the Stocking Hall test kitchen. During the 
pandemic, the club has stepped up its social media 
presence, with Instagram-driven giveaways of gift cards 
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‘It’s a pretty diverse group from all over 
campus,’ Alex Castroverde ’23 says of the 
staff, ‘because food is such a universal thing.’ 

Donuts 

........ ----
-~~~ [; "J:§fE: =.;::..~ 
........... _,_;;.--:::: ::.---::..---,,,_~ .. -"" 

to Collegetown eateries and of tote bags emblazoned with an 
Ithaca food map. The publication’s website (cremedecornell.net) 
has links to past issues, whose themes have included fnger 
foods, brunch, greens, and “bowls.” (The latter featured dishes 
served in the titular container, from stir fry to desserts to a 
granola-and-fruit combo with yogurt and açaí.) Each issue taps 
the talents of some three dozen students—writers, editors, 
photographers, designers, and culinary mavens from a vari-
ety of colleges and majors. “It’s a pretty diverse group from all 
over campus,” says Alex Castroverde ’23, the club’s treasurer 
and vice president, “because food is such a universal thing. 
Everyone loves it.” 

Last spring, the club published a tenth anniversary cook-
book, Crème de la Crème. Its offerings include Castroverde’s 
all-time favorite Crème de Cornell recipe: a vegetarian take on 
Buffalo wings (see recipe at right) that uses caulifower instead 
of chicken. “I continually make it—it’s one of the best recipes 
I’ve ever had,” says the CALS nutritional sciences major, an avid 
home cook. “I make it for my friends. I make it for my mom. 
I’m actually making it tonight.” n 

— Kitty Kemp 

Buffalo Cauliflower ‘Wings’ 
1 head caulifower (fresh or equivalent in frozen) 

For the batter 
½ cup milk (dairy or plant-based, preferably almond) 
½ cup water 
¾ cup all-purpose four (regular or gluten-free) 
2 tsp. garlic powder 
2 tsp. onion powder 
1 tsp. cumin 
1 tsp. paprika 
¼ tsp. sea salt 
¼ tsp. black pepper 

For the sauce 
1 tbs. butter (dairy or plant-based) 
1 cup Frank’s RedHot sauce 

Line a large sheet pan with parchment paper and preheat oven to 
450°F. Wash caulifower and break into bite-sized forets. 

Mix all batter ingredients in a large bowl, then add caulifower and 
toss to coat each piece evenly. Lay forets on parchment paper in an 
even layer and bake for 12 minutes. 

Remove pan from oven and turn over forets so they crisp on each 
side. Return pan to oven and bake for another 12 minutes. 

Melt butter in microwave in 10-second intervals, gradually mixing 
in hot sauce. 

Remove pan again, transfer wings to bowl with hot sauce mixture, 
and toss, making sure everything is coated evenly. Return to pan and 
bake for another 12 minutes. Remove pan, turn each foret again, 
and bake for a fnal 12 minutes. 

Adapted from a recipe in Crème de la Crème by Steph Tan ’22. 

https://cremedecornell.net
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DETOUR 

2020 -~ 

a cross-country.dr:ve 
through america s 

wrongtun1s 

Brad Herzog 

New Releases 
Detour 2020 
BRAD HERZOG ’90 

In the fourth volume in his “States of Mind” 
series of U.S. travel memoirs, Herzog 
chronicles a cross-country RV journey he 
took last summer. It was a fraught moment 
in American history, as the nation faced 
multiple crises: a global pandemic, crushing 
unemployment, seemingly endless wildfres, 
civil unrest amid protests against racist 

policing, and deep political divisions in advance of the presidential 
election. His goal, he writes, was to explore 2020 “not in hindsight, 
but in real time. Not from a lonely writing room, but through an 
expedition into the heart of America and its conficts, its history, its 
tragic deviations.” A longtime CAM contributing editor, Herzog has 
penned dozens of books for children and adults including the previous 
series entries Small World and Turn Left at the Trojan Horse. 

Daughter of the White Rose 
DIANE ZAHLER ’79 

Set in England in 1483, Zahler’s latest 
young adult novel is narrated by twelve-
year-old Nell, the daughter of a butcher in 
the kitchens of Westminster Palace—and 
best friend to Prince Edward, the heir to 
the throne. When Edward’s father dies and 
his uncle Richard III seizes the crown, both 
Edward and Nell fnd themselves imprisoned 

in the Tower of London. Offering a speculative take on the legend 
of the “princes in the tower,” the novel follows the brave and clever 
Nell’s efforts to free herself and her friend. “Zahler skillfully weaves 
historical facts and period rumors into a fabric richly embroidered with 
imaginative storytelling,” says Booklist, calling the tale “enjoyable fare 
for historical fction fans.” 

Girls of a Certain Age 
MARIA ADELMANN ’07 

The characters in these works of short 
fction are coping with myriad challenges: 
unemployment, loneliness, unplanned 
pregnancy, single motherhood, domestic 
abuse, a husband going off to war. “The stories 
in Adelmann’s debut collection feature women 
and girls adrift in the world,” says Kirkus. 
“From broken homes, broken relationships, 

broken senses of their own identities, the narrators of these stories 
explore worlds marked by a bleak sense of anonymity—in these largely 
urban tales, all faces seem to be faces in the crowd.” A double major 
in English and psychology on the Hill, Adelmann holds an MFA in fction 
from the University of Virginia and has been published in numerous 
literary magazines including the Threepenny Review and Epoch. 

Wild Vet Adventures 
GABRIELA WAGNER ’12, BS ’11, DVM ’17 

Known as “Dr. Gabby Wild” on various 
National Geographic platforms, Wagner is 
a globe-trotting wildlife veterinarian and 
conservationist. This colorful hardcover 
for kids (subtitled Saving Animals Around 
the World) runs nearly 200 pages, taking 
readers on a continent-by-continent tour of 

dozens of species, with full-page photos and numerous facts about 
habitat, diet, anatomy, potential threats, and more. In addition to 
telegenic species like elephants, chimpanzees, and giant pandas, Dr. 
Wild profles a few lesser-known critters like pangolins, dung beetles, 
and a raccoon relative called the white-nosed coati. “Overall,” says 
School Library Journal, “the engaging text is sure to delight readers.” 

Blood, Powder, and Residue 
BETH BECHKY ’91 

Subtitled How Crime Labs Translate 
Evidence into Proof, this volume from 
Princeton University Press offers a behind-
the-scenes look at forensic science, 
based on the author’s eighteen months 
of feldwork in a metropolitan crime lab in 
the Midwest. An ILR alum on the faculty at 
NYU, Bechky turns her sociologist’s eye on 

a workplace whose day-to-day activities (fctionalized in umpteen 
TV dramas from “CSI” onward) inform weighty outcomes in the 
realms of justice and punishment—be it analysis of DNA, bullets, 
illegal drugs, fngerprints, or other evidence. “The writing is crisp 
and jargon-free, and the text includes many interesting anecdotes,” 
says the New York Times, adding that the book “manages to be both 
scholarly and engaging.” 

Lost Restaurants of Miami 
SETH BRAMSON ’69 

A Hotelie and lifelong Miamian, Bramson 
has penned more than thirty books on 
Florida history, including those focused on 
its railroads, its Jewish community, and the 
evolution of various cities. Here, he revisits 
bygone eateries in the Miami area dating 
back to the late nineteenth century, from 
coffee shops to steakhouses, cafeterias to 

white-glove operations in luxury hotels. As everywhere, the region’s 
dining industry has been buffeted by changing fortunes—in Florida’s 
case, numerous hurricanes that destroyed buildings and economic 
downturns that destroyed livelihoods. The book also includes 
dozens of vintage photos of now-departed establishments that 
once fourished in what Bramson calls “one of the greatest food 
towns in America.” 

To purchase these books and others by Cornellians, or to submit your book for possible mention in Cornell Alumni Magazine, go to cornellalumnimagazine.com/authors. 

https://cornellalumnimagazine.com/authors
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THE 

AMONG THE 

JOHN M. MILLAR 

PAGES: 616 I PUB DATE: 09-30-2020 I SOFTCOVER: $26.95 978-1-64663-062-2 

HARDCOVER: $39.95 978-1-64663-064-6 I EBOOK: $7.99 978-1-64663-063-9 

JOHN M. MILLAR, CORNELL CLASS OF 1966 
John M. Millar grew up in Central Pennsylvania and graduated from Cornell University in 1966. He served in the US Army from 1966 
to 1969; graduated from Officer Candidate School in July 1967; served as a first lieutenant with the First Infantry Division in Vietnam 
in 1968 and 1969; and received two Bronze Stars, an Air Medal, and a Commendation Medal from the US Army. From the Vietnam gov
ernment, Millar received the Vietnamese Honor Medal and the Vietnamese Gallantry Cross for joint operations. He graduated with an 
MBA from the Darden Graduate Business School, University of Virginia, in 1972. For the past forty-five years, he has served in senior 
executive positions in department stores, regional mall REITs, and mixed-use town center development industries. The Wars Among 
the Paines is his first novel. 

www.thewarsamongthepaines.com koehlerbooks TM 
www.koehlerbooks.com • (800) 435-4811 Available at Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and booksellers everywhere 

www.koehlerbooks.com
www.thewarsamongthepaines.com
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Kroch Library’s menu collection 
is a cornucopia of culinary history 

By Beth Saulnier 

Among the many treasures in 
Cornell’s Rare and Manuscript 
Collections are some 12,000 slices 

of gustatory life: original copies of menus 
dating from the mid-nineteenth century 
onward. They come from establishments 
far and wide—hometown spots to fancy 
boîtes, tiki bars to railway cars, ocean liners 
to family diners. “It’s fascinating to see the 
depth and breadth,” says Lance Heidig, a 
reference and instruction librarian on the 
Hill who has helped faculty use the menus 
in their classes. “You see restaurants across 
the whole spectrum of dining out—we’ve 
got famous places, but also chains and little 
mom-and-pop shops. It’s really fun to look 
at these things and compare them. There’s 
so much of everything, I’ve barely scratched 
the surface.” 

Housed in Kroch Library, the collec-
tion—technically several of them, some 
with specifc foci such as airline menus— 
occupies dozens of storage boxes. Since only 
a relative handful have been scanned, pars-
ing this culinary treasure trove involves 
diving in and exploring. (Like the rest of 
Kroch’s holdings, the collection is open to 
the public, at least in normal times; due to 
COVID safety regulations, access to the 
reading room is currently limited to 
members of the Cornell community who 
are participating in surveillance testing, 
and advance reservations are required.) 
“Menus can help answer so many ques-
tions, because they contain so many 
layers of data,” says Katherine Reagan, the 
Ernest L. Stern Curator of Rare Books & 
Manuscripts, noting that they’ve informed 

research by historians, designers, journal-
ists, economists, and more. “They are 
advertising, so they need to catch the 
customer’s eye with an appealing design 
and enticing descriptions. They preserve 
evidence of what people ate and what 
foods were popular. They allow research-
ers to trace the rise and fall of certain food 
trends, or when the culinary traditions of 

other regions and cultures of the world frst 
appear in America and in what form.” 

About half of Kroch’s menus—some 
6,000—stem from a collection origi-
nally amassed by hospitality legend Oscar 
Tschirky and donated to the Hotel school 
following his death in 1950. Known as 
“Oscar of the Waldorf,” Tschirky served 
as maître d’hôtel of New York City’s 
Waldorf Astoria for an astounding half-
century, from 1893 to 1943. (“Few ever 
knew his surname,” the New York Times 
said in his obituary, “but three generations 
of travelers and diners-out were fattered 
because their opulence, their social posi-
tion, or their public standing entitled them 
to call this former busboy Oscar, and bask 
in the expansiveness of his famous genial 
smile.”) The rest come from a variety of 
sources, including a collection begun by the 
Hotel school in 1930 and contributions by 
alumni who’ve amassed them during their 

travels around the country and the globe: 
while the bulk are from North America, 
there are also menus from through-
out Europe and as far away as Japan and 
New Zealand. “It’s a hidden gem—it’s not 
talked about as much as it should be,” says 
Heather Foulks Kolakowski ’00, a Hotelie 
who’s now on the faculty as a lecturer in 
food and beverage management. “It’s really 
interesting to go and see the menus, not 
only from a culinary standpoint but also 
from an anthropological one. The histori-
cal context is really cool—how preferences 
and tastes change, and also how terminol-
ogy and phrases that were commonplace 
in the late 1800s or early 1900s are not 
common now.” 

As examples of dishes that once popu-
lated menus but have fallen out of favor, 
Kolakowski cites terrines and aspics, as 
well as “offal” like chicken livers and sweet-
breads; in more recent decades, she notes, 
Chilean sea bass was widely popular on 
seafood menus, but nowadays the species is 
considered endangered. Kolakowski gets a 
particular kick out of the prices on century-
old menus, with elaborate feasts available 
for what would now be the cost of a latte. 
“But I guess it’s all relative,” she says with 
a laugh. “Back in the day it was probably a 
very expensive meal.” A fan of Cornell’s 
menu and cookbook collections since her 
undergrad days, Kolakowski has used the 
Kroch holdings as a teaching tool in her 
classes. “The composition of a menu is core 
to a restaurant,” says Kolakowski, who also 
holds a degree from the Culinary Institute 
of America. “What you choose to sell ties› 

  
 

 

‘Menus can help answer so many 
questions,’ says curator Katherine 
Reagan, ‘because they contain so 
many layers of data.’ 
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in to how your kitchen is set up, how the 
food is presented on the plate to the guest. 
The menu sets the operational standards 
for a lot of aspects of the restaurant, but 
it also sets the ambience and expectations 
that guests have when they come in—the 
type of paper you use, the colors. Is it in a 
binder? Does it have pictures? Does it have 
wine pairings? Does it talk a little about 
the history of the restaurant? All of those 
things really add to the guests’ experience.” 

While many of the menus in the 
collection are from long-gone local estab-
lishments, others represent well-known 
eateries or chains—from the mass market 
to the height of elegance. There are exam-
ples from IHOP, Chili’s, Long John Silver’s, 
Olive Garden, Pizza Hut—and from L.A.’s 
famed Brown Derby, La Tour d’Argent and 
Maxim’s in Paris, and numerous iconic 
NYC spots, from the 21 Club to the Russian 
Tea Room to Tavern on the Green. “We 
talk about chefs like Escoffer and Paul 

JET AGE (top and above): Dining on Pan Am during the golden era of 
air travel in the 1960s. Previous page: From a hotel in Japan, 1960. 
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Bocuse, and they seem like these mythi-
cal fgures,” says Aaron Adalja, an assistant 
professor of food and beverage management 
at the Hotel school who has also used the 
menu collection in his classes. “But when 
I can show students a menu from Bocuse’s 
iconic restaurant in France—when they see 
that manifested physically—it really drives 
home the idea of how these chefs shaped 
modern cuisine.” 

As Adalja and Kolakowski both note, 
among the most striking items in the 
collection are menus from Windows on 
the World, the famed restaurant atop the 
North Tower of the World Trade Center 
that was destroyed in the September 11 
terrorist attacks. Kolakowski has vivid 
memories of dining there as an undergrad 
during a class trip for a course in restaurant 
entrepreneurship—yet as Adalja observes, 
“there’s an entire generation of students 
who don’t know about Windows on the 
World because they were born after 9/11. 

But it’s not only important because it was 
at the top of the World Trade Center; it was 
incredibly signifcant in cuisine because it 
set so many standards in fne dining.” 

Refecting both Tschirky’s interests and 
the Hotel school’s pedagogy, the menu 

collection also includes numerous examples 
from hostelries around the world—not only 
for regular meal service but for banquets 
(some of them eye-popping in their Gilded 
Age opulence) honoring people and organi-
zations. There are menus from Hotel Ezra 
Cornell, the school’s annual student-run 
hospitality conference, as well as those that 
refect a bygone era of elegance in travel, 

including luxe repasts on the Union Pacifc 
Railroad, Pan Am, and Cunard’s White Star 
Line. And as Heidig points out, the collec-
tion is still being added to; one alum, Paul 
Fishbeck ’56, has been annotating and 
sending in menus from his global travels 
for decades. “What we have in Rare and 
Manuscript Collections are the raw materi-
als of history,” Heidig observes. “They have 
questions embedded in them, and they’re 
just waiting for researchers to come and 
fnd the answers. And these are living, 
growing collections. We’re documenting 
the past, but we’re also documenting the 
present.” 

A sampling of Kroch’s many menus 
appears on the following pages. 

Do you or someone you know have a collection 
of menus that might be of interest to Kroch? 
While space is limited and the archives are unable 
to accept every offer, they welcome inquiries about 
potential donations at rareref@cornell.edu. 
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‘The menu sets the operational 
standards for the restaurant,’ says 
Professor Heather Kolakowski ’00, 
‘but it also sets the ambience and 
expectations that guests have.’ 

mailto:rareref@cornell.edu
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HORS D'OEUVRERIE 

GIRAFFE .70 
Grilled Hamburg Patty 

Mashed Potatoes with Gravy 
Rolls Butter 

Milk 

Ice Cream 

BEAR 1.50 
Soup or Juice 

Baked Ham with Surprise Sauce 
Mashed Potatoes Vegetable 

Rolls Butter 
Milk Ice Cream 

ZEBRA .55 
Cup of Soup 

Mashed Potatoes with Gravy 
Vegetable 

Milk 

Rolls Butter 
Ice Creom 

ELEPHANT 1.50 
Tomato Juice or Soup 

Sliced Chicken 
Mashed Potatoes Rolls 

Butter Milk 

LION 1.00 
Tomato Juice 

Roost Sirloin of Beef 
Mashed Potatoes with Gravy 

Milk 
Chocolate Sundae 

SEAL .45 
Peanut Butter Sandwich 

Ice Cream or Coke 

Milk 

PARMLY HOTEL 

DELUXE AND SIMPLE (clockwise from top left): 
Windows on the World, the elegant restaurant lost on 
9/11; a 1922 banquet in Cleveland; hotel cocktails, 
1949; kids’ cuisine at an Ohio hotel, circa the 1960s. 
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SLOE GIN FIZZ 
I teo,, •' wgo• - I', oi •f .__,. 
rvoc•-1 11f8•• ef ''" ,.,. $h•h ..,,11 
w,lh ••••\•,I k• •"" ,,,o,., '"'• • h;,h 
t.oU 9lon f,11 ... ,th oe, ,okl ..do 

EGGNOG 

I 1,0,p el •"'9•' 1 whot. •II -
s •• ,, ..,11\ 1 i••nr•• 1,q,..., nuo,.dy, 
whi,hy .......... ,h,.,,.,,,,...,,.,,.d) 
Shoh ..,,,h uo,\ed ; .. on<II 1tro,,.. 1h,,. 
,p,.nkle 9101,d ,,.,,.,.., on top 

DAIQUIRI 
½ 1,0,p el ,u9a, - ,, 01 of i.,.,..,. -
I,..,, 1w•<e - I i•tt•• of wh,t, ,...., 
Shoh well w,1h crochd let. th,,. 11,oi,. 

PLANTER'S PUNCH 

l '"''P ol 11190,-I 1'9""'' of Jo"'•"'• 
"'"' - I 01 of i. .... ,. or lMft41 j,,,.c, 
Sho\t weH w;11, 1;,.. ict o..4 pou, 
........ ;..,d ,.,,, a 10 .. , glou Dec0<• 
01, with 11iu of 0,01191, ._,...,., d,,,,,. 
o'IG •P"I of huh ,.,;.,,. 

CUBA LIBRE 
c.,i., ol ,., Juoc, •"d ,,nd of YI J,,... 
- I i•gg., of ,.,.,. - fill with ct!. 

SIDE CAR 
\. •• of brandy - ,, 01. ,I '-"''" j,..iq 
- '• ••- Cotnlrtou 01 tr,plt aoc... P,ah 
well w,th cu1<\td lu • .,d ,.,.,;.. ;,,,, 
c.c\!oil glon 

MINT JULEP 
M .. ddl• o ·•- ,p,J.ti, a, huh fflint 
_,,11 1 l•ooo , .. 11,., o...J oplo,11 •' 
,ado in • 10-n glou. fill glau _,,11 
fifta ot• oMI ~lfl i,, l\o\ 01. of be,.., . 
.._,._ $at 1lou >nt• ,.,.,.,,.., ... d po•" 
ti9k1ly witk fin• ko. Slir "''•'"'• 
b,i1Uy f.,, "'"'"'' o• •• to fr•n• ict 
10 owhid. of 91011. lifr ... , and cf.to•· 
alt witl. l •P•'S• ,,.;,.,-,lie. al a, .... , •• 
-k-f>-a...:I a chtny ,;,.. pc,wd•••d 
,.,...,, d .. ,1.d .. .,., "''"' will odd lo 
f,oolad oppeor•Mt of drlnl. 

SINGAPORE SLING 
I 01 ol i.,...., 1wio - h l•aop .. , 
1w90• - 1 H cl.•uy 1,, .. .,dy - I ot. 
of 91,.. Shal,, well w,ttr. cnKhd 1 .. 
.,..., ,....,, ............ , ..... • 10-.. ,. ,, ... 
ond du .. , .. ,, with olOo .. , a, .. ,.1., 
i.-"· and o cll•"J 

FROZEN DAIQUIRI 
11,,, .. ,p .,,.,,.,-h ... 11.,...,. .. , 
Ii- j,wic•-do1h of ,.,o,oKhi"o l"'lueu, 
- ,, .... of "'"''• '""' Ml• ...-ilh n ... 
« .... , OI-• .. n •" .i.c1ric "''••• .. , 
,hol,• ... 11 l,y i.o,.d , 0 .,, ......... 1,...i 
;,.10 c)oo,,.,01"• ",auur" o...:1 top with 
othe,ry 

MANHATTAN 
2/l •r• .. , bau,l:,o., whhhy .. ,..i 1/) 
,., .. , .,.,_.,,h - bitt•n if o1.,1,.,. 
Sh, wi1h tro<hd "'• o"d 11, .. 1,._ S., ... 
wi1I. ci.,.,, 01'1' ""'AHHATTAN Dry 
,,.neod of iwul u•-uth 

OLD FASHIONED 
I i.,,,., .. 1 111110• oolwrol•d wi,t, l,itt.,,. 
•pla,I. .. , .......... ...., .. - 1 ., ...... , 
.... n ..... _ .. _ ............. ,. - 1 ... i.. 
.. 1 "'• - ••tr whlc:h ,au, 1 µ,,., ol 
•ye, "-"'""• ., Scotti. whiohy. 

SHERRY FLIP 

1 iea,p •' , .. oo• - I -i.oi. ••• -
I iitt•• of oh•uy !ho\• well wiffl 
<ro1k•d kt and 1trolft itlto a D,1....,.kt 
9lou-,p,l,.\I, .,.,,..,.. 1 0 ,. top, (1, 0 ...,y 
., pert,.,. i,,. .,,.d ;.,,,,od of ,he,11y.) 
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•LUSCNMANN'S 
SLOI! GIN 

?ET NEVER TOUCH THE GROUND IS JUST A SAMPLE OF THE MODERN WAY ODE ISLAND RED CIUCKENS ARE RAISED 

COCKTAIL 
SUGGESTIONS 

CHARLES PTNCO 
COLLEC I fll 

n1ini .25 Manhaltan .25 1---~ 7 ------.-=-ld Fashioned .25 Bacardi ,35 Bourbon Highball .25 Scotch Highball .25 

as· 

Whiskey Sour .25 Gin Fizz .25 

'500 
LOS FELIZ 

BLVD. 
NO. 9427 

Sloe Gin Fizz .25 
SEE WINE IJST 

Willard's 
(TWO PLACES ONLY) 

IDinners 
CHICKEN $1.25 

9625 
PICO 
BLVD. 

CR. 9796 

FILET MIGNON, MUSHROOM SAUCE $1.25 BRACE OF DOUBLE TiilCK LAMB CHOPS $1.25 NEW YORK STEAK $1.40 (SEBVED ON SIZZLING PLATIER) 

All Dinnen ln,ludt: 
Chicken Tomciio Bouillon Hearts o1 Crisp Lettuce, Willard'• Dreuing Creamed Mashed Potatoes Vegetable Chicken Country Gravy 

Southem Com Poneo Individual Pan Hot Biscuita Orange Blossom Honey Home-Mada Apple Butter 
Choice ol: W'allard'a Own Apple Pie (A LA MODE EXTRA) Orange or Pineapple Ice Old Fashloned Ice Cream Silex Coffee 

ALL WHITE MEAT CIUCKEN DINNER $1.75 Each Extra Piece of White Meat 50 cents 
While Rocle .SO 

Ginger Ale .SO Lime ltickey .SO 
Beer .15 • .20 

WE SERVE A CHILDBEN"S POBTIOH To ThoM Under 12 Yecm,-For HaH Price 
Please Lock Your Car 
SALAD BOWL AND ..:HOJCE OF CAIFS JJVEB AND BACON BROILED LAMB CHOPS • • • PllEMJUM HAM STEAi[ DUaEBT FBENCH FB1ED POTATOES 

as· 

~J ~ 
~~.~- ~~~ 

L 

VARIED TASTES (this page, clockwise from top 
left): A ribbon detailing the fourteen sumptuous 
courses at an 1851 banquet at New York City’s 
Astor House; dinner in 1930s Los Angeles; 
vintage “table tent,” source unknown; Big Red 
alumni bash, 1902. Opposite page, top left 
and middle: California seafood, 1972. Top 
right: Breakfast at the Condado Beach Hotel in 
San Juan, Puerto Rico, 1952. Bottom: Meaty 
offerings at a mid-century Arizona steakhouse. 
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~EAFOOD APPETIZERS SNltlMPMEATCOCIITAll · 1.10 fllESK OYSTERS, l>IHIIJ. • - - 2.10 =::: ::r::nAll . . . ::: FRBil CUMS,",,.,.., : u~ =::;:--:~l : ::~ STEAMED CUMS, wmu nnu 0110 .. nA111 t~ BAYOU O'fSTEII COCIITAIL • 1.05 KING CRAB CLAWS, ..... .,. COll • 2.30 0U11PIA0YSTERCOClTAll • 2J5 
1.2(1 SOUR CREAM HERRING - • .75 CRACIIED FR~ CW, co,1 ot 1m,n1 3.50 SQUID cunm - l.90 OYSTER STEW 1.75 1.00 OlTMPIAO~J~~CHAIO-UI.H 3.00 -w r~;;;~;•-:\;::;:• CLAM CHOWDER :=.: := ) 

ACCLAIMED ENTREES 
FISH & CHfS (lNOUIHMIOOSB"mR) 2.10 
SIIJIII CUIUTS ............ 215 FRID SHRW . . . .••.••... 2.35 
MIXID FRIES ••••••••..•••. 2.60 
DIG CRAB CIAWS, ""' ...... 2.65 
Sl'.AI.IIIPS, '"" ••••..•••••. 2.70 

&OYSTERS 

SCALUJPS {S...te.i) BOROELAISE •••• 2.85 
Sff£lL FISH FRIES •.•..•••.. 2.95 
ICEI.ANOIC FRlm LOBSTER .•.. 2.95 FROG LEGS •.•..•.•...... 3.4D 
PRAWNS IIT£RIIATIONAL •..... 3.95 
ABAl.(N ~mo .......... 4.75 

CRAB 

,I~,,,. 
~ 2.11, 

DESSERTS ~ U=-:.::.-•E sr-1Um.w .. JO: 
.l.lfllN'f1CMlNIOfll - - l5c 

BEVERAGES 
umal.l""rlml · 20f .lll,lr&lal· ... 20f 
SOfTDtllllS•, •, ,zo. 
COIT[( ••••••• 20< 
Nl!ITU,cm«(llm), 21k 
IIOlffA(ll.-1111}- -211r. 

ShflmpCo<l<IAl 
SUpR,M--·1' 

FrcnchF~e<I 
OnionRinQ•50 

si-t,et .... 15 
looO,...,,, 15 

SALADS 

~ 
All $u.,.tMt$Al.Atl'$WflH 
ANTHONY'S DRESSING 

(ruNA SAUD -...1 UiO AVOCADO TUNA 2.~ 

CRAB 
SUPREME, REGULAR• 2.95 
SUPREME, SMALL • 2.10 
CW, LOUIE -- 315 
CRAB, LOUIE, SMALL ._--. 1A5 

""'""'""' us 
SHRIMP 

SUPREME, REGULAR• 2.40 
SUPREME, SMALL I.OJ 
SHRIMP, LOUIE .__ - 1.10 
SHRIMP, LOUIE, SMAll ...... ,,..-. 2.15 
AVOCADO-SHRIMP 

"' LOBSTER 
SUPREME, REGULAR• uo 
SUPREME, SMAlL 3.10 
LOBSTER, LOUIE u-1o -- C.95 
LOBSTER, LOUIE, SMALL .__ ,,._q 3AS 
AYOCAOO-L08STEJI 3.45 

COMBINATIONS 
SUPREME, REGULAR • 3.20 
SUPIEME, SMALL Zll 
COMB~ LOUIE 1.ou1o "'-n1 · · · · J.!15 COMB.,LOUIE,SWJ.L .___ 2.65 
AYOCADO·CIIMBINATION 2.65 

SIIIDUCDC!lllffT'SFIISJ-OIUASIICIIO!TOWIIIIC _..,,,., •Plmo-"""--•-"----,-aai•••lb-
•UU:111TSOYKl ■ -•o1---. •U..llllllcllsolnlllllm .... lilllot .... ll1lot.,.blol1I ..... -.... ................... -. ... _ .. ,._ _____ .,.. .. ,_. .__.. .............. 

Children's Menu 75c 
Po,Ck//,l,..,On.ly 

()ROUND SIRLOIN TIPS 
FR!EDCHICl(EN =ro..,,., 

LUN ON 
SUGGESTIONS ClUNCMIH'llDUOffll.U01'MJ 

Stall,pl"attla!ONA- 1.15 

~AbaioneGourmel uo 
~ff'OIIAp 2.35 

SAND'\'ICHES 

°"···· 
uo .... 

.. UO 
Shranp$alads-twich .. -•-. 1.60 
Abaloneltelll ____ us 
Abalone ... .,.._-------- . uo 
.. , ______ _ 

SALADS 
T- (Albac:cn) Tomato CClnbo 1.15 
c.lif.ShrtmpT_.ec.nbo_2J.I 
CrabTllffllloColieo. ____ 2..41 -------1,,UNCHEON SPECJAU'IE8 

SMIIMP MOODU IUMOffll 
r;.JiJ. n.••I• T""'J N-• .,,.o.,_,,, _ __, 1.tl 

....,. - -_,,.,. 

... 

WIN~ LISTf .• 
PI.UHOHU 
..... ,u .... . 

Sot ........... _ .... ,..- .... ,... _, .. ,._ 
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SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE (this page, 
left and above): San Diego drive-in, 1940s. 
Right and below: Classic Greek diner, 
Manhattan, 1971. Opposite page, top left and 
bottom: Copacabana nightclub, mid-century 
Manhattan. Top center: Chicago hotel bar, 
mid-century. Top right: New York World’s Fair 
restaurant, 1964. 
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FO 

FRESH FRUIT 
SUNDAE 

~resh Fruits in se 

Whippecf cream 

garnish 

Double Ri 
le, 

Double Ri 
Ice 

Tempting 

Top 

SPf!cia/ F 

Thie 

Coo/ingF 

C,e 

(I I :0o A. M. to Z:00 A. M. O•ily) 

• 
t'.~;:' ::':,~ s~~•~:,';; ~:;;;:}'"P IO 
Fresh Cr•b Meat Salad... . 

3
0 

Stuffod T,.,,.,, ,.,,. Ch;,,,. S,1,. ........ ··········· :1 
~.,., Sp.,;,1 S.lad Bowl. Choiee of o,.,,.ng 25 

All•- Vegetable S.iad. Choice of O,e,,;ng:.·.•...... 30 

C~•nation Chioken S.i,a and Potato S.iod Plate ... 35 

'"•d F,.,, Ju.,,bo Sh,;.,,p,. T.,,., Sauce. 3$ 

Cold Tena.,,, .. fiom. Potato S.iad............. 
35 

Die.a Turi<ey, 1, King With fiot Bi,cuifs... . .... 30 

Chicken Gibl.., S.ute. Timbled Rice ........................ 
35 

F,;ea~lckenL,..,.onTo,,,.R.,he,Bocon .......... 40 

$pee;•! Pon F,;,a Steak. Count,y G,,,y ..................... 
35 

::::.i1.~::-:, ~~;;;;;;;tg::.~,!'f .... ·.-.·.····· 30 

Rcost Young Tom Tu,key. South,m Stuffing with .. 30 

c,,nbe,,y S.uc, .........................
..... : ........... so 

Potatoes. Ye,1ttab/e and Buttered T o.tst 

Served With Above Hot Plate Dinners 

SPECIAL succrsT,oNs 

Peanut Bu 

lettuce an 

Pimiento 

Tuna .. 

Sardine II 

CLUB Hous 

3~~~~~~:., 
lettuce. 

Mayonnaise 

SALAD 

PECIAL C 
California Fr 

lettuce and 

Pineapple a 

Spanish Col 

"Chicken ,n ~. 
rcoi,,,,;"'11ea, 

½ FRIED CHICKEN SERVED 

WITHOUT SILVERWARE_ 

Cobs of Shoestring Potat0es ~II 

Jug Honey, Hor Buttered Rolls' iJUC 

FRIED CHICKEN LIVERS AND 

GIZZARDS, Sh0estring Potat0es .. SOc 

Jc 

Made With GEJ!MJNAI'E:D CORN MEAL 

and PllRE MEAr, SIONr.£ss Wl£N£Rs 

Wiu, Our SPecjaJ Sauce an,9-ii~'",,'!"!. 'vt~""""'° 

"q'ouff~ 

SEE MENU ON 

WE PAY SPECIAL AlT£NTION TO OlJTGoJNG 

OIIDERS ANO OFFICE PARTIES 

I/ you can't btt t4e Mon u,fio ••c~ to D~, ..... 

l~n tfie D~r can. come to you.. lust p/ione /or oa, 

Hot and Hearty D~r aaggeslio,u 

Pl 8-3211 

Iii,,,/ I "f-r/ 

GY~O-GY~O 
835 3rd AVENUE 

(Corner of 51st Street) 

• 20 SOUVLAKI (SIiis/, Kebab) . ,95 

A GENUINE GREEK TREAT 

MOUSSAKA 

4 COL~P.":· lOJ'I\I 

10 DELPHINIAN KO~! ... ~:: . .':'•~ 

11 SHEPHERDS• SKEWERED Mutton 1.95 

21 CREEK SHISH KEBAB - ....... _ ,95 

22 HUNGARIAN 5Hl6H KEBAB... .95 

(Served on Middle-Eutem broad With 

A Hellenic favorite and one of our 

most famous apeciafties. Baked eu

plant slices with seasoned ITOUnd 

meat and potatoea. Topped 'W;th 

Cream sauce. --··---··-· 
. 1.45 

APPETIZERS FOR THE GOURMET 

No words to describe this perfect be,linnin& 

to a meaJ. Try it in its incredibly li&flt flaky 

crust. 

2 CREEK SPINACH PIE -~• .. •- .. -........... . ,55 

:3 CRtEK CHEE:!!£ 'Pl£ -----..... 
,55 

4 GREEK MEAT PIE ---·---... 
,75 

5 CREEK CHICKEN PIE ---· .. ·-··- ... -.. , 75 

A MiDDLE EAsr TREAT 

6 sn, sn,mg ~~Es' .. inoistyi, :::~ 

: STlJf'FED EClOf>t.ANT Penian Style 1,45 

(The above Mrved wltlt Rout Potatooa) 

A TRUE GRECIAN SPECIALTY 

9 PAST1T510 

Baked m&C&r6ni with well ·seuon~ 

&Tound meat and topped with 11. delr

cioua cream sauce.---·-· 1.45 

12 SUCKLINC PIC .......... - ................... _ ........ 1,95 

(Served with rice pilaf or roast potatoes and 

our country l'tyle 0 Creek Salad") 

GYRO 

13 ISRAEu (Lea-of Lamb) ............ . 95 

;4 CREEK /B•oti .......................
 -...... -~5 

15 PERSIAN (L. of L. 4 Beef)...... .95 

(Served on Middle-Eastern bread with 

tom~tpe• ~4 onion,) 

FROM SOCRATE'S SYMPOSIUMS 

15 BOXADEs (Sweett,readsr.:::, 1.75 

17 PERSIAN Sw-r•ad•- ....... _····-- .... 1.75 

,..,.-EZEDAKIA 

18 BYZANTIUM STYLE ............. -..... 1. 75 

19 SMYRNA MEZEDAKIA -•- ........ 1.75 

Braiaed In Imparted Wine 

':::r::!.::;:::; ::: ~1;:!!j•, 

FOR OUTCOINO OROERS · 

- fresh tomatoes and onions). 

23 TONCUE (Napoleon's Delicacy) ... 1.65 

24 BAKED LAMB IN TOMATO SAUCE 

with rice pilaf-----·----~- 1.75 

25 KHORESH KARAfS (Braised Lamb 

· Persian Style) - ........ - ...... -- .... - .. _ .. 1,75 

26 BRAISED LAMB wi11, aplnacl, ......... 1, 75 

DESSERTS 

BAKLAv~ ..... - ................. _•- ..... _·-·- .. - ........ ~§ 

CALAKTOBOURIKO ....... - .......... - ..... - ........ _ .35 

KATAIFI ................. - ............. ·-•- .. - ...... ____ . ,35 

' BEVER A GE S' ~~ 

TlJRKISH COFFEE•- ....... - ........ •-- ... -........ .25 

AMERICAN COFFEE - ........ - ... -- ... - ...... -.. .20 

SAN KA - ............... ····-- ............ _. __ ...... __ ·•·..... ,25 

~ ....... ·-·•-............... - ... -- ................ , .... _._ .aq 

MILK .......................
 - ................ - ....... - ................... -· 

.21 

SOFT DRINKS 

COCA COLA ......................
................. - .................. _ .25 

TAB ......................
............ - ...... -- ............. - ........ _ ,25 

SEVEN .. Up ..................... - .... ·····--.. - ............. __ 

ROOT BEER ... - ...... - ..... - ................ _ .. 

EXTRA ON EACH ITEM 

,25 

.25 

GYRO

.GYRO 

Pl 8 .. 321 I 

835 3rd AVENUE 
(Corner of 51st S:rcct) 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 
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~ 
!,!. 11W 

1 ~· ~ ~-,... 

OIINISSll!e.70 
(11Toh Vic~ .70 S.nluh .85 

Slrilg lum .70 Liu leMs .70 
S,lnidtPlit..70 CrNIIN.80 

Hew Pus .70 6riledT...toe1 I.DO 

SlewNIF1eshT111111oa.8S 
lullereclleds.701rtleclE9tPlill.90 

BrillstdHNmtfCelery US 
lrtledMudnmiOIITNJI 1.75 

.ts,.aps-Tips,B,ecnllorwllllowcr 1.25 

wit~ Ntllldw • Buller He 
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NATIONAL TOUR (this page, clockwise from top left): 
Many choices at IHOP, circa the 1960s; an Ohio 
seafood restaurant from mid-century; a famed New 
Orleans fne dining establishment (still open today) in 
1952; lunch at the Waldorf, 1893. Opposite page, top 
left: Breakfast at a Maine lodge in 1951. Top right and 
bottom: New York City’s legendary Russian Tea Room. 
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JUICES 

.. 
·" 

H -"'.'.: ;=:: :::·.:-.:. ::: 
~• -,:;;-.:;_ n, 

ll.U 

SIDI OROIRS 
~~-

--- M THNll.nY l ~l!~ ~~ ._... ";:.:-,.:::---
:::? .. ,_,.._,. 

w.c-,~r:..;::;-u...-' 

••-a.-.•-r....,,,...., 

Oysters on half shell 25 

Piel'l'e le Grand 40 
Reine Hortense 40 

Lobster a la Waldorf 1 00 

Lamb Chops l\Iaintenou 90 Hashed Regence 80 

Eggs Gorenflot 50 

Roast Spring Lamb mint sauce 90 

Roast Capon· 90 

Bermuda Potatoes 25 

Fresh String Beans 75 

Lettuce Salad 50 

Chantilly Cream Puffs 20 

Sliced Apple Pie 20 

Savarin Marquise 30 

Roast Beef 60 

Fresh Asparagus l 50 

Macaroni au gratin 50 

Tomato Salad 60 

French Custard 30 

Strawberry Tart 20 

Orange Souffie 50 

Coffee demi-tasse 15 

Thursday, March 16, 1893. 

SANDWICH IS 
---<WI,,.. 

~;;:~~: 
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,... 
,,~ :'f'v ii{. 

, ~lf~i~&lti 1@1~1 
TUESDAY, /,Ur.UST 21, 1951 

BRJ:J.!CF'/,ST 

Chilled Rolf ofoperrutifhp:~~~~;,•~~~o~;o;~gs, 
'l'oll\fltO Juice, Prun~ it Juice, Iced c;mtoloupo, 
,pplc""Souce, Gr~pe sin Melon, VB Ju~po or 
t~~~o~uf~~co, er , 

on Muffins, nougtinuts, French Toast, 
Raisin-Br Cinnamon Toa'.'st, 

cero£1lSt 

pancakes or t l or 
sevcronco I,odge cooke .. areal, sot Ootmoo 

Any Dry ceroo.l d any 
•~ry Eggs serve 

Porolor Omelet or rea 
'IJnY you \'ilSb 

, pro )'le f 11: 

Broilod B,.'\._ ~'l 

Beverages1 

/ /f Grilled l{Ot:l 

k sonko, postum 
, • coffeo,,lkM11ot Chocolate 
~ autterm • · 

-TONIGHT· 
sellcomp the Mog1c1o.n M 

pori ~1011 Room at 8140 P. · 

c'AppetfJ_fm 
RTRZllcusb-15.25 

RTR Espcci::tlly lmponed Smoked Salmon
lrcWld-Killorglin, Kcrry-19.75 

Scotland-ls.le of Mull-19,75 
Bclup Malossol Caviar-42.00 the ounce 
Qscua Malossol Caviar-38.00 the ounce 

ScTrup CaTiar-34.00 the OUIICC 
Narur.J Pressed Black Caviar-29.00 the ount"C 
Red Caviar, Ch~~~~~ Onions-18.SO 

Pickled Herring in Sour Crcam-7.75 

NoY'.I ~w:tm::i~C::.8~:!-13.75 
Eggplant Oricntalc-7.00 

Ch°CPChd::W~~~-00 

Mushrooms a La Grccquc-6.50 
Mdon (in scason)-4. 75 

Gnpcfruit (in scason)-4.00 

8oupswithcvr[Qf oC 
Ho< Boisdu with Sour Crom 

Cold Botseht with Sour Cream (in ~n) 
RTR Soup du Jow 

Consommc 
5.50 

099s arul Orne/ems 
Red CaTiar Omelette with Sour Crc:un-19,75 

Eggs with Smoked Salmon-14.75 

E~gs~tzru ~h1~-=-1-~-r 
Eggs with Bacon or lmponed Ham-8.50 

French To-ast with Prcsen-es-8.00 
Chicken Uvcr Omclettc-9. 75 

Om~o~:!,H:I:::: =~hr~~~~-50 

C.-0...,nbytn.,,IG.cl-

RTR Specialty of the Iby-17.50 
Eggplant a La Russe, au Gr:.uin-13.25 

Mwhrooms a La RUMC, au Gracin-13.25 
Blim:hiki with Cheese, Sliced Apples or 

ChCf!Y Prestt\-c:s :md Sow Crc:un-12.75 
Simiki with Sour Crcanl-12.75 

~~~l~us~~ei7.~1-so 
Beef a La Scroganoff-18.00 
Shashlik Cauca.sian-18.25 
Cocclcues Pojarsky-13.25 

N:i.futniki-13.25 
luli Kcb3b-13.25 

Cotdettc de Vob.illc-17.50 

5anlwfehes 
Cold Cotclcn:es on Bbck Bread-9.25 

s!o~ja~oSnli:td E~ ~=~iJ~ 
Smoked Ham and lmponcd Swi$ Cheesc-9.00 

Smoked S:umon with Bermuda Onion-14.00 
Imported H:.un and Tur:kcy, 

Letrucc :md Cole Slaw-l0.00 
Smoked Tongue and Iruponcd 

Swiss Chcesc-9.75 

B~ of ¥:rk~ :f:~ t~~.!3:;;d~ce-9.00 
Club a La Carnegie HaU · Baron, Turkey, 

Letruc~~o~~Ll;:i ~;;1u~t;,I0.00 

Cole Sl:aw-9.00 
Roast Turkey with Smoked Tongue 1ind 

Imported SWU.S Chcesc-11.25 

&vrarwfthifrnt 
Bclup Malossol Caviar with 

Blini and Sour Crc-:lm---44.00 
Red Ulvi:u with 

Blini and Sour Crc:am-23.50 
Fresh Natural 

Pressed Caviar wi1h 
Blini and Sour Crc:am-32.00 •' 
Oser.ta Malossol Caviar with 

Blini and Sow Cream-41.00 
Scvruga Caviar wi1h 

Bli.ni and Sour Cream-39.00 

i!sl\!!="l~J:~~h 
Blini and Sour Crcam-24.00 

RTR bkmka-15.25 
RTR Chicken Salad with Capcn-12.50 

RTR ChcC!i S2bd-12.50 
RTR Steak Tanarc with Egg Yolk, 

Anchovies, Capcn-16.75 
RTR Cold Cot1:le1te Plauct-10.50 

Smoked Tongue and Salami Pbnct-10.50 
Sliced B1east of Twkcy Planet-11.25 

Half Rom Dudling-16.75 
Turkey, Tongue, Smoked Salmon, 

Cole Slaw-13.25 
Shl'lmp Salad with Russian Orc5Sing-15.75 

Frui1 Salad v.ith Cot1age ChCC$C-I0.50 

Ruuian Specialties 
are deJcribed on back of menu 

(])esserf6 

RTR Assorted Pastrics-4.00 
RTR Sherbet Cams-3.50 

Russian Cr:eun-3.75 
Charloub-4.oo 

Bakb~-4.00 
Bakl:a~ with Sour Cre:am-4.50 

Kasha a La Gouridf-3.50 
Ha.lY'.lh-3.50 

Lodichka-4.00 

Yogurtc:'.~~c~~H.·;-3-50 

BJ:ackbcrry WincJcUowith 

Im~~ ~be::.~\o 
Fruit Comp0<c-3.50 

kcCrnm-3.50 
Strawbcnies Rom:moff-7.00 

ieverqges 
Cafe RUMC (Coffee with RU§Qan Vodka)-6.00 
/ Ho< Chocolate Chafupin 

'(Vodb., CoffCC Liqueur. Hm Chocola1e)-6.SO 
Hot Chocolate a Li. Russe 

eoW~~!ic\';;tc i=~~:!.oo 
Coffee Vienna ,. 

(Coffee with Whipped Cream)-2.50 
Esprcs,o-2.25 

lrishCofTce-5.50 
Coffee-I.SO 

RTR Tea in a Gla.u-t.50 
RTR Tea in a Glas.s with 
Cherry Prescn·es-2.00 

Iced Tea o< Coffcc-2.00 
Milk-1.50 

Decaffeinated Coffcc-1.75 

RED AND WHITE 
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TRYING TIMES 
A Medical College psychologist offers insights

 on coping during COVID 
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‘People are not sure how 
long this is going to go on, 
when they or their loved 
ones will get the vaccine, 
what life is going to be like.’ 

Susan Evans ’74, a clinical psychologist who specializes in the 
treatment of anxiety and mood disorders, has been on the fac-
ulty at Weill Cornell Medicine for more than a quarter-century. 
An alumna of Cornell’s undergraduate nursing program 
(which closed in 1979), she holds a master’s in education from 
Columbia and a doctorate from the New School for Social 
Research. With many in the U.S. and around the world under 
enormous stress—emotionally, physically, and in some cases 
fnancially—as the pandemic stretches to a year and beyond, 
CAM tapped Evans (below right) for some expert insight and 
practical advice on how to cope. 

How big a problem is “pandemic 
fatigue”—feeling exhausted, 
exasperated, and/or despondent 
about how COVID has impacted 
our lives? 
I think it’s fairly prevalent; in my own 
experience—hearing from my patients, 
students I work with, peers, faculty, 
family, friends—a lot of people are talk-
ing about it. You mentioned some of 
the symptoms, but I think it’s a mix 
of emotions that also includes bore-
dom, loneliness, and feelings of anger 
and anxiety. I received so many e-mails 
around the end of last year and begin-
ning of this year: “Thank God 2020 is 
over! It’s so great that 2021 is here!” But 
COVID is raging and we’re still socially 
isolating, and in a lot of the country it’s 
cold and we have to stay inside. In some 
ways, not a lot has changed from Dec-
ember 31st, although of course there’s 
great news on the vaccine. We’re still 
dealing with a tremendous amount of 
uncertainty and uncontrollability. Peo-
ple are not sure how long this is going to 
go on, when they or their loved ones will get the vaccine, what 
life is going to be like post-COVID. That combination can be 
incredibly anxiety-producing and stress-inducing. 

How can we best deal with it? 
What I’ve been telling people—and what I’m trying to do 
myself—is that practicing mindfulness can be enormously 
helpful. It’s a cliché, but take each day at a time, keep your 
focus on the present moment, and resist the tendency to 
ruminate about where things will be one or fve months from 
now. The other thing is it’s important to understand how 
we’re thinking about things. Some people say, “This is going 
on forever, I can’t stand it anymore, my life has been put on 
hold and I’ll never get it back,” versus, “What are some things 
that I can do? What are some areas in my life that I can con-
trol right now?” I know this is easier said than done, but your 
perspective can have a huge effect on how you feel and how 
you manage the continuing pandemic. 

One common complaint is that COVID has robbed 
people of the ability to plan and look forward to things 
like trips and get-togethers. Is there a way to reframe 
this to promote a more positive attitude? 
That’s a challenge. Some of the things that bolster our ability 
to buffer stress are not available, or at least it seems that they 
aren’t. Personally, I used to go to the gym every day; it was a big 
part of my life. And my husband and I love to travel. We enjoy 
planning trips, taking them, and reliving them—and all of a 
sudden that’s gone. A lot of people are feeling this way, and it’s 

a reality; in some ways, if we didn’t feel 
like this it would be strange. The way 
to reframe it is, “It’s true, I can’t go to 
the gym; I missed out on all those trips 
last year and I don’t know when I’m 
going to be able to take another. But I’m 
pivoting and shifting.” I started Zoom 
yoga classes; it’s not great, but it’s better 
than nothing. I do Zoom get-togethers 
with friends, and my adult children do 
Zoom gaming with their friends. And 
even though there has been such hard-
ship and devastation, sometimes there 
are silver linings. I ended up connecting 
with a friend who lives in California; I 
have a Zoom call with her every two 
weeks. Before the pandemic, I’d only 
see her once a year when she came to  
the East Coast. So I encourage people  
to brainstorm: rather than focus on  
the things you can’t do, be creative and  
spend an hour thinking of things you  
can do. 

What’s your advice for dealing  
with friends or relatives who   
have different attitudes about  
COVID safety? 
plicated question. One guideline that  That’s a diffcult, com

may be helpful is to focus on how you feel about this and what 
you want. That is going to require assertiveness, and it can be 
uncomfortable. But if you stick with your practices no matter 
who it is—family, parents, grandparents, grandchildren, your 
own children—you’re giving a consistent response. I know 
this is hard; people worry about, “What if I hurt their feel-
ings?” or “I don’t want my kid to feel left out.” There are a lot 
of thoughts that get in the way of asserting ourselves. 

The media has noted a “second pandemic” of mental 
health and substance abuse issues during COVID. Is 
that so, and how can people get help? 
The U.S. Census Bureau tracks mood and anxiety symptoms, 
and I’ve been struck by the percentage of people reporting 
things like muscle tension, being on edge or feeling irritable, 
or depressive symptoms of feeling sad and down. So it’s highly 
prevalent. And I’ve also heard about an increase in substance ›IM
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abuse as a result of isolation and working remotely. It’s criti-
cal that we address it, and that people be aware that there 
is access to help in terms of twelve-step programs. Some 
people actually have more access to them now, in that they 
can remotely attend a meeting anywhere in the country. And 
there’s teletherapy, which is booming. Since March I’ve been 
seeing all my patients via Zoom; there are limitations, but the 
vast majority of my patients like it because it’s accessible and 
doesn’t require traveling. 

What advice do you have for parents whose children 
are not doing well socially or emotionally due to 
remote schooling and restrictions on activities? 
There are so many challenges. A lot of parents are working 
from home and also trying to supervise their kids’ remote 
learning; teenagers have more independence, but younger 
kids need assistance. One thing that helps is setting up a clear 
structure and routine—scheduling fun activities, achievement-
oriented activities, remote yoga or dance classes, and also social 
activities via Zoom or masked playdates outdoors. Parents can 
work with the school to optimize remote learning, and they 
should be assertive to get educational accommodations if their 
kids need them. Another thing that’s enormously helpful is 
validating their child’s emotions and frustrations—listening 
to them, being open, giving them space to vent. And if there 
are real symptoms of anxiety and depression that parents are 
concerned about, it’s important to avail themselves of services 
like teletherapy. 

With so many people working remotely and getting 
their entertainment at home, screen time has gone 
through the roof. What’s your advice for best practices? 
This was a problem way before the pandemic, that children 
and adults are spending an inordinate amount of time on 
screens. It’s mind-boggling how many texts kids send a day, 
and I’m sure it’s gotten a lot worse. In general, be aware of 
your screen time—a lot of devices now track usage—and 

balance that out. Come up with an amount of time that seems 
reasonable and try to stick to it. Screen time can be like a 
rabbit hole, and it takes away from other meaningful and plea-
surable activities you could be engaging in, including things 
like exercise and meditation. On the other hand, screens are 
helping us in terms of being able to exercise and have social 
hours remotely. So the main thing is to be judicious and aware 
of how you’re using it and what effect it’s having on your 
psychological wellbeing. 

People who live alone are coping with isolation, while 
others in crowded households are suffering from a lack 
of privacy; might you have advice for each of them? 
Both situations can be very stressful. If you’re living alone, 
it requires creativity in how you manage the loneliness and 
isolation, and the same goes for how you manage feeling over-
whelmed if you’re living on top of each other. Let’s say you 
have two kids and a partner; coordinate a way that you can 
carve out time for yourself, even if it’s just half an hour, and 
then your partner can have their time. If you’re living alone, 
do everything you can to stay connected socially and emotion-
ally. Yes, there are real losses in terms of the tactile experience 
of hugging someone. It’s tough, because as humans we’re 
geared toward that, but we can’t do it right now. 

Some people are fortunate to be employed, have 
stable housing, and otherwise be fairly unscathed—and 
they may feel guilty about being relatively OK while 
others are suffering more acutely. What perspective do 
you have for them? 
This is a common reaction; I just heard it today from some-
one, these feelings of guilt that they are rather unscathed, and 
at the same time are touched by the devastation of families 
who’ve lost members to COVID. The way to think about it is: 
it’s good to be grateful—in psychology, we often recommend 
practicing gratitude as a way to promote wellbeing—but don’t 
put that guilty twist on it. You can acknowledge the things 
you’re grateful for and also have the recognition, empathy, and 
sadness that other people have suffered tremendously. Both 
things are going on; it’s not an either/or. 
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For months, many people looked forward to a vaccine 
as the light at the end of the tunnel—but the rollout has 
been problematic. How can we temper our impatience? 
Working on perspective will also be helpful here. Yes, it’s 
frustrating. There was a myth that 2021 was going to come 
around and everything would be great—but in fact, this is 
going to be a long haul. It’s not over, and we’ve got many 
months of this ahead of us. So reframe your perspective to 
say, “This is uncertain, I don’t know when I’m going to get 
the vaccine; let me try to practice staying present and patient 
that this is where things stand now.” Try to focus on the 
present moment and let go of the obsession and rumination 
about what’s next, or the perspective that it’s not fair. Again, 
I recognize that this is easier said than done. These are prac-
tices—skills that we encourage people to use—and it takes 
a little work to get there. 

‘For the most part, people are 
incredibly resilient. I think the vast 
majority, including children, will go 
back to their baseline sense of mental 
wellbeing, but there will also be 
people who have lingering effects.’ 

Hundreds of thousands of Americans have died from 
COVID, in addition to deaths from other causes—but 
our grieving rituals have been disrupted. How can we 
process grief under these circumstances? 
It’s another very challenging situation. The fact that so many 
people were not able to see their family members in the hospi-
tal when they were dying and had to have a nurse hold up an 
iPad to say goodbye to their loved one—it’s beyond devastat-
ing. But people have made amazing adaptations to allow for 
grieving. There are Zoom funerals, online memorials, these 
remote processes that people are using to connect with friends 
and family. It’s challenging, but they’re doing it. 

It’s cold and wintry in much of the U.S., a time that 
many people already find difficult and depressing.
How can we best combat the seasonal blues now? 
Some of the things we might do in the winter to bolster our 
mood, like going to a movie or museum—things that get us 
out of the house—are not available. So we have to make an 
effort to go outside and get some natural light if we’re able 
to; if you have a lunch break, take a walk for half an hour. 
There’s a tendency with seasonal affective disorder to crave 
carbohydrates, which can also have a negative effect on mood, 
so pay attention to your diet. And there are a lot of published 
scientifc studies of light therapy, so a light box [a device that 
simulates sunlight] can be enormously helpful. 

By way of perspective, is there anything to which you 
can equate the current situation in terms of how it’s 
affecting people? 
It’s certainly unprecedented in my lifetime, that’s for sure—and 
I think it is for a lot of people. I’ve heard this compared to war, 
for example World War II, and I’d imagine there are certain sim-
ilarities. One is that the war went on for a long time, and there 
was uncertainty—people didn’t know how it was going to turn 
out, what was going to happen next, when it was going to end, 
whether they were going to see their loved ones again. That’s 
what we’re living with right now—both uncertainty and a 
feeling of not being able to control the circumstances. 

After the pandemic is over, do you anticipate that there 
will be aftereffects like mental, emotional, or child-
development issues? 
For the most part, people are incredibly resilient. I think the 
vast majority, including children, will go back to their baseline 
sense of mental wellbeing, but there will also be people who 
have lingering effects. They may vary in degree, from some 
having anxiety and depressive symptoms to full-blown sub-
stance abuse disorders or major depression, and we’ll need to 
get them help. 

On top of the pandemic, we’ve been inundated with 
headlines about political violence and a divided nation. 
What’s your advice for keeping spirits up when it feels 
like we’re getting hit on all fronts? 
Well we are, and that’s a fact. I think it’s important to pay atten-
tion to what news you’re consuming and how much, because 
it can add to the stress of a diffcult situation. What each of us 
can do is take an inventory of the things that bolster us, nur-
ture us, and contribute to our sense of wellbeing—and also the 
things that detract from it. You want to really pay attention, be 
aware, and get in touch with what nurtures your soul. n
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Campus Crossroad 

VINTAGE VIEW:  A line of 
students walking down Central 
Avenue to get lunch off campus 
in 1898 passes faculty homes, 
now long demolished. 
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The spot now known as Ho Plaza 
has long been a nexus of student life 
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It’s Cornell’s version of a town square: the bit of acreage where 
Central Avenue dead-ends. As the real estate adage goes, loca-
tion is everything—and that particular patch is at the heart of 

the Hill. It’s contiguous to major student hubs (the Straight and 
the Cornell Store) and to campus’s iconic McGraw Tower. It stands 
as the gateway to Collegetown in one direction and West Campus 
in another. And several schools and colleges—Arts & Sciences, 
Engineering, Law, Business—are just steps away. 

In the Big Red’s early days, Central Avenue was lined with 
professors’ cottages, including one built for T. F. “Tee Fee” Crane 
of “Give My Regards to Davy” fame. As Kermit Parsons, MRP ’53, 
wrote in The Cornell Campus, his 1968 history of East Hill’s plan-
ning and architecture, the road “was not graded and graveled 
until 1873, when large-scale grading and road projects needed 
to make the campus walkable in all seasons were carried out.” 

The street got its most notable resident in 1891 with the 
completion of the tower, which stands guard over its northern 
terminus. Like its neighbor East Avenue (soon to be known as 
Feeney Way), Central was once distinguished by towering elm 
trees whose branches met above the roadway to form a grace-
ful canopy—but, sadly, they perished of Dutch elm disease in 
the Sixties. Up until the mid-1990s, cars could access the block in 
front of Gannett Health Center (as it was then known). The pedes-
trian friendly Ho Plaza was dedicated at Reunion 1995; except 
for a generation’s worth of arboreal growth, the area has looked 
roughly the same ever since. 

In the following pages, CAM ofers a photographic tour of this 
beloved Big Red hub—which has borne the footfalls of tens of 
thousands of students, faculty, staf, and visitors over the past 
century and a half. › 
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HEART OF THE HILL: The precursor to 
Ho Plaza (clockwise from bottom left) circa 

1940, 1910, and 1970, and in 1988 
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THEN AND NOW: The street framed 
by majestic elm trees in 1933. 
Opposite page: Ho Plaza in 2020. 
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KILLER 
INSTINCT 

A century and a half after his execution, 
the legend of Edward Rulloff lives on 

BY  BETH SAULNIER 

“T hus died the man of vast pretense and overween-
ing vanity,” the New York Times reported nearly 
150 years ago, “who was a thief when a boy, who 

had spent eighteen of his ffty-one years in prison, who was a 
bungler in crime while a charlatan in learning, and great only 
in depravity.” 

This spring marks the sesquicentennial of the death of 
Upstate New York’s most infamous rogue: Edward Rulloff, the 
serial murderer and wannabe scholar who escaped justice for 
decades before it fnally met him at the end of a hangman’s rope 
on May 18, 1871. Dubbed “the Genius Killer” by a nineteenth-
century press that breathlessly followed his career in crime, 
Rulloff has remained a fgure of fascination for more than a 
century and a half—the subject of multiple books, innumerable 
media stories, even a recent true-crime podcast. “ ‘Rogue scholar’ 
is a good description of him,” says University Archivist Evan 
Earle ’02, MS ’14, citing the title of a Rulloff biography published 
by the University of Michigan Press in 2003. “The fact that 
he had this academic sense about him but also killed people 
added to his lore. He certainly considered himself an academic 
and wanted to be remembered for his research and writings— 
that’s what makes him more intriguing than if he’d just been a 
murderer, and also what makes him appealing at an academic 
institution like Cornell.” 

While Rulloff had no connection to the University during 
his lifetime—and his residency in Tompkins County predated 
Cornell’s founding—he has long been part of Big Red lore. Most 
prominently, the eponymous Collegetown eatery and watering 
hole was a popular gathering spot for some four decades, keep-
ing the Rulloff legend alive for generations of students until its 
closure last year. The University Archives includes a number 
of Rulloff-related artifacts, including one of the engraved invi-
tations to his execution and the papers of Francis Finch, the 
attorney who represented him during a key legal battle and 

later joined the law faculty. And of course, Rulloff’s brain—an 
uncommonly large specimen—is the most famous entry in Uris 
Hall’s Wilder Brain Collection (a visit to which is on the list of 
“161 Things Every Cornellian Should Do”). “He was a colorful 
character; he broke the norms,” says Carol Kammen, an author-
ity on Tompkins County history and a former lecturer on the 
Hill. “He was a larger-than-life person who broke the rules, who 
engaged the public’s imagination because the press built him 
up; he made for good copy.” 

Rulloff went by various aliases over the years, but he was 
born John Edward Howard Rulofson near Saint John, New 
Brunswick, Canada, in 1821 (at least according to Rogue 
Scholar; other sources put his birth one or two years earlier). 
His family hit hard times when his father died in 1827, leaving 
his mother a widow with three young sons. Rulloff was a studi-
ous boy—legend has it that he would read long into the night, 
unless his mother took away his candle—but the family’s fnan-
cial straits derailed his dreams of higher education, and after 
leaving school around age sixteen he went to work as a clerk in 
a local dry goods store. 

And there, apparently, his life of crime began. A series of 
fres were suspected to be arson aimed at covering up inventory 
thefts, and when Rulloff was observed sporting a fancy suit that 
was among the stolen goods, he was convicted of embezzlement 
and served two years in prison—his frst term of incarcera-
tion, but hardly his last. After his release he emigrated to the 
U.S. and eventually found work on the Erie Canal; there, he 
impressed a Tompkins County man named Will Schutt, who 
invited him back to his family home. That decision would prove 
fatal to several of Schutt’s relatives—including his younger 
sister, Harriet, who would become Rulloff’s wife and most 
famous victim. 

Kate Winkler Dawson, a journalist who specializes in histor-
ical true crime—and whose podcast, Tenfold More Wicked, › IM
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Sir 

l1J l'oomc fom,ta c!licl'i/Ji' s iJffice, 
rf3inghamton 1 Feb. 27th, 1871. 

You are hereby iiwited to be present at the 
Execution of ErJJ W.ArR.rJJ H. rRULLOFF 1 at the Jail 
of said Coimty, on the 3d day of March 1 18711 at 
12 o'clock M. 

0 r in case of postponcment 1 of which you will doubt= 
less learn by the public prints 1 on the day then fixed. 

F. W. MARTI , 
--::-R-ER~"-7i'l"'-'-~--

INFAMOUS CHARACTER (clockwise from top left): A drawing of Rulloff’s brain 
when it was frst removed from his skull; a portrait of “the Genius Killer”; Rulloff 
in the headlines; one of the invitations to his execution (bearing the original 
date, two and a half months earlier than he was actually hanged) 
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MURDER SCENE: A recreation of the killing of Rulloff’s wife, drawn in 
1871, was long on drama and short on accuracy: neither her clothing 
nor the furnishings refected reality. Opposite page: A handbill urging 
local citizens to join an effort to mete out rough justice if Rulloff 
successfully avoided punishment in his daughter’s death. 
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focused its debut season on Rulloff— 
describes her subject as “the nineteenth-
century Ted Bundy.” And indeed, like that 
notorious American serial killer, Rulloff’s 
charm and intellect both facilitated his 
misdeeds and helped him elude capture. 
The Edward Rulloff who arrived at the 
Schutt farm in Dryden in mid-1842 was 
an outwardly impressive fgure; he spoke 
multiple languages including Greek, Latin, 
and German, and he soon found work as a 
schoolmaster. His students included a teen-
aged Harriet, who fell hard for the erudite 
older man, and their courtship continued 
after Rulloff began training in Ithaca as a 
doctor of herbal medicine. Accounts vary 
as to when Rulloff’s true colors began to 
emerge—whether his unpredictable temper 
and potential for violence had shown them-
selves prior to the wedding, and to what 
extent Harriet’s family had therefore 
opposed the marriage—but the two were 
wed on the fnal day of 1843. 

Their union was fraught from its very 
start: a kiss that the bride received from 
the minister who performed the ceremony 
sent Rulloff into a jealous rage. Throughout 
their marriage, Rulloff was suspicious of 
any attention (actual or imagined) that 
Harriet received from other men. Their 
tumultuous relationship included physical 
abuse and even the threat of murder-
suicide; at one point, she claimed, Rulloff 
told her he’d procured poison and would 
force her to take it before swallowing it 
himself. The couple’s daughter—Priscilla, 
named after Rulloff’s mother—was born in 
April 1845. Two months later, mother and 
baby vanished. 

The Rulloffs were by then living in a 
small house in Lansing—some ten miles 
away from the Schutt farm in Dryden, 
a considerable distance by nineteenth-
century standards—and he explained his 
family’s absence by claiming that mother 
and daughter were traveling (though their 

alleged location changed repeatedly). In fact—as he’d confess 
decades later to E. H. Freeman, a journalist who became his 
biographer—he’d killed Harriet in a ft of rage by striking her 
over the head; while he never admitted to killing the baby, he 
said he “gave it a narcotic to stop its crying.” After putting the 
bodies in a chest, he borrowed a wagon and team from a neigh-
bor and drove along the lakeshore looking for a spot to dispose 
of them. He took a boat, rowed out to deep water, weighed the 
corpses down, and dropped them overboard. 

And as awful as that crime was, Harriet and Priscilla may not 
have been his frst victims—or the only people he killed that IM
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E»tr.fBIJ H. BVLLOJi'F will soon ;,:;ain his 
fre,•dom uni,<• pl'uuopt ,uul effect;vc inc•«"''' a,e token by 1hc pcopk to l""veut ;,. It is 
cuuthleully lwl;e,e•I 1h•l the new t,iat ,,,.,t hns becu .,,.,,..,e,1 b)· the Co•"' of Appeals wHI 
uol he l,n,I, but ou the eontn"Y ;, ;s the intention tu Se,•,·elly Su•"Y!I'' thb atrocious ,lfo,r<t"
.,. out nf the country, whe•·e he will In· s<l at libcl'ty, tu add fr,sh victims to the n,unber he 
has RlreaJy ,ent un•unoome,d bef;,c thch· Gl,lll. Since hjs,eqnlinemcnt he has ,epeatedl)' 
th, eatene,1 thnl ;f he ;, once moo·e a fre•· u,an, he wHI ,,.,., ,,,,;,faet;on in tbe lllood of the 

1 

rclaHves of the -'furde,·«1 w,fe. ~lrnll these lh;ng< he l ,,1.,,ll thi• Mo"'"' he turne<I loose 
to glut h;s tiger appetite for Kew•~• an<I Htood ! Shall tht· t-:nJs of .IUS'l'ICF. "'· on•EAT• 
ED! We trust not! We hope not! We in•t•""" yon, eil;zen• of Tnmp:,;u, Count)', let ;t 
not go out to the world, that there c•n be nu Ju,·ncE ha,I in ,-on,· ,nid,t ! In tho name of 
HUMANITY, in the nuue of the relativ,•s of the ,.,,.,·der,d .,;fr, who« h,•u;l,,trings have 
been lac.,,atcd by this Fiend in human sh•pe, in the nan•c of the Mu,•de,·cd w;fo und child, 
whose 1,nle ghost calls to you from tlu, silent tomb to du your duty, we :,sk you---SH.\LL 
'fH!s ~lUKllERER GO tJJll'UNISBED? Shall we let this convicted folon .,,apt l 
Will you allow Edward H, RullotT t breathe tbc same pure •i•· of frce,lum we enjoy l Will 
you allow this m••• who bca,s the m.rk of Cain upon his brow, to ~o forth in this commu
nity and ad<I fresh victim• to the gra,·e l NO, you will not l Yon cannot! we call Oil tbO" ,..1,o ,.,lab rosTICE done to the Mn"'"'' to meet at the 
(lL1NT<>lil SOUSE in Ith••• on Saturday, ~tnreh 1;th, IS.SU, al ,., o'clock, noon, It 
will depend on the action yon take that day whethc• E,lwar,I H. Rullofl' ,culk• (m·th a free 
,nan, or _,i.,ther h, di"' 1r,, d,4'h lu •• rir.lJ .,_,.,.. IIAlilY c1Tif.Elf8. 

month. Just weeks earlier, Will Schutt had made the terrible 
error of asking Rulloff—who by then loathed him and the rest 
of the Schutt family—to use his skills as an herbalist to treat 
Will’s sick wife and infant daughter. Both died within days. “In 
later years,” observed the author of Rogue Scholar, “most people 
would believe that Rulloff had murdered them both.” 

After the disappearance of his wife and child, Rulloff frst 
feigned innocence and then went on the run. He was soon 
apprehended and tried in Ithaca for his wife’s abduction; since 
attempts to dredge the lake for the bodies had 
come up empty, he wasn’t indicted for murder. 
He was convicted—he’d helped formulate his legal 
defense, whose central argument was that there 
was no evidence of a crime—and spent ten years 
in Auburn Penitentiary. On the day of his release, 
the Tompkins County sheriff arrested him again— 
this time for Harriet’s murder. When Rulloff and 
his lawyers argued that this constituted double jeop-
ardy, the district attorney dropped that charge—and 
replaced it with one for Priscilla’s murder. After a trial 
in nearby Owego—an impartial jury being impossi-
ble to fnd in Ithaca, where rumors were rife that a 
lynch mob would mete out justice to the much-hated 
Rulloff if the courts didn’t—he was again convicted. 

H is legal team appealed, arguing that murder 
couldn’t be proved in the absence of a body. 
And here the story gets even more dramatic: 

as the case worked its way through the courts, Rulloff 
escaped from the Ithaca jail—most likely with the help of Al 
Jarvis, the jailer’s teenage son, whom Rulloff had tutored in 
languages. He was eventually recaptured but, thanks to Finch’s 
brilliant lawyering, won his appeal. Not only was he set free, 
but the “Rulloff Rule”—the principle that the “mere absence” 
of a person was not enough to prove their death, but that addi-
tional evidence was needed if someone were to be convicted of 
their murder—became enshrined in New York law for decades. 

Having escaped the hangman’s noose again, Rulloff devoted 
himself to two pursuits: writing his magnum opus in the feld 
of philology (the study of the structure and development of 
languages) and committing crimes to fund his lifestyle. “He 
was a student by instinct, and evidently became a scoundrel 
from choice,” the New York Times would write a few months 
before his death. “Even when he had become the central fgure 
in a network of criminal deeds, his old habits clung to him, and 
his keen intellect explored the labyrinths of comparative philol-
ogy when disengaged from the work of directing his accomplices 
in multifarious acts of villainy.” 

In 1861, one of his many thefts landed him in Ossining (“Sing 
Sing”) Prison, where he served more than two years and met 
Billy Dexter, who—along with Jarvis—would round out Rulloff’s 
small gang of thieves and fraudsters. Based in New York City, 
the trio was particularly fond of stealing luxury fabrics, which 
weren’t easily traceable. The gang’s fnal heist, the burglary of the 
Halbert Brothers dry goods store in Binghamton, would prove their 
undoing—and provide further evidence that while Rulloff may 
have been a criminal and a genius, he was no criminal genius. › 

Having escaped the 
hangman’s noose again, 
Rulloff devoted himself 
to two pursuits: writing 
his magnum opus in the 
feld of philology and 
committing crimes to 
fund his lifestyle. 
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In one of the era’s ‘trials of 
the century,’ Rulloff was 
convicted of murder and 
sentenced to death—a 
fate he tried to argue his 
way out of on the grounds 
that he was simply too 
brilliant to kill. 

FINAL CRIME (right): In this 
visualization of the fatal scene 
in Halbert’s store, Rulloff (far 
left) shoots the clerk who has 
tried to apprehend one of his 
accomplices in the burglary. 
Above: A wanted poster for 
Rulloff following his escape 
from the Ithaca jail. 
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“He really did make some pretty dumb mistakes,” observes 
Dawson. “It’s not like the guy was on the run for thirty years; 
he was in and out of prison, just under different names. He 
botched things—but he was often able to wiggle out of them.” 

In August 1870, Rulloff, Jarvis, and Dexter broke into 
Halbert’s and were confronted by two clerks who slept in the 
store as a sort of overnight watch; one of them, Fred Merrick, 
was killed in the struggle when Rulloff shot him through the 
head. The burglars fed; Jarvis and Dexter were later found 
drowned in a nearby river, but Rulloff was apprehended on his 
way out of town, as locals were on guard for suspicious charac-
ters. He nearly talked his way out of it—but in a macabre twist 
on the Cinderella fable, his left foot (missing a big toe long ago 
lost to frostbite) was a perfect match to a shoe he’d removed to 
avoid making noise during the break-in and had failed to retrieve 
in the ensuing chaos. 

The Halbert’s case became a cause célèbre—especially once 
it came out that Rulloff had previously escaped justice for a 
double homicide. In one of the era’s “trials of the century,” he 
was convicted of Merrick’s murder and sentenced to death— 
a fate he tried to argue his way out of on the grounds that he 
was simply too brilliant to kill. His philology treatise, he prom-
ised, would offer groundbreaking insights into the relationship 
between language and human behavior; since it was invalu-

able to scholarship, he must be 
allowed to continue his work. 
“Rulloff was a psychopath,” 
says Dawson, who’s currently 
penning a book on him entitled 
All That Is Wicked. “There’s a 
checklist you can go through 
to determine how much of a 
psychopath somebody is; based 
on interviews and evidence 
from his trials, he’s off the 
charts. One thing you hear 
from psychopaths is, ‘Why 
me?’ and Rulloff really had that 
down. Everything was bad luck, 
bad circumstances, he fell into 
it; nothing was his fault.” 

But all arguments in favor 
of sparing him failed—includ-
ing those of his lawyers, who 
appealed on several grounds 
including that Rulloff was 
so hated in Binghamton he 
couldn’t have received a fair 
trial. As a bloodthirsty crowd 
of thousands celebrated outside 
the jail, he died before 150 
invited witnesses in New York 
State’s last public hanging. 
“Justice was finally done; it 
should have happened for kill-
ing his wife and daughter, but 
it didn’t,” says Gerald Smith, › IM
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Bygone Bistro
      Rulloff’s restaurant, in memoriam 

Will future Cornellians know the Rullof legend? Given the 
demise of the eatery that long bore his name, it’s much less 
likely. “Without a place in Collegetown named Rullof’s,” says 

Mark Anbinder ’89, an authority on the Ithaca food scene, “it’s not going 
to be in the front of people’s minds the way it has been for the past 
forty-plus years.” 

A fxture in Collegetown since 1977, the restaurant was a popular 
student haunt. As University Archivist Evan Earle ’02, MS ’14—who cele-
brated his twenty-frst birthday there—recalls, “It had a good European 
pub-style feel to it. It was a little 
more old-fashioned than some 
of the other bars in Collegetown: 
antiques on the wall, lots of wood-
work.” After changes in ownership 
(and, Anbinder laments, a focus 
on late-night alcohol sales over 
quality food), Rullof’s was widely considered to have gone downhill, 
and it closed in 2014. “It was never a fancy bistro, but they had very 
good burgers—I think for a while they had the best burger in town,” 
Anbinder recalls of the restaurant’s heyday. “And I loved the story—I 
loved connecting the legend of Edward Rullof with the eatery.” 

Happily for Rullof’s fans, the establishment was reopened in 2015 by 
the family that owns Collegetown Bagels (CTB), Ithaca Bakery, and Agava. 
While prices were markedly higher, Anbinder says, “they were doing 
some fantastic food,” with menu items themed to the Rullof legend (i.e., 
“executioner’s” rather than “shepherd’s” pie). But when the restaurant’s 

landlords announced that the entire block would be demolished in May  
2020 and the parcel redeveloped, Rullof’s—and CTB, which occupied 
the same building—needed to relocate. Then the COVID-19 pandemic 

struck in March, forcing the  
restaurant to close months earlier 
than anticipated—and, given the 
dining industry’s dire economic 
straits, putting the kibosh on 
plans for a Rullof’s renaissance. 

Today, some bits of Rulloff’s 
survive in the new CTB; located in another historic building right 
across the street, it includes some wainscotting and seating from 
the old restaurant. According to owner Gregar Brous, the majority of 
its iconic fxtures—including the twenty-eight-foot-long bar, deco-
rative mirrors, an upright piano, and a clock that allegedly stopped 
at the moment of Rullof’s death—are in storage awaiting a buyer, 
hopefully one who might reconstitute the eatery. “Everything’s avail-
able,” says Brous, who has so far resisted the temptation to sell the 
items piecemeal. “I’ve been kind of holding out, to see if anybody’s 
interested in the whole package.” 

‘ I think for a while they had the best burger 
in town,’ says Mark Anbinder ’89. ‘And I 
loved the story—I loved connecting the 
legend of Edward Rulloff with the eatery.’ 
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COLLEGETOWN CLASSIC:  Not only is Rulloff’s closed, but the entire building  
was demolished last summer to make way for redevelopment.  
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‘You cannot kill an unquiet 
spirit,’ Rulloff allegedly 
declared. ‘In the dead of 
the night, walking along 
Cayuga Street, you will 
sense my presence.’ 

MEMENTO MORI (top): Rulloff’s death mask, which resides in an 
Ithaca museum of local history. Above: His brain, now in several 
pieces, is one of the specimens in Cornell’s collection. 

who for more than three decades served as historian for Broome 
County and the City of Binghamton, where Rulloff’s execution 
hood and shackles remain in a local museum. “It was sort of 
like O.J. Simpson fnally winding up in prison—but not for the 
crime you would have thought.” 

The total number of Rulloff’s victims remains a mystery. 
Some believe he drowned Jarvis and Dexter, though 
Dawson doubts it—both because none of the three were 

particularly good swimmers and because Jarvis was the closest 
Rulloff ever had to a real friend. “But he was absolutely capable 
of killing people,” she says, “so I wouldn’t be surprised if there 
are more bodies than we ever found out about.” 

Neither does Dawson believe another persistent legend, which 
holds that Rulloff was innocent of his most heinous crime: 
the murder of his baby daughter. As it happens, Rulloff had 
a niece—his younger brother’s only child—who was born the 
same year as the missing girl and was also named Priscilla. 
Could Rulloff have drugged the baby, just enough to keep her 
quiet as some accomplice spirited her away to his brother’s home 
(then in Maine), to be passed off as his own? Dawson doubts 
that Rulloff was a skilled enough herbalist to sedate her without 
inadvertently killing her—and in an era when people gener-
ally kept an eye on their neighbors, no witnesses ever surfaced. 
Nevertheless, as the Times wrote of the then-twenty-fve-year-
old woman in 1871: “Her age, the fact that there are no other 
children in the family, and the circumstances of the disappear-
ance of Rulloff’s child have given rise to the belief . . . that she 
is the missing child.” 

Following Rulloff’s death, Freeman—the reporter who’d 
conducted extensive jailhouse interviews with him— 
published The Veil of Secrecy Removed; billed as “the only 

true and authentic history” of Rulloff and 
his crimes, it included a detailed confession 
about Harriet’s death and the disposal of 
her body. The Rulloff legend that endures 
to this day was cemented by one particularly 
spooky statement he allegedly uttered while 
awaiting execution, in which he pledged to 
haunt Ithaca for all eternity: “You cannot 
kill an unquiet spirit, and I know that my 
impending death will not mean the end of 
Rulloff. In the dead of the night, walking 
along Cayuga Street, you will sense my pres-
ence. When you wake to a sudden chill, I will 
be in the room. And when you fnd yourself 
alone at the lake shore, gazing away at gray 
Cayuga, know that I was cut short and your 
ancestors killed me.” 

While those phrases may or may not have 
actually escaped Rulloff’s lips, he almost 
certainly did not utter his most well-known 

quotation. And it’s rather a shame—since, in the pantheon of 
famous last words, it would have ranked up there with Oscar 
Wilde pledging that either the wallpaper had to go or he would. 
“Hurry it up!” Rulloff told the hangman, according to the 
apocryphal tale. “I want to be in hell in time for dinner!” n PH
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This special section, a bonus issue of the university’s 
Ezra magazine, highlights ways Cornell initiatives 
intersect with philanthropy and engagement of Cornell 
alumni, parents and friends. 

MARIA FITZPATRICK: 
UNDERSTANDING HUMAN BEHAVIOR 

By Jackie Swift 

Maria D. Fitzpatrick is a professor of 
economics and public policy in the College of 
Human Ecology and the director of the Cornell 
Institute for Public Afairs. In September 2020 
she was named Cornell’s new associate vice 
provost for social sciences. In that role, she is 
helping to further the mission of the Ofce of 
the Vice President for Research and Innovation 
to advance and support Cornell research by 
promoting scholarship and collaborations 
throughout the broad landscape of the social 
sciences. 

She also is continuing her own robust research 
program, focusing on child and family policy 
and more efective ways to pinpoint child abuse 
and maltreatment; the role of teachers in child 
protection; the economics of education; and 
how economics shapes the way people make 
life decisions. 

continued on next page 

Cornell University 
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“MOST PEOPLE THINK ECONOMICS 
IS EITHER ABOUT FINANCE OR 
WIDGETS, BUT IT’S REALLY A 
PARADIGM FOR UNDERSTANDING 
HOW PEOPLE BEHAVE ...” 

– Maria Fitzpatrick 

Identifying child mistreatment is one of the 
most difficult aspects of child protection. Often
caseworkers have little to go on: Perhaps a 
neighbor reports excessive shouting in a child’s 
household. Or perhaps a child arrives late to
school, looking disheveled, and tells a teacher 
that her parents have been fighting. Assessing
the situation becomes even murkier if the child 
is very young. If a 4-year-old says his parents 
are mad at each other, what should an adult 
make of that? 
“Once a report comes in, a team of caseworkers 
has to figure out whether or not to go out into
the field and investigate,” says Fitzpatrick. 
“It’s very labor intensive, and child protective 
agencies are extremely understaffed. The
process they use to decide whether to 
investigate often leads them to spend a lot of 
energy investigating very low-risk cases while
at the same time underinvestigating cases that 
are actually high risk.” 

Algorithms pinpoint children at risk 
Fitzpatrick was asked by two county agencies 
in Douglas County, Colorado, to help them 
change the way they operate. The agencies
were interested in using predictive computer 
modeling to assist them in pinpointing which 
child maltreatment reports to investigate.
Fitzpatrick joined with then-department 
colleague Christopher Wildeman, who’s now at 
Duke University, to set up a trial and evaluation
of a predictive machine-learning model created 
by other researchers. 
The model generated a risk score for each child
suspected of being maltreated to identify those 
with the highest risk of future removal from 
the home over a two-year period, Fitzpatrick
says. To come up with the score, the algorithm 
processed hundreds of variables concerning the
family in question. 
“Even though caseworkers had access to most 
of the same records that the machine-learning
model did, they were trying to analyze that 
data with a human brain, which is much less 
accurate than the model,” Fitzpatrick says. “The 
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risk score is one more piece of information that 
can help bring a little clarity to the process.” 

The researchers found that use of the risk score 
information influenced caseworkers’ decisions 
for the better, making them more likely to 
investigate the riskiest cases and slightly
less likely to investigate the least risky cases, 
Fitzpatrick says. 
Teachers’ roles in child protection 
In another project centered on child well-
being, Fitzpatrick looked at the role of 
teachers in identifying and reporting child
maltreatment. Together with Cassandra 
Benson, Ph.D. ’19 (economics), now at the U.S. 
Air Force Academy, and Samuel R. Bondurant,
then a Ph.D. student at Texas A&M who 
has since graduated and is now at the U.S. 
Census Bureau, Fitzpatrick used economic
and statistical tools to analyze data about 
child maltreatment reporting. The researchers
looked for reporting patterns, as well as 
changes in reporting connected to whether 
children were in or out of school – for instance, 
during summer vacation. 
Fitzpatrick and her collaborators found 
that child maltreatment identification and 
reporting drops off significantly when children 
aren’t in school. 
“That means there’s probably a lot of
maltreatment that’s going unidentified when 
children aren’t in front of teachers,” Fitzpatrick 
says. “This suggests we might want to take
that into account when we’re designing 
supports for children and families. We should 
realize that teachers play this role of reporting
child maltreatment, and we should give them 
the tools to better identify it so they don’t 
confuse maltreatment with other things, like
poverty.” 

Although teachers are mandated to report 
child maltreatment, very few people know
that, Fitzpatrick says, and even the teachers 
themselves aren’t always clear about their role 
as reporters. 
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“Right now we have a very hodgepodge system
of maltreatment reporting,” she says. “Teachers 
don’t get much training in it, and they don’t
know what services are available to families. 
We need to help them be better participants in 
the system.” 

Examining the impact of retirement on health 
Along with her focus on child and family 
policy, Fitzpatrick also researches various
aspects of retirement. Her 2018 study exploring 
the connection between retirement and health 
attracted broad media and news attention. 
“There’s an enormous amount of literature 
looking at whether retirement is good or bad 
for people’s health,” she says. “It’s a really
complex question. The classic idea is that 
someone who works in a physically demanding 
job, such as a railroad worker, finds their health
improves after they retire because they are no 
longer doing such backbreaking work. But not 
many of us do that sort of physical work these
days.” 

“Many people find their work provides 
them with engagement, mental and social
stimulation, and reasons to get out of the 
house,” she says. “For those people, retirement 
might have a negative impact on health.” 

Fitzpatrick joined with Timothy J. Moore, 
associate professor of economics at Purdue 
University, to address the question of
retirement’s effect on health. They analyzed 
national death certificates in the United States, 
specifically focusing on people who were 62
years old at the time of death, the age when 
most first become eligible for social security 
benefits. 
“Because of eligibility, a lot of people retire right 
at age 62,” Fitzpatrick says. “Among men, 10% 
retire at that age. If retirement affects health, we
thought we might see a change in mortality at 
that age.” 

The researchers, indeed, found a 2% increase in 
male mortality at age 62. Single men with lower 
levels of education were affected the most, and 
the most common causes of death were lung-
related conditions such as chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease. “That suggests that, for
men, on average, early retirement at 62 has 
pretty severe health consequences,” Fitzpatrick 
says. 
Other research has shown that upon retirement, 
people become more sedentary and increase 
negative health behaviors such as smoking.
Fitzpatrick and Moore hypothesize that the 
retired men were not in good health to begin 
with, and when they indulged in these negative
behaviors the adverse health effects hastened 
their deaths. 

“Our findings connecting retirement and 
mortality aren’t true for everyone,” Fitzpatrick 
says. “The effect on women, for example, was
negligible. But our research shows that some 
groups should take care in thinking about the
transition to retirement. A lot of people prepare 
for retirement financially and in other ways, but 
very few think about how they are going to take
care of their health.” 

Economics as a lens on human behavior 
Fitzpatrick’s training is in economics, and
her varied research interests illustrate the 
usefulness of the discipline, she says. 
“Most people think economics is either about
finance or widgets, but it’s really a paradigm for 
understanding how people behave, why they 
make the decisions they do, how they allocate
scarce resources like their time and money,” she 
says. “Economics gives us rigorous methods for 
analysis and for thinking about the decisions
we make on an individual and societal level, 
and it can help us figure out how to spend 
our time and resources in ways that are most
effective.” 

Jackie Swift is a writer for Cornell Research 
(research.cornell.edu), where this story originally 
appeared. 

Cornell University 

Opposite page: Maria 
Fitzpatrick discusses her 
research at a Parenting in 
Context conference at the 
College of Human Ecology 
in 2012. 
Above: Fitzpatrick, second 
from right, is pictured with 
other faculty fellows for 
an Institute for the Social 
Sciences theme project in 
2015. From left, Christopher 
Wildeman, Peter Enns, Anna 
Haskins, Fitzpatrick and 
Julilly Kohler-Hausmann. 
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GIFTS IN ACTION 

Cornell Club of Ithaca members participate in a sock drive in 
January 2020. 

Provided 

Cornell Club of Ithaca  
addresses local food insecurity 
By Kaitlin Provost 

For years, volunteers with the Cornell Club of Ithaca have been 
supporting the local community. From hosting club events 
at area restaurants and supporting small business owners to 
donating 400 pairs of socks to a homeless shelter last year, 
members do their part to give back to the Ithaca community. 

Typically, each January club members participate in Cornell 
Cares Day, a daylong efort to engage Cornellians in community 
volunteer experiences around the globe. This year looks a bit 
diferent, said club president Philip Robinson, M.A. ’13, also 
director of library systems for Cornell. 

But Robinson said the Cornell Club of Ithaca has no plans to 
slow down, as the need for local volunteers has only increased. 
“With the pandemic,” he said, “there’s an even greater need for 
these kinds of things than last year.” 

This year, the entire month of January became Cornell Cares 
Month for the club. Volunteers with the Cornell Club of Ithaca 
adopted local food cabinets in partnership with Mutual Aid 
Tompkins, an Ithaca organization founded in the midst of the 
COVID-19 pandemic on the concept of “neighbors supporting 
neighbors.” 

The organization has created a network of food sharing cabinets 
throughout Tompkins County, with a few in Cortland County as 
well. 

“The main issue we’re trying to address is food insecurity in the 
area,” Robinson said. “There’s far more need this year than last 
year.” 

Giving back in this way, Robinson noted, is also not a one-time 
thing. The club plans to continue supporting local businesses 
and community members this year, and hopes others will 
consider doing the same. Giving back to help those in your own 
community, no matter where you live, Robinson said, “is just the 
right thing to do.” 

“With the pandemic, there’s an even greater need 
for these kinds of things than last year.” 

– Philip Robinson, M.A. ’13, Cornell Club of Ithaca president 
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C L A S S  N O T E S  
N E W S  O F  F E L L O W  C O R N E L L I A N S  

44 Merrill Schneiderman, daughter of Carol 
Goldfarb Schreiber, let us know that Carol 

is living in Great Neck, NY. Merrill writes, “My mother is 
96 years old. She will be 97 in July. She has Alzheimer’s, 
but she is physically healthy and living in her house with 
caregivers. She remembers her years at Cornell very 
fondly. Her college friends remained very close through-
out their lives. At that time, Cornell put the Jewish girls on 
the same foor. They remained lifelong friends.” Send your 
news to: v Class of 1944, c/o Cornell Alumni Magazine, 
401 East State St., Suite 301, Ithaca, NY 14850; e-mail, 
abb83@cornell.edu. Online news form, http://alumni. 
cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

45 “Old Mother Hubbard / Went to the cup-
board, / To give the poor dog a bone. / When 

she came there, / The cupboard was bare, / And so the 
poor dog had none.” I know how she must have felt, as 
every time I went to my mailbox it was empty, except for 
bills! You all must have writer’s cramp or think that you 
are doing “nothing” worth writing about. 

However, I did get two very nice letters from students 
who received fnancial help via a scholarship program 
sponsored by our class. A note from one student reads: 
“Your Class of 1945 Cornell Tradition Fellowship has 
made my college experience possible, and honestly Ican’t 
express how priceless that is to me. Thank you for your 
efforts and please stay safe!” How nice to know that 
gratitude is still alive and well. 

While our class did not break the record for most 
attendees at a 75th Reunion—a record that’s still held by 
the Class of ’41 with ten members returning to the Hill— 
we did set a new record. We had eight classmates attend 
a VIRTUAL 75th Reunion—not a traditional Reunion! As 
many of our classmates had plane and room reserva-
tions already made, which had to be canceled, we did 
not know for sure how to handle a virtual event. I, for 
one, didn’t know a Zoom from a broom! I rely on my 
nephew in Baltimore, 3,000 miles away, to help me 
out. I had long-distance lessons on how to set up Zoom 
on the computer, as well as in my brain! We probably 
would have had more than eight, if more people had 
had helpful nephews like mine. If we’re still on lockdown 
this June and Reunion is still virtual, the Class of ’46 
will only need to have nine to break our current class 
record of eight! Hopefully, traditional Reunions will be 
allowed by then. 

I’ve been staying in my apartment, as ordered, and 
have been using the time to “clean out” my fles. I have 
lived in this apartment for 64 years and I don’t think I’ve 
ever thrown out a single piece of paper! The shredder has 
had a workout. 

Getting old in Beverly Hills has its perks, as I get a free 
meal delivered at my doorstep at 11:00 a.m., Monday 
through Friday! The packet, precooked at the Beverly 
Hilton Hotel, consists of an entrée, vegetable, roll, fresh 
fruit, pantry dessert, and bottle of spring water. It some-
times is a little overcooked, but it beats going to the 
store for a week’s worth of food. I still have to go for 
breakfast food and essentials, such as gin, tonic, and, 
hardest to get, toilet paper; I had to go to three stores 
before I found any! 

I love watching sports, so between Los Angeles having 
two basketball, two football, and two baseball teams, 
plus my hometown Iowa teams, I’m busy shuttling be-
tween my two TVs to catch all the games. I get a kick out 
of watching the cardboard cutout “fans” as they sit there 
with their cutout dogs or cats sitting beside them. Between 
sports and Turner Classic Movies, I’d qualify as a couch 
potato. Pass the popcorn, please! 

Feed Mother Hubbard! v Frances Shloss, 124-A 
South Maple Dr., Beverly Hills, CA 90212; tel., (310) 
276-3345; e-mail, fmshloss@roadrunner.com. 

46 Barbara Schaefer Colbert is planning to 
attend our 75th Reunion in June, whether it is 

virtual or live or both. As I write this in mid-December—just 
as the COVID-19 vaccine is beginning distribution—it is 
still too early to predict. It will be three months before this 
column is in print. We on the committee are optimists 
but planning for both eventualities. 

Barbara is so lucky to still be in her Ithaca home, where 
she and her husband raised eight children. Wow. I thought 
four kept me busy! Her husband, Robert ’48, was in the 
frst graduating class of the ILR school. He was so suc-
cessful in his real estate business that he donated the 
auditorium to the school. Bob passed away in 1991. Some 
of Barbara’s children and grands are in the Ithaca area 
andare indeedagreathelp to her.Like manyof us,Barbara 
says her days seem to fy by and she seldom accom-
plishes all she has planned. I have recognized the plain 
truth or fact that it just takes us longer to get things done! 
Barbara is asking her daughter Connie ’76 to help her with 
the Zoom access for Reunion. We must have spoken for 
almost an hour just reminiscing about our days at Cornell. 
This is what makes connecting with alums so special. 

It is certainly not too late for that Reunion decision. 
Just give us a call or e-mail. v Dorothy Taylor Prey, 1 
Baldwin Ave., #501, San Mateo, CA 94401; tel., (650) 
342-1196; e-mail, dmprey@aol.com. Class website, 
www.classof46.alumni.cornell.edu. 

This is the next-to-last issue of Cornell Alumni Mag
azine as we know it, but Class Notes and this column 
will continue as a part of the new alumni communica-
tions hub. Hopefully, we’ll have information on the new 
venue in CAM’s next issue, its swan song edition. 

Most of our attention now is directed to our 75th 
Reunion. Dorothy Taylor Prey and I (Paul Levine) are 
co-chairing the Reunion committee.The committee mem-
bers are Joyce Manley Forney, Philip Gisser, Steven 
Marder, and up to two or three more yet to be named. 

We don’t yet know if we’ll be able to have our Reunion 
on campus or virtually, but either way, we’d love to see 
you there. I scouted last year’s completely virtual event. 
The participants had a full plate. There were virtual cam-
pus tours and lectures, banquets, cocktail parties, and 
an ingeniously constructed Cornelliana Night. The only 
thing missing was my alumni verse to the “Song of the 
Classes.” A completely virtual Reunion would only be 
better with last year’s experience under our belt.We’ll also 
considera hybrid Reunion,where classmates with limited 
mobility may participate in a conventional Reunion via 
“Zoom” and avoid the long trip to Ithaca. 

Now, in mid-December, the committee of fve has 
attracted three classmates to also commit to come to 
Reunion: Irma Lesser Friedman, Barbara Schaefer Col-
bert, and Jerrold Finch. And Marilynn Slaughter will drive 
up from West Virginia with her two sons to attend Reunion 
and take part in the tribute in memory of Lloyd Slaughter 
and his fantastic leadership over many years. Lloyd would 
be proud of us at the prospect of breaking the all-time 
attendance record of ten classmates for a 75th Reunion. 

Our mantra: “Thrive for 75; make history on the Hill 
in 2021.” Exercise moderately and, above all, avoid falls. 
See you on the Hill, June 10-13, 2021. To list your e-mail 
address in your submissions, e-mail me at the below 
e-address. Include your name, city, and state. v Paul 
Levine, 3273 Streamside Cir., #S-202, Pleasanton, CA 
94588; tel., (925) 201-7575; e-mail, pblevine93@gmail. 
com. Class website, www.classof46.alumni.cornell.edu. 

47 We hope this column fnds you well. By now 
you may have received your annual News and 

Dues mailing from your class. If you flled out the accom-
panying news form, look for your news in a future edition 
of the Class Notes. If you haven’t sent us an update in a 
while, please take a moment to fll out the form at http:// 
alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes. Whether your news is 
big or small, we want to hear from you! v Class of 1947, 
c/o Cornell Alumni Magazine, 401 East State St., Suite 
301, Ithaca, NY 14850; e-mail, abb83@cornell.edu. 

48 I begin with thoughts from Phyllis Flyer 
Kavett, a member of the Class of 1948 Coun-

cil of Advisors:“Four ‘C’ words—COVID-19, climate, chaos, 
and calendar—have dominated our lives this past year. 
COVID has sickened countless people, climate change 
has affected the duration and intensity of seasons,chaos 
in politics has resulted in personal agitation, and the 
calendar brings into view the 75th Reunion of the Class 
of 1948. We look forward to gathering once again! Save 
the date, June 8-11, 2023.” So classmates, please live 
gently so that we can sing the Alma Mater together, again. 

You all have read, back in early December 2020, the 
snapshot of Cornell and Ithaca news by our class pres-
ident, Martha Clark Mapes, MS HE ’49, so no need to 
repeat it here. I will move on to another council member 
and conscientious annual reporter, Bob McKinless. He 
writes of an eventful year, with sad news mixed in with 
the good. Beginning at a low point, his son Geoff passed 
away in January of respiratory failure at age 67. Then 
Bob fell three times in early May and broke the femur 
in his leg each time. He now has a 15-inch titanium rod 
holding things together. Fortunately, he had moved 
(pandemic induced) from the retirement center into his 
son Rich’s home before this happened, but he misses 
all the social activity of the Camerata plus attendance 
at his church. 

At the same time, Bob says, it is “wonderful to have 
son Rich and his wife now taking care of me.” This is 
particularly true with his rehab routine, which involves 
huge help by Rich and Cathy as he puts in four or fve 
hours per day of exercises.(Editor’s note: Sounds just like 
Bob, doesn’t it?! You will recall in last year’s report his 
very extensive biking with grandson Chris.) His goal is 
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“getting back in shape for biking on my recumbent bike” 
and to resume, after the 2020 lapse, his 40 years as a 
biker. On the much happier side, March saw the birth 
of his frst great-grandchild, Ellis Rose. With both parents 
teaching and their two grandmothers helping care for 
the newborn, Bob gets to see her every week. As to 
day-to-day living, Bob has stopped driving and his car 
is now owned and driven by his granddaughter Ashley 
in Brooklyn. And the decision about moving back into 
his condo in the retirement community is postponed 
until his leg is better and the pandemic subsides. 

Chalo Vorbeck, ME ’80, reports that his father, our 
classmate Gonzalo Vorbeck, died in August of last year. 
He is survived by his son, grandson Gonzalo Jose, grand-
daughter Martina, and great-grandson Olivier. Please 
send your news to: v Ray Tuttle, 65 Oyster Reef Dr., 
Hilton Head Island, SC 29926; e-mail, RayTutt@aol.com. 
Online news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

‘From an encounter at my 60th 
Reunion, I inherited another 
wonderful family.’ 

S U Z A N N E  G O T T E S M A N  T E I C H  ’ 5 1  

49 Classmates! The May/June issue of Cornell 
Alumni Magazine will be its last, after over 

120 years of publication. After that, CAM will be reborn 
as part of the new digital-frst alumni communications 
hub. The payment of class dues will no longer be associ-
ated with subscriptions to the publication, which will be 
accessible primarily electronically, with a print option 
available for those who wish to subscribe. 

CAM is at present only subscribed to by less than ten 
percent of alumni. It is hoped that the new electronic 
format will attract more readers. We have been informed 
that the news submitted by you all will appear in the 
newly invented editions. 

Therefore, dear classmates, let our voices be heard 
electronically, if you will, by sending us news of all your 
doings! v Dorothy Mulhoffer Solow, 50 Grant St., 
Wellsboro, PA 16901; tel., (570) 948-9107; e-mail, 
winspeck@yahoo.com. Online news form, http://alumni. 
cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

50 News, good and bad: Times are a-changing, 
and the digital world has dictated changes 

in how the university communicates with alumni. A new 
alumni communication platform will begin July 2021. After 
a 120-year lifetime, Cornell Alumni Magazine will be laid 
to rest with the May/June issue. Its content will be merged 
with the university’s Ezra magazine and the new publica-
tion will be available free online. Like all print publications, 
subscriptions to Cornell Alumni Magazine have been 
declining and at present it’s only reaching less than ten 
percent of alumni. In the opinion of your correspondent, 
its demise is unfortunate. Because of its eclectic com-
position, I consider it one of the most informative of the 
print publications I receive and regularly read. 

The good news is that the new medium will continue 
to contain Class Notes, and a print edition will also be 
available through a subscription. Class dues will not 
include a subscription option and will become tax de-
ductible. I have a bit of pride and a bunch of satisfaction 

noting that I have been our class correspondent for 20 
years, one-sixth of CAM’s lifetime. I pledge to do my 
best to keep our class column of interest to all. 

A bit of history: Although Cornell was chartered by the 
State of New York on April 27, 1865, the frst students 
didn’t arrive on campus until October 6, 1868. The inter-
vening years were used to transfer Ezra Cornell’s farm 
into the university and to get Morrill Hall constructed, 
classrooms ftted, and professors engaged. These frst 
412, all males, weren’t yet matriculated because they 
had to take entrance exams in spelling, grammar, math-
ematics, geography, Latin, and Greek. When you arrived 
on campus in fall 1946, do you think you could have 
passed such exams? In Latin and Greek? And grammar? 
Why did we all have to take Bonehead English? Note that 
science and history were not included. 

In the inaugural ceremony, Ezra Cornell and Andrew 
Dickson White gave short remarks emphasizing found-

ing ideals of the new university: coeducation, non-
sectarianism, and practical and classical education 
combined. The frst female was admitted in fall 1870, 
the frst for Ivy League universities. The frst student 
graduated in 1869. 

In our 71st year since graduation, with so many of our 
good and faithful classmates passed to the other side, 
a moment of refection seems appropriate. For example, 
consider those who have served us well as class presi-
dents. And refect on the culture of the times in the ’50s, 
which resulted in two classes based on gender. Moreover, 
most of our feminine classmates were assigned to a 
College of Home Economics and later had to overcome 
cultural obstacles to succeed outside the home. This 
is well chronicled in our classmate Marion Steinmann’s 
book, Women at Work: Demolishing a Myth of the 
1950s (Xlibris Corp., 2005) with its intriguing dedica-
tion: “To the men we married who encouraged us to 
follow our dreams.” 

Presidents of the combined classes: 2020-present, 
James Brandt; 2015-20, James and Nancy Hubbard 
Brandt; 2010-15, Patricia Carry Stewart; 2005-10, 
Richard Pogue; 2000-05, Ralph Williams, MD ’54; 
1995-00, BarrieSommerfield; 1990-95, James Haz-
zard;1985-90,John Marcham; 1975-85,Walt Bruska; 
1970-75, Pat Stewart; 1969-70, Howard Heinsius. In 
1969, the separate women’s and men’s classes were 
combined, an apparent concession to gender equality 
and equal rights and recognitions. Presidents of the 
women’s class: 1965-69, Pat Stewart; 1960-65, Marga-
ret Thompson Zimmerman; 1955-60, Anne Schnee 
Johnson; 1952-55, Jane Kimberly Meyer; 1950-52, 
Lydia Schurman. Presidents of the men’s class: 1965-
69, Howie Heinsius; 1960-65, Dave Dingle; 1955-60, 
Bob Nagler; 1950-52, Rodger Gibson. A special acco-
lade to Pat Stewart, who served once as president of 
the women’s class and twice as president of the com-
bined class. And to Walt Bruska, Howard Heinsius, and 
James Brandt, who also served two terms as president. 

Richard “Sunny” Hudes (Fresh Meadows, NY) reports 
that the Bear in Mind quiz in the Nov/Dec issue took him 
back to September 1946, when he wore the required 
freshman beanie until the “grizzled Army veterans said 
‘no way.’ ” And other memories such as a football game 
on Schoellkopf Field when it was so cold the quarters 
were shortened to 12 minutes. “I was a 16-year-old 
attempting to compete with those grizzled Army veterans 
for dates with the limited number of coeds until Ithaca 
College came to the rescue, but my eventual bride came 
from neither group.” Richard started as a Chemistry 
major until “Organic Chemistry did me in.” He gradu-
ated as a History major and, “even more complicated, 
wound up as a CPA.” He and wife Sonia, an elementary 
school teacher, are both retired and enjoying travel and 
playing with grandchildren. However, as he says, “our 
oldest granddaughter is in college and won’t play with us 
anymore.” He relieves COVID-19 limitations with Netfix, 
Boggle, Zoom, the New York Times, and “good old fash-
ioned conversations.” He expresses a “thank you to 
Cornell, for lifelong memories and friendships.” 

Ye olde correspondent reports a nice honor—induction 
into his high school hall of fame with the citation, “Farmer, 
science educator, scientist, author, world traveler.” Es-
pecially satisfying because as a freshman he busted out, 
and his professional success didn’t begin until age 39. 
Send news and stay tuned for the May/June issue, the 
last in the sad departure of a life well lived by Cornell 
Alumni Magazine. v Paul Joslin, 13731 Hickman Rd., 
#4207, Urbandale, IA 50323; e-mail, phjoslin@aol.com. 

51 Robert Temkin, MBA ’53 (Rochester, NY) 
writes,“After retirement at age 55 (with Bergen 

Brunswig Drug/Pharmaceutical, now AmeriSource 
Bergen), I became chief senior Medicare counselor at 
Rochester General Hospital for 20 years.” Robert had 
been keeping busy having lunch with his Cornell frater-
nity brothers Paul Berman and Stan Rosen. “Sadly, 
Stan died this year.” 

Suzanne Gottesman Teich (Brookline, MA) is “keep-
ing up with the New York Times and the country’s chaotic 
politics and enjoying activities with family and friends. 
Grateful to have family close by and a posse of friends. 
Navigating the new world of Zoom meetings and FaceTime. 
Remembering to wear my mask. Caring for a wonderful 
Abyssinian. Attending virtual college graduations. One 
son, a Cornell grad, is a busy attorney specializing in 
death penalty law but also producing a documentary flm 
on a New Zealand reptile descended from the dinosaurs. 
My other son is a retired neuroradiologist, is an active 
tennis player, and performs on the cello. I have seven 
accomplished grandchildren. I am proud of all my fam-
ily members and they keep me laughing.” 

Suzanne adds, “I wish I could still drive my Jeep, but 
I’m well chauffeured around town. I wish I could keep my 
kitchen table/life organized.” She enjoys knowing that her 
family and friends are all healthy and doing well. “I live 
in a lovely condo development with great neighbors and 
support. My greatest satisfaction comes from my chil-
dren and grandchildren and being a close part of their 
lives. My fondest memory is from the dinner at my 60th 
Reunion. While in line to get my ticket, I reconnected 
with my dearest college friend and we resumed our 
relationship until he passed away in 2014. From that 
encounter, I inherited another wonderful family.” 

Bud Huffman writes, “I moved into a continuing care 
facility in Bethlehem, PA, in June, right in the middle of 
the virus shutdown. We’re making headway on getting 
everything put away.” He wishes he could be “going to 

mailto:phjoslin@aol.com
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my summer place in Canada, but I can’t get across the 
border!” What keeps Howard Feinstein, MD ’55, PhD 
’77 (Ithaca, NY) busy? “I visit with friends, and during the 
summer we stay at Martha’s Vineyard,” he writes. “In May 
2020, we (Rosalind, Sarah Lawrence ’57) got ‘trapped’ 
in Berkeley by the coronavirus for three months. Finally, 
we had to arrange to hire a private jet to get home. 
Luxury travel. We love to visit with family and friends.” 
The Souvlaki House was Howard’s favorite dining experi-
ence. v Brad Bond, bbond101@suddenlink.net. Online 
news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

52 I trust you have all received and read the long 
letter from the university that announced the 

demise of the print edition of Cornell Alumni Magazine 
with the May/June issue. As of July, it will be digital frst. 
A glorious new phase, with more of everything on our 
devices—if you can stand it. As a very much older person, 
who has already had more digital and distance than she 
wants, I am not sure that I can. I understand that Class 
Notes will continue and that in the future you will be 
able to subscribe to a print copy, but as of this writing I 
don’t know how either of those things will work. I expect 
you will by the time you read this. 

For now, I have a bit of news from Hazel Lowe von 
Rosenvinge, who writes, “Joan, thank you for doing the 
column and keeping us all up to date. I have moved from 
our beloved Annisquam to a retirement community—big 
like Cornell! My address is in Peabody, MA.” 

Thank you, Hazel. And to all, mark your calendars for 
the Class of ’52’s 70th Reunion: June 9–12, 2022. Send 
your news to: v Joan Boffa Gaul, joangaul@mac.com. 
Class website, classof52.alumni.cornell.edu. 

53 We welcome Ed Gibson (edwincosgibson@ 
gmail.com) to the Class of ’53 news team. Ed 

came to Cornell from Bronxville, earningaBA before head-
ing to military service. “I studied a little bit when I could 
pry time from singing in the Glee Club, co-captaining the 
lacrosse team, and being active in Chi Psi,” he recalls. 
During his Army years in North Carolina and Germany, he 
helped develop gunnery procedures for the Army’s frst 
atomic weapon, the “Honest John” rocket. After earning 
a degree at Columbia Business School, Ed started his 
business career in account management for a major New 
York advertising agency, where he helped test market 
and introduce Pampers, Procter & Gamble’s disposable 
diaper. He then moved to another agency as manage-
ment executive of the Coca-Cola account in Japan and 
then was hired to establish Levi Strauss Japan. “While 
in Japan, I continued motor racing, which I had enjoyed 
in New York, and for two years was the only licensed 
foreigner racing as an amateur in the Japanese profes-
sional circuit.” In 1975, he became director of inter-
national marketing services for Levi’s, moved to their 
headquarters in San Francisco and then to Brussels. “I 
spent 34 years in that elegant city and returned to the 
singing I so enjoyed at Cornell. For 25 years I performed 
as lead tenor in the Brussels Light Opera Company, 
where I met my wife, Linda, an English mezzo-soprano. 
In 1986, I took early retirement from Levi’s and pursued 
a number of entrepreneurial ventures, a couple of which 
were actually successful. Following Linda’s retirement 
in 2014, we moved to the mountains of western North 
Carolina, where we both enjoy the lovely surroundings, 
the quiet, and the US standard of living.” 

Jack Brophy (johnbrophy@aol.com) urges everyone 
to take advantage of the current environment and de-
velop a new hobby and write a memoir. “With COVID-19 

keeping us at home, we have time to enhance our in-
terests and passions,” he writes. One of Jack’s hobbies 
was given a boost one day when he was exploring eBay. 
“I discovered you could buy used Elgin and Skagen 
watches for a fraction of the price of new ones. That lit 
the spark to start collecting the watches, as well as the 
tools necessary to make them usable.” Jack has written 
a memoir, complete with photos, about this hobby, 
which he’ll be happy to share. 

At her home in Villa Gardens, a retirement commu-
nity in Pasadena, Janice Button-Shafer (jbuttonshafer@ 
gmail.com) has missed regular contact with family 
members as well as playing piano for several chamber 
music concerts that were canceled because of the pan-
demic. “A friend and I had planned to present a program 
here of cello-piano sonatas to commemorate Beethoven’s 
250th anniversary, but that was not possible,” she re-
ports. “None of my musician friends can join me in my 
apartment and I cannot go to their homes. So I’ve been 
playing through old solo music—Beethoven sonatas, 
Bach, Mozart, Gershwin.” Considering a new hobby, she 
writes, “Perhaps I might try to learn more astrophysics, 
which interested me during my fnal retirement years of 
particle physics research in Berkeley, or learn to play 
the cello, which has a beautiful tone.” Janice reports 
that her “children” (who are all 50-ish) and older grand-
daughter are all working from their homes. “My younger 
granddaughter, Maia, graduates this spring with a de-
gree in geophysics from Washington U. in St. Louis. 
Unfortunately, she had to cut short her junior-year stud-
ies in Edinburgh last March because of COVID-19. Maia’s 
mother, my daughter Christina Cohen, does research in 
space physics at Caltech.” 

Lois Crane Williams, MEd ’60 (lcw32@verizon.net) 
is also engaged in a new hobby, which she launched 
several years ago after the loss of her husband, Peter. 
“We had moved from our D.C. home of 47 years to a 
continuing care community in Virginia’s Northern Neck, 
and I discovered there was little information about the 
history of this area. Learning of a nearby incident, I went 
looking for an historical marker, and when I found none, 
I made one happen: ‘69 Slaves Escape to Freedom.’ 
Before long, I became a local history buff, and even 
ended up on the board of the local historical society,” 
she reports. Now Lois has written and published three 
books and is working on a fourth.“COVID restrictions have 
kept us in our cottages, which creates a perfect writer’s 
retreat,” she observes. “I’ve been writing about the area’s 
early settlement, dating from 1650. There’s a limited 
audience, but much personal satisfaction and even a 
book signing and Zoom book talk through the historical 
society!” Her three books—The Lees of Whitestone, 
Tobacco Trader on the Corotoman, and The Lawsons of 
Whitestone—are available from Amazon. 

We received an inspiring letter from CU senior 
Carolyn Wright ’21, the benefciary of the Class of 
1953 Cornell Tradition Fellowship. She writes, “I couldn’t 
be more honored to receive this award for the second 
year in a row. It will be put to good use and I will strive to 
do my best in all that I do.” Carolyn expects to graduate 
this spring with a BS degree in Agricultural Sciences and 
a minor in Education, then earn a master’s with the goal 
of teaching K-12 agriculture and high school biology. In 
her extracurricular activities, she has focused on devel-
oping leadership skills. Thanks to all who have supported 
this good cause through the years. v Caroline Mulford 
Owens, 53news.cornell@gmail.com; Jack Allen, jwallen 
@msu.edu; Ed Gibson, edwincosgibson@gmail.com; 
John Nixon, nixn1@hotmail.com. 

54 I write this as we approach holidays darkened 
by the pandemic. You read it as we emerge 

from a challenging winter. 
Though we inevitably continue to lose classmates, 

we are pleased to share news of several who remain 
active. Linda Stagg Long (lindastagglong@gmail.com), 
who attended our 65th Reunion in 2019, writes from 
Granville, OH. “I lived in beautiful Big Sur, CA, for about 
40 years—one of the most gorgeous spots on earth.” 
Now in a retirement community about 20 miles from 
Columbus, she enjoys her older daughter, her son-in-law, 
and their family. Sadly, her son died at 60 and her 
younger daughter died at 58. But, Linda says, “I’ve been 
pretty lucky!” That’s resilience. 

Another Reunion attendee was Polly Hospital Flans-
burgh (polly01773@aol.com). “Life is good in my Sara-
sota retirement home,” she writes. “I’m lucky to have 
Rick ’53 and Lois Patterson Noyes ’56 and Don ’53 
and Eloise Mix Unbekant nearby. I have very much en-
joyed working with our ‘Green Team,’ an environmental 
group here. Also enjoy raising indoor plants, reading, 
swimming, and keeping in touch with family and friends.” 
I recall when Polly’s husband, Earl ’53, walked me 
through the hole in the ground as the new Cornell Store 
was being built. Undergoing criticism for his unique 
plans, he asked merely that he be allowed to fnish the 
work and then be judged. What a great success that 
building has been! 

Stephen Krauss (steve2carol@bellsouth.net) fol-
lowed a medical career with a change of pace. He enjoys 
“art (oil painting, printmaking, portraits, landscapes, 
life drawing) and tennis (doubles, of course!).” Steve and 
Carol have camped on the Serengeti in Tanzania. Other 
favorite trips are Normandy and southwest France in-
cluding prehistoric cave art. Favorite times at Cornell 
were at Beebe Lake and Buttermilk Falls. Now Steve 
enjoys “being alive and healthy (relatively).” 

Ruth Malti Marion (bwmarion@wisc.edu) writes 
that she and Bruce, MS ’55, “continue to enjoy living 
in Madison, WI, where we can audit UW courses and 
access workout facilities. With our three young families 
nearby, we have gathered often at our farm cabin and 
developed prairie acreage. At home we enjoy garden-
ing and food preservation and our wonderful friends 
and neighbors.” 

Two more active classmates who attended Reunion 
share some of their activities.Barbara Schickler Hankins 
(barbara@hankins.net) belongs to three book clubs and 
has become an avid online bridge player and Zoomer 
with her grandkids. She is enthusiastic about the Odyssey 
class from Cornell’s Adult University last summer and 
the Glenn Altschuler, PhD ’76, lecture on the election 
(before it occurred). Barbara is celebrating her 60th 
anniversary in the League of Women Voters. She chairs 
a study committee, belongs to another, and chairs “an 
oral history project interviewing longtime league mem-
bers as part of our (now very truncated) 100th anniver-
sary celebration.” Barbara’s commitment to the league 
demonstrates her agreement with Ruth Bader Ginsburg 
that “real change, enduring change, happens one step 
at a time.” 

A second Barbara, Barbara Jones Jenkins (barb 
jenkins16@charter.net), also made it to Reunion but 
thinks she“had the virus in February 2020.” No lasting ill 
effects thankfully. “I’m trying to straight-arm Father Time 
by continuing to bike, obsessively walk, and work on my 
tennis game. (I am planning to check out at age 95 by 
tripping over a stray tennis ball while going back for an 
overhead.) My plans for competing in the 80 and above 
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USTA competitions are still on hold pending major im-
provement in my serve. I’ve only been working on that 
for over 50 years. But as Browning wrote, ‘A man’s reach 
should exceed his grasp or what’s a heaven for?’ As to 
the lockdown’s continuing through the winter, I’m pre-
pared with cross-country skis. My technique is atrocious, 
but see above.” And then a P.S.: “My only real news is 
that I’ve fnally caved in and bought an iPhone. I liken 
it to a green-broke horse—not an easy ride, but can 
only get better.” 

Receiving thoughtful messages from you motivates 
me to share them with everyone and makes writing the 
column fun. I continue to be impressed with the good
ness in what we have done and in how we have lived. 
And that’s a good feeling.Jan JakesKunz (jankunz5475@ 
gmail.com) has posted some personal memories of RBG 
on our website: www.classof54.alumni.cornell.edu. Send 
news online (http://www.alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes) 
or to either of us: v Ruth Carpenter Bailey, rcbhtb@ 
gmail.com; Bill Waters, billwaters@optonline.net. 

55 Paul Sammelwitz’s favorite dining experi-
ence at Cornell was visiting with his older sister 

and her husband, a 1953 graduate who was employed 
locally and residing in Ithaca during his time there. Paul 
writes that he has been “keeping up with daily appoint-
ments—including doctor visits, working out at the local 
YMCA, and, most important, visiting my wife and having 
dinner with her each evening. She is in a local facility 
that deals with dementia.” I’m sorry to report that Marcia 
Willemen Sutter died in September of last year. She will 
be missed by many friends and family. 

Doris Wunsch Neilson completed a Caribbean cruise 
that took her to three new countries. “I have visited 183 
countries out of the 196 from the Int’l Travel News list.” 
She is recovering from lymphoma, “which kept me down 
the past year. Now things are looking good!” We’re glad 
to hear that, Doris. Peter Romeo describes his “domicile” 
in an independent living facility—where his unit backs up 
to a girls-only high school softball diamond—as a great 
spectator venue. “I take a short walk to the main building 
for breakfast every morning and converse with them 
between bites and slurps.” 

Winthrop Cody lives in Naples, FL, and continues 
to play golf twice a week. His wife, Marilyn, died in 2019, 
ending 61 years of happy marriage. Win was looking 
forward to our 65th Reunion last June, but it was not to 
be. Before all plans were canceled, he commented, “It’s 
neat that I can stay at the Statler on campus!” Floyd 
Ayers keeps busy training his hunting dogs and giving 
thought to next year’s plans. A favorite dining experience 
for him was “seafood at the Clinton House.” 

For Malcolm Whyte, it’s “family, friends, and writing” 
that bring him the most satisfaction these days. His new 
book, Gorey Secrets, published by the University Press 
in Mississippi, is due out this spring. Malcolm adds, “I 
appreciate the many interesting articles in the Alumni 
Magazine. Well done!” Allan Blauth says, “Foulkeways 
has done a wonderful job in keeping us safe from 
COVID-19,” and has programs (ftness, with a max of four 
in the gym at one time)that suit him. Allan’s wife, Barbara, 
died in 2018, but a lady, two years younger, “tries her 
best to keep me going.” Due to arthritis, he’s had to give 
up golf and fy-fshing. Allan has a great kitchen so “we 
cook as much as possible.” 

The two things that keep Gordon White busy are 
sailing on Chesapeake Bay and “driving my vintage race 
car.” Anything else? Writing and “keeping on as I am,” 
he says. E. Howland Swift describes himself as “long 

retired” after many years as a consultant and fund-
raiser for nonprofts, including three years at the Cornell 
Hotel school. We send condolences on learning that 
Swifty’s oldest son died last August. Swifty wishes he 
could still be skiing and/or playing tennis, but he’s 
happy to be “enjoying warm winters in Arizona and cool 
summers in Vermont with family.” He has fond memories 
of “that great restaurant way up on a hill across the lake 
with wonderful views.” 

Bob Mules has been working around the house, yard, 
and garden. “I still like to bowl, but our team has split up.” 
Bob’s roommate Bill Hughes ’53 died last April. Bob 
would like to be traveling more, but Margaret can’t. “I 
love our church. I love my wife of 62 years. I thank God 
every day for my good health and each day He gives me.” 
As for Bob’s favorite dining experience: “The Dairy Bar 
crew would all go down to Joe’s Italian Restaurant once 
in a while. The best Italian food in Ithaca!” Joe Silverman 
has relocated to a senior village for practical reasons and 
retired from psychiatric practice in November 2018. “My 
devoted wife of 59 years has very limited ability to travel, 
and she needs me to be in constant attendance.”Joe says 
he enjoys “being a fan of children and grandchildren, 
including Will Silverman ’21.” It’s been a long, hard 
winter for everyone, and here’s hoping for better days 
in the future! 

I want to thank everyone who’s written with their 
news. Danny Krouner, yours will appear next time. And 
congrats on being honored at the NBA Hall of Fame! 
Please take note of my new address: v Nancy Savage 
Petrie, 85 Brook St., Groton, CT 06340; e-mail, nancy 
savagepetrie@yahoo.com. Online news form, http:// 
alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

56 Cornell is renaming East Avenue after our 
classmate and benefactor Chuck Feeney. It 

will be called Feeney Way. In its announcement, Cornell 
called Chuck its most generous donor, citing his gift of 
almost one billion dollars to the university over the 
course of 40 years. 

Judy Cohen Lowry has joined my book reading 
group. Our Reunion chair, Carole Rapp Thompson, is 
also a member. As I’ve written before, Judy is featured in 
the flm The Booksellers. v Phyllis Bosworth, Phylboz@ 
aol.com. Online news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/ 
class-notes/. 

57 In 1959, when John Herzog (john@herzog 
andco.com) joined the brokerage frm founded 

by his father in 1926, he became only the ffth employee 
of a company writing four trades a day. The frm had 
survived several partnerships, war, and the Depression, 
and in the next 40 years under John’s stewardship it grew 
to be a major Nasdaq market maker with 750 employees 
making 450,000 trades per day. He has put this saga 
in book form, A Billion to One. It is a must-read for Wall 
Street Wizards and those who can’t balance a check-
book. In 2000, the frm was acquired by Merrill Lynch, 
and John turned to other business interests and many 
worthy civic ventures, primarily the Museum of American 
Finance, which he founded after the crash of 1987. 

On the Saturday after Thanksgiving each year, Judy 
Richter Levy, LLB ’59, organizes a dinner before the 
Cornell/Boston U. hockey game in Madison Square 
Garden. For obvious reasons, the game was not played 
last November, but the dinner went on in Zoom form. 
Those attending included Paul Noble, Arlene and Dick 
Kossoff, MBA ’59, Claire Sanford Perrault, Christine 
Zeller Lippman, Tom and Shirley Besemer Itin, BS HE 

’00, Ruby Tomberg Senie, BS Nurs ’75, Connie Santa-
gato Hosterman, Beth Ames Swartz, Anita Wisbrun 
Morrison, Bert Grunert Devries, Nan Krauthamer 
Goldberg, Bob Watts, and Betty Starr King, whose 
assisted living facility hosts a socially distant cocktail 
party at 4:00 each afternoon. The residents sit in the 
doorway with adult beverage in hand and chat. Dinner 
and hockey next November for sure. 

Harriett and I had a delightful lunch with Carl and 
Daniele Schwarz in Naples (the one in Florida) in Decem-
ber. They are playing a lot of bridge, and Carl shoots his 
age on the golf course on occasion. As the legendary 
coxswain on the ’57 heavyweight crew, arguably the 
greatest crew to ever slide a shell into the water, he, along 
with the entire boat, resides in the university Athletic 
Hall of Fame, having spent four years calmly issuing 
instructions while seated. During those same four years, 
your humble correspondent nimbly endured maximum 
exertion on the lacrosse feld to minimal attention and 
acclaim. v John Seiler, suitcase2@aol.com. 

58 From the view of December 2020, one wonders 
how we’ll all be in spring 2021. It’s diffcult to 

project, although the just-reported good news of pre-
liminary vaccine results is encouraging. We hope this 
column fnds all well and heading toward a successful 
vaccination campaign, which then may be in progress 
full-tilt. At this writing, the cases are still increasing as 
our fellow Americans do things that get them exposed; 
that has to change and hopefully will as we head into 
the New Year. 

As to 2020, Almeda Church “A.C.” Riley says: “Is 
there anybody who won’t say that they are staying 
mostly at home, putting one foot in front of the other? 
However, we do have one piece of news—a new great-
grandchild! How can that be, when we were just kids 
ourselves pretty recently (1958? kids?)? Her name is 
Lily, and her big sister is Eve, and the best news is that 
they live near us, still in Saratoga Springs, NY. Can’t wait 
for our next Reunion! Only three more years, right?” 
Right you are, A.C.—65 in ’23. Thanks for your update. 
The Dallases, Maddie McAdams and Glenn, are in 
Sarasota, FL. Maddie writes, “We will return to Delaware 
in early May as we have two grandchildren graduating: 
Jeff Jr. ’21 from the Hotel school and Madolyn from 
Ithaca College. We will try to go to graduations if they 
are held. We stay in our home in Sarasota and talk to 
friends and family. The Sarasota Cornell Club has been 
active and hopefully will be active when and if these 
issues we all live with go away. Glenn and I are healthy 
and live on two 18 holes of golf. Do miss seeing our 
grandsons and granddaughter. Two grandsons are at 
Elon U. in North Carolina.” 

On the ’net, there is a listing called “Things old folks 
do that young folks can’t understand,” like “taking pic-
tures of things other than oneself,” or “still having a 
telephone landline,” or “writing in cursive,” or even “play-
ing Bingo!” One wonders how many of these, and others, 
apply to ’58ers; probably quite a few. How things change, 
but some of the old are still worthy, for sure. 

We have good news from Mike Griffinger: “I was 
honored recently by the New Jersey State Bar Assn. with 
its Pro Bono Lifetime Achievement Award. My legal pro 
bono efforts started in 1967 during the Newark riots and 
continued to the present day with the creation 30 years 
ago of a fellowship in constitutional and public interest 
law, as well as founding an organization called Volunteer 
Lawyers for Justice, which provides free legal services 
to the poor and underserved community in New Jersey.” 
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‘December found Seth Newberger 
planting English peas on his 
Houston terrace.’ 
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Congratulations, Mike, on this wonderful recognition by 
the state, among your other awards we’ve written about 
here over the years—a fne legacy for you! 

Our short column refects our activities it seems. Let’s 
hope for a much more active year in 2021 as we get 
back to some type of normality, visit family and friends, 
maybe get to campus for a stroll in preparation for 2023 
and, for some, for graduations, and generally get about 
the usual busyness of the Class of 1958. Sent with best 
wishes to all as 2020 ends and 2021 comes upon us, 
via this penultimate issue of Cornell Alumni Magazine. 
v Dick Haggard, richardhaggard11@gmail.com; Jan 
Arps Jarvie, janjarvie@gmail.com. 

59 “For many years I had been collecting stories 
in my head from the time I practiced law, and 

often thought about putting my experiences in some sort 
of printed form,” writes Ira Wolpert. “That opportunity 
came when the coronavirus arrived here in Maryland and 
required me to self-isolate. At that time, I had been retired 
from law practice for just over fve years. Unsure how to 
proceed, I started with one signifcant experience, and 
others just kept coming to me. At one point, I was writing 
three or four pages a day, and one night still-unrecorded 
remembrances were keeping me awake, so at 3 a.m. I 
woke up my computer and wrote three stories in a period 
of 45 minutes.Incidents kept coming to me at odd times— 
when reading the newspaper, watering plants,out walking 
with my wife. I’ve put these essays into a book I self-
published, You Can’t Make This Up! Experiences from My 
FiftyFour Years of Law Practice (And Some Unrelated). 
The book was created for myself, family, friends, and 
colleagues, and at this time I do not intend to charge 
anyone who is interested in reading it.” Meanwhile, in 
addition to revising the book to add new material, Ira 
spends many hours a week working with SCORE (Senior 
Core of Retired Executives), a volunteer organization 
sponsored by the SBA that offers free counseling and 
mentoring to those who wish to start or build existing 
businesses in the greater D.C. area. In addition to men-
toring—currently remotely because of COVID-19—Ira 
produces and presents webinars for clients of SCORE 
on a variety of topics. 

“In 2020, my wife, Christine, and I had great trips to 
Florida in January and Colorado in September, but I had 
to cancel trips to Egypt, Romania, and Ethiopia; hope-
fully I will be taking at least two of these trips in 2021,” 
writes Rolf Barth. An academy professor in the pathol-
ogy department at Ohio State U., Rolf continues to be 
very active in his medical and scientifc activities. Last 
year was particularly productive for him as it relates to 
publications, several of which related to COVID-19. For 
example, he was the lead author of an editorial in the 
journal Diagnostic Pathology (“of special interest is 
involvement of the brain in individuals infected by 
COVID-19”) and of an article in the journal CHEST on the 
need for autopsies to determine the full extent of organ 
involvement associated with the disease. 

Late last year, Art Geoffrion, MS ’61, sent his 26th 
Christmas letter from Santa Monica, CA. He has compiled 
all 25 previous letters in a 54-page document that is a 
detailed family history covering the last quarter-century. 
Art, a retired UCLA professor, and his wife have two 
caregivers at home, and the four of them have kept their 
“pod” safely insulated from the outside world. Art relies 
on Zoom to replace physical visits to book clubs, medical 
consultations, etc., and Zoomed a well-attended 65th 
high school reunion. December saw the frst virtual holi-
day concert from Encore U.’s choruses in the Baltimore/ 

Washington area, a truly impressive and delightful event 
created on Zoom that can be viewed on YouTube. Among 
the singers was Al Newhouse, on “North Pole Rock and 
Roll” and “Ose Shalom.” 

December also found Seth Newberger planting 
English peas on his Houston terrace. “I’m planting early 
in hopes that my luck changes and I can harvest a 
decent crop. These peas are very diffcult to fnd in Texas 
supermarkets.” At the end of October, EllieApplewhaite 
was one of several classmates who attended the pre-
election Cornell’s Adult University presidential election 
seminar, traditionally held at Mohonk Mountain House 
in New Paltz, NY, but this past year held online via Zoom; 

CAU favorite GlennAltschuler,PhD ’76, the Thomas and 
Dorothy Litwin Professor of American Studies, together 
with other Cornell professors, considered possible elec-
tion outcomes and implications of the November 3 vote. 
Kent Hewitt and Myra Maloney Hart ’62 moved from 
their Belmont, MA, home to Brookhaven in Lexington, MA, 
a continuing care retirement community. Three weeks 
of “sublime” travel followed in southern Africa (South 
Africa, Botswana, Zimbabwe, Victoria Falls). Their return 
to the US brought them into the COVID pandemic, so in 
May they moved to their Rhode Island beach home 
where they planned to stay until restrictions at Brook-
haven were lifted. 

A “transformative gift” to Cornell deserves particular 
acclamation in our column: in December the university 
announceda nine-fgure commitment from Ann Schmeltz 
Bowers, which will establish a new college of computing 
and information science and enable construction of a 
new building for the CIS faculty. In addition to her pro-
fessional accomplishments, including being the frst 
director of personnel for Intel Corp. and the frst vice 
president of human resources for Apple Computer, Ann 
has long been an active philanthropist. Her commit-
ment to Cornell has included not only magnanimous 
fnancial support (previously giving more than $20 mil-
lion over three decades) but also many hours of her 
time, acting as a trustee, chairing the Cornell Silicon 
Valley Advisors, and serving on numerous advisory 
boards. The new college will be named for Ann—the frst 
college at Cornell to be named for a woman. v Jenny 
Tesar, jet24@cornell.edu. 

60 Late last spring, Walter “Wally” Williamson 
reported that he and wife Karen “have been 

sheltering in our home in Ancram, NY, since March 13. 
It’s a pastoral, fairy-tale paradise of forests, meadows, 
and farms, and we have everything we need, but life is 
greatly diminished and totally surreal, given the social 
distancing.” The previous fall, Wally spent several days 
at Cornell’s Arnot Research Forest to complete a Master 
Forest Owner volunteer certifcate. “I have now become 
a member of the Ancram Conservation Advisory Council, 
given my interest in forest preservation and restoration.” 
He wishes there were a way for our class to celebrate our 

Reunion in June 2021 and sends word to all of us: “I hope 
everyone is well and keeping safe.” 

Also managing well in these challenging times are 
David and Michaelin Reamy Watts, who spent most 
of 2020 in their Apalachicola, FL, house, having had to 
miss several grandchildren’s graduations. Last summer, 
Michaelin said, “Dave and I are getting lots of outdoor 
projects done, which is very satisfying, and we are feeling 
very grateful to be able to enjoy nature and avoid crowds.” 
These quieter times represented quite a change from 
some hectic months in late 2019, when they prepared 
to downsize from their house on a wildlife preserve near 
Carmel, CA, to a smaller one nearby, and then traveled 

to Florida to begin a leisurely but lengthy road trip. They 
drove their RV all the way from Apalachicola to coastal 
Maine and back again, stopping at historic sites and 
visiting Cornellians like yours truly in Boston, Margaret 
Osmer-McQuade in Nantucket, Dan ’58 and Barbara 
Cyrus Martin in Hartsdale, and Dave’s brother Bob 
Watts ’57 in Maine, along with numerous other friends 
and members of their large family. 

Barbara Baillet Moran has been working with one of 
her sons to renovate a townhouse in Greenwich Village, 
built in 1842 and badly in need of work. They gutted the 
entire building and have attempted, she says, “to mod-
ernize it while restoring the 19th-century essence of 
house and garden. I’ve renovated a half-dozen houses 
over the years, but dealing with historic preservation red 
tape is surreal—we expect to survive this project, but 
never again!” Amazingly, Barbara also had the energy to 
start a small business, MoranJam, after a shop owner in 
Greenwich Village tasted Barbara’s cranberry marmalade 
she had received as a gift. “Research,” she says, “reveals 
that cranberries are far more benefcial than previously 
imagined. So I have now become a self-styled ‘cranberry 
activist.’ I have had great fun with all of this, and yet it 
serves good purposes. All profts go to an international 
agency serving children and to our spunky opera com-
pany in Greensboro, NC,” where she lives when not toiling 
in New York City. 

David Simpson writes from Tenafy, NJ, that, although 
he was disappointed by the necessary cancellation of 
our 60th Reunion in June, he decided “to pay a visit to 
Ithaca in August with my son Gideon ’03, so that I could 
see the campus once again. I had lunch with my friend 
of 60 years Kirk Sale ’58, who was editor in chief of the 
Cornell Daily Sun when I worked on the paper. We still 
disagree about much, but it was a treat to see him again. 
I closed my law offce last September but am still working 
from home. Last spring, I published an article in the UC 
Davis Business Law Journal entitled, ‘Does Federalism 
Provide a Means to Circumvent Citizens United?’ which 
argues that states, through their incorporation laws, may 
impose limitations on corporate political activity and 
spending that the Supreme Court forbade in its contro-
versial decision of 2010 and thus provides a feasible 
solution to the problem of money in politics.” 

mailto:jet24@cornell.edu
mailto:janjarvie@gmail.com
mailto:richardhaggard11@gmail.com
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‘Every boy in that boat remains my 
brother to this very day.’ 

G A R Y  B R A Y S H A W  ’ 6 2  

Having previously moved regularly between locales in 
New York, Florida, and Massachusetts, Ken Iscol reports 
that he and Jill “are now living on Martha’s Vineyard full 
time, our summer home for 40 years but now our safe, 
happy place, with many long-term friends retired here. 
I’m still very active rowing, sailing, playing golf, and 
pursuing business interests, and am now especially 
focused on drumming up support for my son Zach ’01’s 
campaign for mayor of New York City.” A November article 
in the New York Post noted that the “former special ops 
Marine is throwing his helmet in the ring for mayor” and 
confronts a crowded mayoral feld. 

Continuing her semi-retired life in the Boston area, 
Toddy Dwyer is “still editing a small journal and doing a 
little work at the National Institutes of Health, just enough 
to keep active but without the hassles of years gone by. 

Until COVID, I was doing a lot of traveling and visiting 
friends and family. Now it will be good if we can just get 
out to restaurants again! I still want to do a cruise to 
Antarctica. Any takers?” Volunteer work remains central 
for Dolores Furtado of Overland Park, KS, who’s involved 
with the League of Women Voters and the Criminal Justice 
Advisory Council, and Claire Weidemier McKarns of 
Encinitas, CA, who says, “I make 100 quilts a year for 
the Assistance League, a group that helps children at 
risk.” Please keep your news coming! v Judy Bryant 
Wittenberg, jw275@cornell.edu. 

61 As I write this in mid-December, I am looking 
out on the frst real snowfall of the season here 

in Reno and am wishing you all the best for the New 
Year! May we all keep well! 

From Pittsburgh, Preston Shimer (pwshimer@gmail. 
com), with wife Annette (Gates)’62, writes, “Volunteering 
is what flls our lives. I play oboe in a community band, 
serve as treasurer of the League of Women Voters of 
Greater Pittsburgh, help the Pennsylvania league with 
computer and administrative issues, and serve on our 
homeowners’ board, the Allegany County Transit Council, 
and more. We have enjoyed several courses on Crystal 
cruise lines and will be taking the Queen Mary to the Vic 
this spring and then up to Norway. (Ed. note: This was 
written before the “shutdown”; the tour was probably 
rescheduled.) We’d like to be spending more time with 
grandkids, but none live close to us. Volunteering keeps 
you alive and mentally engaged. Every organization 
appreciates what you do.” Preston remembers, “I was 
a fan of the Normandie restaurant and really liked their 
Manhattans.” Judy Friedman Brandeis and husband 
Peter live in Scottsdale, AZ. Both are retired. Sitting 
where I am, I expect there are many ’61 classmates in 
the Scottsdale area. 

Doug Fuss has sent sad news of two close friends 
who have died: Arthur Tasker, a friend and frat brother 
to Doug; and Harry Heber Moseley, a friend in ME 
struggles (www.feerickfuneralhome.com/obituary/ 
harry-heber-moseley). Please remember to send your 
news to: v Susan Williams Stevens, sastevens61@ 
gmail.com; or Doug Fuss, dougout@attglobal.net. 

62 Thanks to all of you who responded to the 
requests for memories of Cornell! Here are 

some thoughts from our classmates about their time 
on the Hill. 

Cal Simon shared an excerpt from her Cornell journal. 
“It is St. Patrick’s Day, 1961. While that has just jolly 
signifcance to you people of the normal world, it is the 
day of ritualistic behavior on the Cornell campus. At home, 
Horn & Hardart bakes a few cakes and the mayor pro-
claims any Irish ancestry he can dig up, but here the 
architects (who are about as Irish as I am) go wild. The 
day starts with ads in the Sun proclaiming all manner of 
parties at which the featured dish will be corned beefand 
cabbage and green beer. The thought of that at 8 a.m. 
is almost enough to send you back to bed until Memorial 
Day. Then on the way to class, architects, who have been 

up all night readying themselves, approach you with cans 
of green paint; if you aren’t wearing something green, 
they paint you (anything from a dab on the nose to your 
whole head). 

“As 10 o’clock approaches, a large howl goes up in 
the Quad and from the architecture building comes a 
huge 100-ft. dragon. It is composed of a mammoth 
papier-mâché head and a long series of painted sheets 
tied together and mounted on 50 drunken students. They 
parade around and go in and out of buildings, painting 
people as they go. Then, if you are studiously inclined, 
you go to the new library. At the end of the main corridor, 
there is something called a sculpture court. It is sur-
rounded on all four sides by huge glass windows, but it 
is open to the sky and has a gravel (heated) foor. There, 
clutched together for warmth and wondering how they ever 
got there, are nine full-grown chickens dyed green for the 
occasion. The architects must have vegetable dyed them 
and dropped them in from the roof above. The ‘hen pen’ 
provided the main amusement for the day, but at 5 p.m. 
it reached its highlight. That’s when the man from the 
Vet school came to collect the chickens. There is a glass 
panel door in the back of the court. While cheering stu-
dents watched from all sides, he merrily went about his 
task of catching nine chickens. It was great fun and, as 
usual, the students cheered the futtering chickens to the 
end. The Straight also featured ‘green’ everything today, 
and for some reason the food tasted as bad as it looked.” 

Gary Caplan writes, “It certainly wasn’t the most 
important thing, or maybe even the most memorable, 
but when I returned to campus a few years before our 
50th, I missed the dogs running free, joining us in class, 
and I remembered the Alpha Dog, Tripod, surveying his 
kingdom from the steps of the Straight.” Two memories 
came from Steve Schmal: “Our 50th Reunion: the only 
one I’ve attended. I really enjoyed it. And the Tom Lehrer 
concert (November 14, 1958). This dates me. I remain 
a fan, even though he’s performed very little in the past 
40 years.” Neil Schilke, MS ’64, says, “I loved Cornell 
from the frst day on campus. It was obvious to me that 
I was not the smartest kid in the class, and I proceeded 
(not on purpose) to try and prove that by failing all of 
my frst-round prelims. At the holiday break, I was failing 

almost every class. I went home and studied literally 
every day, came back, had a couple of exam successes, 
and killed the fnals. Biggest frst Cornell lesson was 
that this wasn’t going to be easy, and the corollary was 
that hard work pays off.” 

And now for some current news. From John Munday, 
a retired professor at Regent U.: “Thank you to all who 
made my 80th birthday so memorable. From efforts by 
my wife, Judi, daughter Sarah, colleague Phil Born, for-
mer student Judi Vankevitch, Anita Reed, and others, I 
received over 100 birthday cards, far more than my num-
ber of years! I enjoyed phone messages and a wonderful 
Zoom call as well. Some callers joined in from years well 
in the past. I was very blessed and happy to hear from 
each one. Your many special messages encouraged me 
greatly. Also, of course, family from near and far came 
to the house for a birthday meal and festive celebration, 
including Judi’s lemon meringue pie with candles, and 
ear-pulling—one pull for each year—a family tradition on 
birthdays. Such a memorable day!” 

Houston Stokes (hhstokes@gmail.com) writes, “After 
Cornell, I went on to a PhD in economics in ’69 at the U. 
of Chicago after my two years in the US Navy. I retired in 
2017 after teaching 50 years at the U. of Illinois, Chicago. 
I decided to pack it in due in part to the effects of having 
a massive stroke in 2015 one day after I turned 75. Our 
free time now allows us to spend more time with our 
grandkids and our two sons’ families. Due to COVID-19 
we moved to our Sawyer, MI, house from Chicago in 
March 2020.” 

Gary Brayshaw writes, “I have recently published 
three novels: My Friend Billy, The Consummate Fix, and 
Repechage, all available through Amazon in paperback 
or hard cover. There you can read the jacket cover for 
each. My fourth novel is calledThe Choice.” He adds, “Like 
Tithonus, I forgot to ask for eternal youth. So there are 
lots of things I would like to do that I no longer can.” We 
can all identify with that! But Gary hastens to cite many 
things that give him pleasure: “Watching my children fnd 
their way and my grandchildren grow. Knowing that as a 
person who did not talk until fve or read until sophomore 
year in high school, I went on after graduating Cornell to 
earn a master’s in economics, a master’s in literature, 
and a PhD in American literature, not to mention write 
three novels. Also, the abiding knowledge that I rowed 
on the undefeated 1959 freshman crew, actually the 
fastest crew in the country that year, and that every boy 
in that boat remains my brother to this very day.” 

I hope that 2021 is a good year for each of you, that 
you are staying well and safe in this strange and scary 
time, that you will fnd much fun and laughter in your 
life, and that you will think about contributing one or 
more memories of Cornell to our next column. We were 
in this together, and we still are! Gearing up for our 60th 
Reunion next year—let’s get ready! v Evelyn Eskin, 
evelyneskin@mac.com. 

63 As I write this, we are still experiencing a very 
high rate of COVID-19 cases in this country. 

I hope you are all following protocols and staying well 
through this very long pandemic. Hopefully the vaccine 
will be available soon. 

Carol Bagdasarian Aslanian wrote in the fall, “Since 
March I have spent all my time in Connecticut and Can-
ada with my daughters’ families—so many good times 
with loved ones, but challenging nevertheless. Spending 
most of the time with grandchildren—time I never had 
before! But I miss the hustle and bustle of the City and 
plan to head back in early October. I am still involved in 

mailto:evelyneskin@mac.com
mailto:hhstokes@gmail.com
mailto:dougout@attglobal.net
https://gmail.com
www.feerickfuneralhome.com/obituary
mailto:jw275@cornell.edu
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my company’s work: Aslanian Market Research. We are 
part of a larger company and focus on market research 
for colleges that want to increase enrollments. I am also 
involved ina number of boards for foundations and other 
entities that conduct humanitarian efforts worldwide— 
with a particular focus on Armenia. I do miss traveling to 
other countries. The greatest satisfaction at this time is 
knowing that my family is well and doing as best they 
can in this environment.” 

Ezra and Reeva Mager live in New York City. Ezra 
writes, “My life has been upended like all of us. No travel, 
few dinners out, etc. However, being vertical remains a 
pleasure! I am currently running a family offce where we 
invest exclusively in hedge funds. Of course, all of this 
is now being run online, which makes it much harder. I 
am always investing with people who are considerably 
younger than I am, and it is better to interview the candi-
dates for inclusion (or dismissal) face to face. That will 
come back gradually, but we are not there yet. We have 
three children and six grandchildren all above average! 
I would like to be able to travel again.” 

I received an e-mail from Stacey Kleisch, advocacy 
consultant at the American Inst. of Architects (AIA) New 
Jersey chapter, who wanted to share the wonderful news 
that our classmate Alan Chimacoff has received the 
AIA New Jersey Michael Graves Lifetime Achievement 
Award. “This achievement award is the highest honor that 
the American Inst. of Architects New Jersey (AIANJ) chap-
ter may bestow upon an individual. Academically, over 
30 years, he was an assistant professor at Cornell, a full 
professor and director of graduate studies in the School 
of Architecture at Princeton U., and a visiting professor 
at the U. of Pennsylvania, UNC Charlotte, Syracuse, and 
the U. of Maryland. Alan has served on the Princeton, NJ, 
zoning board of adjustment, on Cornell’s Architecture, Art 
& Planning advisory council, and on the Cornell University 
Council, among others. He is also a serious photographer, 
with a perspective shaped by his knowledge, as an archi-
tect, of real and illusory space and a love of materials.” 

Your Class of 1963 Council met on the phone (not 
Zoom) back in December. As many of you know, the 
Alumni Magazine will conclude with the May/June issue. 
The Council decided that dues for each class member 
will be $30. There will be no additional charge for the 
magazine as there has been before. The university is 
also holding “Global Mixers” on Zoom. For information 
contact Tony Chen ’12, ME ’12, at LC465@cornell.edu. 
Our 60th Reunion is only two and a half years away. 

Please note that I have changed my e-mail address to 
my personal e-mail address. The old one will continue to 
work as well. Warren ’62, BME ’63, and I both do Cornell 
Alumni Admissions Ambassador Network interviews, so 
we needed our own e-mail addresses. v Nancy Bierds 
Icke, 12350 E. Roger Rd., Tucson, AZ 85749; e-mail, 
nancybicke@gmail.com. 

64 Spring is here! Well, pretty much. But it’s as 
good a time as any to thank all of you for the 

rush of news I got over the summer and fall. All I can 
add is, please keep it up! 

David Smith lives in Washington, DC, and is retired 
from the Smithsonian Institution but continues to work 
on various projects as a research associate at the In-
stitution’s National Museum of Natural History. David 
writes, “My study of fshes began as an undergraduate 
at Cornell—and I am still at it. Now I can spend full time 
on research projects without any competing duties. The 
wonderful thing about science is you never run out of 
things to do; there is always something else to learn.” 

Bart and Nancy Dunhoff Mills, who still live in Man-
hattan Beach, CA, and spent decades covering Hollywood 
shenanigans, report they’ve backed off from their prin-
cipal writing, although Nancy “still keeps her hand in, 
writing for various magazines and newspapers.” Nancy 
also is still “longtime” secretary of the Los Angeles Cornell 
Club, while Bart recently ceded being the club treasurer. 
The Millses otherwise keep busy tracking their grand-
children, one of whom is a student at Cornell. And Bart 
continued to play in four senior softball leagues until 
COVID-19 signaled a suspension. In 2018, the Millses 
returned to London, England, where they once lived, to 
visit with friends from that time. They’re otherwise 
largely housebound, except for daily jogs (Bart) and 
walks (Nancy). 

Stephen Lewenberg, who lives with wife Elizabeth 
in Chilmark, MA, updates us, “The pandemic precautions, 
although successful so far for my family, have required 
painful compromises to all our lives. We were required 
to fy cross-country last April 30, an experience that 
could only be described as Kafka-esque. After 52 years 
as an employment lawyer I am mostly retired, acting 
only as an arbitrator for the American Arbitration Assn. 
My wife and I are snowbirds, spending cold weather 
times at our condo in San Diego and the rest of the year 
on Martha’s Vineyard.” 

Edith Lederer, who lives in NYC, is still active profes-
sionally. Edie wrote, “I am still the chief correspondent for 
the Associated Press at the UN and have been working 
from home since mid-March 2020. I miss the diplomatic 
energy and interactions at UN headquarters!” Peter 
Stauder, who lives in Clermont, FL, retired from the US Air 
Force 25 years ago and now spends his time fshing and 
researching the Irish side of his family heritage. He other-
wise enjoys living near his children and grandchildren 
and, of life in general, notes, “Life is good; I am blessed!” 

Here’s how Lynn Friedhoff Feigenbaum, who is wid-
owed and lives in Virginia Beach, VA, handles COVID-19 
restrictions: “I have been editing a Holocaust book and 
watching ‘Forensic Files.’” Lynn also works with her house 
plants, which she terms “indoor gardening.” As for Lynn’s 
travel: “All canceled!” Family activities are Zoom get-
togethers. William Ramsey is a retired orthopaedic 
surgeon but keeps busy part time doing evaluation work 
on injury disability. He and wife Barbara live in Truckee, 
CA, where William skis, hikes, golfs, and takes piano 
lessons. The Ramseys last travel was to Ecuador, Peru, 
and the Galápagos Islands. 

Leslie Seiden, who lives in Wellington, FL, with hus-
band Hal Rosenblum, writes that she’s not only not 
retired but she re-opened her psychiatry practice in Lake 
Worth, FL. (And I can see how the pandemic might have 
ginned up her business.) Lastly, Joe James wrote from 
Eagle, ID, that he and wife Shirley are “taking all precau-
tions to avoid the coronavirus and patiently waiting for 
our IRA to rebound.” Wise advice for all of us. 

That’s it for this column. I could always use more 
news, so please update me by e-mail, regular mail using 
the news form or a sheet of paper, our class website 
(www.cornell1964.org), or our class Facebook page: 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/cornell1964. v 
Bev Johns Lamont, 720 Chestnut St., Deerfeld, IL 
60015; e-mail, blamont64@comcast.net. 

65 Like all years, 2021 is flled with change and 
promise. At the close of 2020 Cornell Alumni 

Affairs representative Kate Freyer alerted our class pres-
ident, Jamil Sopher, ME ’66, that Cornell Alumni Mag
azine is concluding after the May/June 2021 issue. The 

Class Notes will continue as part of a new digital-frst 
communications hub, which will also have a print option 
for those who wish to subscribe. The specifcs will unfold 
as the year progresses, and classmates will be notifed 
regarding new procedures to follow in submitting news. 
Many of you do e-mail your submissions to Steve Appell 
and to me, and that avenue of communication will be 
the prime way to reach us. 

The fnale of Cornell Alumni Magazine also impacts 
our class dues structure because many classmates paid 
$65/year ($35 class dues plus $30 to receive the print 
magazine). With the elimination of the magazine, there 
was opportunity to review the dues structure. Jamil asked 
for input from our treasurer, Sharon Hegarty Williams, 
and council members to determine the best way forward. 
The decision reached was to make our class dues $35/ 
person and $45/couple per year. Our class has always 
supported the Class of ’65 Scholarship and Library 
Resources Endowment fund, and in making additional 
contributions that enable us to assist classmates in 
need for class dues and class Reunions. We will con-
tinue this tradition. 

Chuck Andola has notifed me of the death of his 
friend Len Cronk, ME ’66, MBA ’67. Len was a member 
of Phi Kappa Psi, Cayuga’s Waiters, and the Big Red 
Band. He was on the College of Engineering’s Dean’s 
List and completed his years at Cornell with master’s 
degrees from Engineering and the Johnson School. Len 
had a great sense of humor and while not a natural 
athlete, he was a ferce competitor on a tennis court, 
most times ending with“Advantage, Cronk.Match,Cronk!” 
He’s survived by his wife, Hisayo, two daughters, and 
three grandchildren. 

The Cornell Club of Sarasota-Manatee was sad to 
announce the death of Marcia Dearman Corrigan, who 
was a past CCSM director on the board. Marcia was 
also active in Sarasota Circus Arts Conservatory and 
Key Chorale,which are dedicated to community education 
and engagement, two organizational goals she cherished. 
She and her husband, Michael ’66, have a second home 
in Chatham, MA. 

The Cornell Alumni Leadership Conference (CALC) 
2021 was held virtually this year in February. CALC is an 
important event for alumni because it gives us the op-
portunity to hear directly from university leadership 
about their short- and intermediate-term plans. Many 
wonderful sessions were held via Zoom and some were 
recorded for later viewing via accessing the Cornell web-
site. Additionally, the Arts college and Botanic Gardens 
offer different monthly programs of interest, and Cornell 
Zoom backgrounds provide an array of choices to en-
hance your Zoom communications. Scrolling through 
the various links on the Cornell University website is a 
terrifc way to connect back to the Hill. 

Jamil (jamil@sopher.us) shares that he has co-
founded an investment company to fnance cyber-
security ventures.His wife, Lynn, and he live in Washington, 
DC, and also travel to their apartment in Paris when 
travel is allowed! Their son Peter just got married. Jamil 
states that “remaining relevant” brings him the most 
satisfaction in his life these days. 

During the frst quarter of 2021, the class offcers/ 
class council group will be sending a letter to all class-
mates that amplifes the details of the Class of ’65 dues 
structure and opportunities to support our Class of ’65 
Scholarship and the Library Resources Endowment. 

We’ve received a wonderful letter from our most 
recent recipient of the scholarship, Gabrielle Roitman 
’21 (gtf35@cornell.edu): “I want to thank you for your 

mailto:gtf35@cornell.edu
mailto:jamil@sopher.us
mailto:blamont64@comcast.net
https://www.facebook.com/groups/cornell1964
www.cornell1964.org
mailto:nancybicke@gmail.com
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generous contributions to support me fnancially. I am 
receiving an amazing education that I would not be able 
to obtain without your support. My Cornell education 
fosters my curiosity and is setting me up with a strong 
base for whatever job I secure.” The letter is full of her 
academic experiences, and everything she has accom-
plished is worthy of note. Of particular interest to me 
was her review of the 19th-century art and culture class 
in the Cornell in Washington program. “Our professor was 
the director of tours and lectures at the National Gallery 
of Art. We had the unique opportunity to learn from him 
in the classroom and in the gallery. I am planning on 
going into the feld of arts administration and commu-
nity outreach. I want to work with children and ensure 
that the arts are accessible to them through perform-
ances and classes.” 

All the best to each of you as we get vaccinated and 
move toward brighter days in 2021! Please e-mail news! 
v Joan Hens Johnson, joanipat@gmail.com; Steve 
Appel, bigred1965@aol.com. 

66 Part of the good news of 2021 is that we, the 
Class of 1966, celebrate our 55th Reunion 

this year. More on this later. Sherman Kelly (SKelly43@ 
gmail.com) let us know that he is a retired psychother-
apist, and that, as a songwriter, he wrote many songs 
including “Dancin’ in the Moonlight” in his radical youth. 
Now that he’s retired, he has more time to write music. 
He enjoys visiting the Caribbean, especially Guadeloupe. 
Paul Green (PaulEGreen@gmail.com) now lives in Platts-
burgh, NY. We thank you for keeping in touch! 

Stan Kochanoff (environ@eastlink.ca) is running two 
businesses, Maritime Landscape Services Ltd. and a 
“Freedom 95” program. He’s also volunteering as a tree 

canopy coordinator, as the director of the Windsor Hockey 
Heritage Society, and for a bunch of other activities. He 
recently learned CAD design for his landscape and plan-
ning work. Last year, he had to rehab two knee replace-
ments, unfortunately. He mentioned how COVID-19 has 
limited his interactions, but he added that his family 
includes a “granddaughter, 14, who is going on 18.” Jeff 
Collins (virion512@gmail.com) has also moved, to Dur-
ham, NC. He says that something he never believed he’d 
be doing now is living in a retirement community. (Bet 
you’re not alone in that, Jeff.) Since his retirement in 
2018, he has been involved in several liberal North 
Carolina-based groups focused on voter registration, 
voter rights,and fair redistricting.His last major trip,before 
the pandemic,wasafabulous vacation in Malta and Crete. 

Joyce Wilcox Graff, MA ’67 (joyceg98@gmail.com) 
is still active as a patient advocate with PowerfulPatient. 
org and is volunteering at the Rotary Club and the Brook-
line Senior Center. She’s also the scribe for her high school 
class, and she’s teaching quilting at her local senior 
center and making quilts for relatives and friends (www. 
pinterest.com/joyceg98/). She wrote that, like many of 
us, her volunteering and interests moved online in 2020. 
Linda Rokeach Gordon wrote from a retirement com-
munity in Florida that her main activity is playing tourna-
ment bridge. She says her best vacation was in Aruba, 
“at the beautiful Aruba Marriott on the ocean.” 

Susan Belden Crockenberg (vtcrocks@gmaut.net) 
shared that something she never imagined doing was 
writing a letter to the New York Times, decrying Anton 
Trianovski’s biased article about Bernie Sanders’s efforts 
to create a sister-city relationship with Yaroslavl in the 
then-Soviet Union in the late1980s.She commented that 
the letter was never published. Mary Jansen Everett 

(GoBigRed22@aol.com) shared that her best news (one 
year delayed) was celebrating the graduation of youngest 
child Cate Everett, MMH ’19, who got her master’s from 
the Hotel school (the Johnson College of Business). Cate 
joins mom Mary, dad Bob ’65, and older sister Liz Everett 
Krisberg ’97 as a Cornell graduate. 

Larry Goichman (Lgoichman@scglease.com) is still 
with SCG Capital and still breeding racehorses—among 
them, they won fve races at Saratoga last summer. He 
has fve grandchildren, all nearby. Peter Meyer, ME ’67 
(CallMePeter@hotmail.com) is spending much of his time 
helping people (typically elderly or ill) trapped in their 
residences to move forward. Sometimes he buys and 
renovates their residences for others.He also is a trustee 
for the Land Conservancy of New Jersey and is on the 
facilities committee in Montclair, NJ. Peter is in two book 
groups, has grandchildren, and moved from an active 
suburb (Montclair, NJ) to a lake habitat in Ramapo Hills 
in Kinnelon, NJ. 

Ira Sadoff (isadoff@colby.edu) wrote: “For folks who 
are interested: I published my eighth book of poems, 
Country, Living, with Alice James. Publishers Weekly 
wrote, ‘From prose poems, to couplets, to luminous 
fragments . . . Sadoff evokes complex philosophical ideas 
with a deceptive simplicity throughout. This is an ac-
complished addition to his impressive body of work.’ I’m 
retired and living in Ulster County, NY. Stay safe everyone.” 

VP communications/55th Reunion chair Alice Katz 
Berglas writes: “Late 2020 news came from Bruce Berg-
man that AEPi fraternity brother Stephen Moldof passed 
away. Steve was an ILR and Harvard Law graduate, and 
he was editor-in-chief and sports editor of our 1966 
Cornellian, a book that captured in photos and words the 
changes our four years had seen—a book, at our 55th 
Reunion milestone, to open and look back on again. Steve 
practiced labor law at Cohen, Weiss and Simon in NYC 
for 48 years, with his sense of humor, continued love of 
sports and travel, and friendships through life enjoyed 
over good wine. 

“Bill Schenkel and John Shaffer, ME ’67, touched 
base with news that DU fraternity brother Ed Weideman, 
ME ’67, passed away in the fall. John’s and Ed’s careers 
and personal lives paralleled one another over decades, 
moving state to state, company to company (in aero-
space and nuclear power), adding layers to professional 
lives and to a friendship that began on the freshman 
football practice feld. Ed returned to Schoellkopf for the 
varsity football mid-Sixties reunion. A CAAAN volunteer, 
Ed attended every Reunion from the 20th through the 
50th with sheer delight to be back on the Hill. 

“55th REUNION: By the time you read this, we’ll know 
whether Reunion weekend will be on campus, hybrid, or 
virtual. NO MATTER. Whatever logistics, we’ll share sig-
nature ’66 events: Forum ’66, Hidden Jewels Tours, 
social time together—looking back, grateful for time now, 
setting sights forward as ’66 always does. THANK YOU 
for months (decades) of ’66 class spirit and support. 
Alice and the ’66 Class Leadership Team.” 

If you haven’t yet sent in your 2021 class dues— 
please do!And share your news for this column so we all 
stay in touch. vPete Salinger, peteRsalinger95@gmail. 
com; Susan Rockford Bittker, ladyscienc@aol.com; 
Deanne Gebell Gitner, Deanne.Gitner@gmail.com. 

67 “I returned from a three-week Amazon cruise 
last March 13,” writes Richard Marks, MBA 

’68 (Boynton Beach, FL; rmarks@icloud.com). “Within 
days the world changed, and I was limited to walks around 
the neighborhood and dips in our pool, a lifesaver in 

mailto:rmarks@icloud.com
mailto:Deanne.Gitner@gmail.com
mailto:ladyscienc@aol.com
mailto:isadoff@colby.edu
https://others.He
mailto:CallMePeter@hotmail.com
mailto:Lgoichman@scglease.com
mailto:GoBigRed22@aol.com
mailto:vtcrocks@gmaut.net
https://pinterest.com/joyceg98
mailto:joyceg98@gmail.com
mailto:virion512@gmail.com
mailto:environ@eastlink.ca
mailto:PaulEGreen@gmail.com
https://gmail.com
mailto:bigred1965@aol.com
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South Florida. One beneft of staying home was learning 
how to use Zoom. The university went virtual and many 
programs were offered to alumni. Corey Ryan Earle ’07, 
son of our classmate Brian Earle, MPS ’71, has become 
the Cornell Zoom Rock Star. His programs on the history 
of Cornell have been featured on many alumni events. 
Robert Mrazek was featured in a conversation of his 
latest book, The Indomitable Florence Finch. Every couple 
of weeks I participate in Zoom chats with fraternity 
brothers, some of whom I had not seen in more than 50 
years. Classmates who are joining in these chats include 
Bob Blau, PhD ’75, Dave Gertler, ME ’68, Rick Bailyn, 
MD ’71, Don Rosenbaum, and Greg Rossoff. As things 
have slowly reopened, I am back to playing golf and 
tennis but have had to cancel several planned trips.” 

Christian Day (Syracuse, NY; ccday@law.syr.edu) 
reports: “Fifty years a lawyer. Still teaching corporate 
law at Syracuse U. College of Law. I have been painting 
landscapes, seascapes, and fora, and had paintings 
selected for a number of exhibitions in Central New York 
recently. Ann has retired from teaching college-level 
chemistry and biology. She has been supervising the 
14-month renovation of our 1925 Tudor cottage during 
the pandemic.” As for anything else he wishes he could 
be doing, he says, “We would love to be in London visit-
ing our friends.” 

“Originally from Upstate New York,” Dan Hopson 
(Douglas, AK; dhopson@gci.net) writes, “I moved to Alas-
ka in 1970. My activities in the early part of my life are 
recounted in my book, My Twenties & Thirties, available 
through Blurb. Since then, I spent my career with the State 
of Alaska, doing mostly environmental work, with a side-
line as a professional classical guitarist. Now I’m retired 
and enjoying grandchildren in the Juneau area.” Dan’s 
book, according to his publisher, “chronicles his move to 
Alaska and the adventures that followed. Adopting the 
simple lifestyle of dwelling in a yurt, he explored careers 
in marine biology, elementary school teaching, visual arts, 
and music. He performed in music tours around Alaska 
and out to the Pacifc Islands, while his biological work 
included coastal surveys in the Bering Sea and Gulf of 
Alaska. He also spent years devoted to further education 
for him and his wife, Martha, in Montana and in his home 
state of New York.” 

Ted Feldmeier (Eliot, ME; edfeldmeier@yahoo.com) 
writes that he has had his frst taste, at age 73, “of what 
it’s like to be a full-time caretaker of an injured or ill 
elderly person, as my wife was waylaid for six weeks by 
an incapacitating leg injury and is healing at home from 
ankle surgery.” Ted keeps busy in an “exercise program 
of cardio, stretching, and a little strength training” and 
gets the most satisfaction from: “1) being healthy and 
having a good spouse for 35 years; 2) seeing people 
achieve long-term goals that they’ve worked hard and 
long for; 3) the New England Patriots winning the Super 
Bowl in February 2019; 4) assisting worthwhile charities; 
and 5) small potatoes, but getting the highest grade 
(on a math exam) out of more than 100 persons taking 
the exam.” 

I’ve received word that the next issue will be the last 
of Cornell Alumni Magazine, where I’ve had the pleasure 
of conducting this class column for about 53 years. A 
statement issued by Cornell last fall said that this 
magazine and Ezra magazine will be refashioned into a 
digital-frst communication medium.The following section 
from that statement discusses the future of this and 
other columns in Class Notes: “What will happen with 
Class Notes? Class Notes are important to CAM readers, 
and they will have a place in the new communications 

hub. Our long-term goal is to provide avenues for other 
Cornell communities to share news and information with 
their members as well. Class correspondents will con-
tinue to collect class news for CAM’s Class Notes columns. 
Columns submitted by class correspondents by February 
15, 2021 will appear in CAM print editions, concluding 
with the May/June 2021 issue. Those submitted by class 
correspondents after February 15, 2021 will also be 
available to classmates—though specifc details about 
how they will be shared are still being determined.” So, 
tune in to the next and fnal issue to catch this column 
before we adjourn sine die. v Richard Hoffman, 2925 
28th St. NW, Washington, DC 20008; e-mail, derhoff@ 
yahoo.com. 

68 Up to now I thought the best thing about 
longevity was the discount the golf courses 

in my town give, which they increase at ages 65, 75, 80, 
and 85. Without a doubt, being given a favorable place 
in the COVID vaccine line beats those longevity awards 
by a mile. I hope everyone is vaccinated and safe and 
life is normalizing by the time you read this. Now let’s 
travel, return to the restaurants and the movies, and 
most importantly join with family and friends without 
fear of contacting someone who is contagious. 

Meanwhile class president Nancy Nystrom Frantz 
organized a Zoom meeting of the class offcers including 
Beth Deabler Corwin, Bob and Bette Nelson Zippin, 
Jay Waks, JD ’71, Gordon Silver, Henry Siegel, and 
me, Chuck Levitan, to discuss various topics. One item 
discussed was the class scholarship. The fund for our 
class amounts to around $58K, which has enabled the 
class to award around $2,500 per year for the past four 
years. Another item was the cessation of Cornell Alumni 
Magazine after June 2021 and the implication on our 
annual class dues, some of which previously paid for the 
printing and mailing of the magazine. It looks like the uni-
versity’s plan is to keep the Class Notes as a part of their 
new communication hub, which will have a print option 
for those who wish to subscribe. We’ll keep you informed 
about these upcoming changes as soon as we know more. 

Diane DeGeorge Nichols (dianelinda1946@yahoo. 
com) and her husband, David, have limited their retire-
ment routine. Diane has eliminated four days a week 
working out at the gym, singing in the local chorale, and 
volunteering with a pet rescue organization. At this point, 
remote volunteering and reading are her only remaining 
routine activities. She’s also using the time off from 
exercising to participate in the latest fad, replacing body 
parts. In her case it’s a knee replacement, which we 
hope has healed by now. Thomas Schongalla, BS ’70, 
MBA ’71, lives in Walla Walla, WA. While living in relative 
isolation hoping to avoid the pandemic, he has a lot of 
time to play bridge online. Of course, he delights in the 
success of his two children, Samantha and Curtis, and 
is also delighted by the results of the presidential election. 

Faisal Kaud is living in Madison, WI. He has been 
motivated by the pandemic to look deep within his com-
munity for racial injustice and inequality among the 
elderly, the frail, and the vulnerable population. His plan 
is to collaborate and establish alliances. Cornell (a world-
class academic university), the Hotel school, and the S.C. 
Johnson College of Business have sponsored a variety 
of hospitality webinars to address what the new business 
normal would be. Faisal serves on a number of non-
proft institutions as an advocate for the elderly. He also 
prepares income taxes free of charge for the elderly 
under the auspices of the IRS, AARP, and the Wisconsin 
Dept. of Revenue. This work brings him great satisfaction. 

Stay safe; the end of the pandemic is in sight. v 
Chuck Levitan, clevitan22@comcast.net. Online news 
form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

69 Greetings, Class of ’69! This column was written 
in December by guest columnist Alan Cody. 

Our deepest sympathy goes out to our wonderful class 
columnist, Tina Economaki Riedl, for the loss of her be-
loved husband, Jeff ’70. Please keep her in your thoughts. 

We hope you had an enjoyable Thanksgiving and holi-
day season and wish you well as we look forward to a 
better year in 2021. Now for news from our class. Our 
co-president Greg Baum reports that we are considering 
joining with the Class of ’12 and others to participate in 
a series of large-scale Zoom events called Cornell Global 
Mixers after the beginning of the New Year. These involve 
discussion of a common theme in smaller groups fol-
lowed by an online social event. Other Cornell classes 
have reportedly really enjoyed participating. More news 
on this to follow. 

Doug Yoder reports, “After working in various capac-
ities for Miami-Dade County, FL, I fnally retired in June, 
in part to have more time at home to enjoy our grand-
daughter, Aurora. While having retired, I continue to 
advise the Water and Sewer Dept. (my last tour of duty) 
on a variety of policy issues. Climate change and sea 
level rise are major challenges in South Florida, and I 
have been involved with local planning in that regard for 
the past 30 years. As with everyone, the pandemic has 
kept us homebound and deprived us and the community 
of our usual enjoyment of the performing arts, dining 
with friends, and travel. Fortunately, we have avoided the 
virus thus far and look forward to some new normal that 
returns people to work and provides more opportunities 
for enjoyment of friends and family.” 

We extend our deepest sympathy to Suzanne Sacks, 
who reports that “two days before self-isolation in March, 
my partner of 16 years passed away, changing every-
thing. I am a docent at the Norton Museum of Art in West 
Palm Beach, but for now there are no in-person tours. 
I miss it and look forward to getting back to work. As 
with many of us, nothing very interesting has happened 
in the last six months. My family does not live locally so 
I have not been able to see them except on a screen. I 
look forward to visiting friends and family, traveling, 
leading tours, and, most of all, not being wary of every-
one I pass. Knowing that the people I love are well, and 
that, in spite of everything, they are moving forward with 
their lives, brings me the most satisfaction these days.” 

Seth Bramson writes, “With my newest book just out, 
LostRestaurantsof Miami, and my next book, Growing Up 
on Miami Beach, at the publisher, I am America’s single 
most published Florida history book author—numbers 
33 and 34, or 34 and 35 noted above. We old railroad-
ers never die: we just lose track! I am America’s senior 
collector of Florida East Coast Railway and Florida 
transportation memorabilia, Miami memorabilia, and 
Floridiana. This past May started my 63rd year of collect-
ing all this junque! We have the Lehigh Valley Railroad 
East Ithaca depot sign and the ticket dater die from both 
the Lehigh Valley and Lackawanna stations, plus excur-
sion train fyers from New York to Ithaca on both railroads. 
We also havea major collection of Ithaca Traction Co.(the 
streetcar line) memorabilia.” 

Since our last column, thousands of Cornell students 
have returned to campus for the spring semester, after 
the effective system of frequent testing and on-campus 
social distancing that the university implemented last 
year. We hope this is one of a number of steps back to a 

http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes
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normal life when all Cornellians can have graduations and 
Reunions, be with friends and family, travel, and pursue 
our interests and passions. We wish you all good health 
and a much better year in 2021 with gratitude for every-
one who contributes their news to our class column to 
keep us up to date on each other! 

Please save the date for our 55th Reunion, June 6-9, 
2024, and do send your class news to Alexandra Bond 
’12, Class Notes Editor, at abb83@cornell.edu or 401 
East State St., Suite 301, Ithaca, NY 14850. Your class-
mates really want to hear from you! Best regards, v 
Alan M. Cody, almorrow@aol.com. 

70 My frst attempt at writing this issue’s column 
was in late October. The election was 15 days 

away. Anxiety flled my days, and the days of those 
around me, both friends and patients alike. COVID was 
growing. My next deadline was six weeks away, so I began 
writing to feel better! I’m fnishing now, after Thanksgiving. 
The election is essentially over, excepting the Senate. 
COVID still roars through America, keeping us from being 
with family and valued friends. I see my own anxiety and 
that of those around me and have found experiences 
and connections to help diminish it. 

One of my recent anxiety-relieving experiences is the 
brainchild of Tony Chen ’12, ME ’12 (lc465@cornell.edu) 
of the Cornell Club of Washington, DC. A feature of Zoom 
that some of you may be familiar with is the “breakout 
room.” Tony and the D.C. club have been sponsoring 
Zoom-based mixers, where any Cornellian may join. After 
a brief intro, people are randomly placed in breakout 
rooms with perhaps six individuals. We have a question 
about Cornell to answer, or just do introductions and bring 
things up. Given the amazing variety and geographical 
diversity of Cornellians, these sessions tend for the most 
part to be very interesting conversations. There could be 
a neighbor, or an old friend, or someone that one has 
never met before, yet connection commences. One of my 
earliest experiences with this found me in a small group 
with Steve Ludsin, who was my next-door neighbor fresh-
man year! A more recent event placed me in a group with 
artist classmate Andrea Strongwater. The events are 
scheduled to last an hour or so, yet many people wind 
up staying for much longer, sharing experiences and 
building relationships. Interestingly, other Cornell com-
munities are using this idea, including the Daily Sun and 
the Continuous Reunion Club. Find a group and connect! 

Some of you may remember from my last column 
that the Class of 1971 has invited us to celebrate our 
50th Reunion (50+one?) with them in 2021. Since that 
time, you may have received a very large postcard from 
Cornell, with signifcant details on lodging, both on and 
off campus, and other information. As I write this, it 
appears that all planning is continuing with the assump-
tion that we will be able to gather. For more up-to-date 
information, visit alumni.cornell.edu/reunion. 

The following update was forwarded by snail mail from 
Connie Ferris Meyer, so apologies for the tardiness! R. 
Daniel Ladd (Bethesda, MD; danladd347@aol.com) 
writes that he and wife Jill (Jayson) ’73, now both retired, 
engage in walking, reading, and riding bicycles, along 
with genealogy work for Dan and painting pet portraits 
for Jill. They are fortunate to have all four of their children 
and two grandchildren in the area, giving them much 
satisfaction in their lives these days, and note that three 
of the four children are Cornellians. Prior to the virus, Dan 
writes,“We traveled to Finland to see the northern lights, 
and did one night out of three.” They also were able to ski 
at Breckinridge in early February, before travel “got bad.” 

And lastly is an uplifting response from John Seyfarth 
(Los Altos, CA; seyfarth17@yahoo.com). “After some 
30-plus years in Silicon Valley high-tech fnance and 
manufacturing management, I’m now marking my tenth 
anniversary in my second career as an environmental 
science education volunteer. I enjoyed the high-tech jobs 
and had a lot of great experiences, but I have to say, I 
REALLY enjoy seeing the results of my ‘work’ now with my 
current ‘clients’: exposing students to the wonders of 
mountains and forests and bay lands via environmental 
education school feld trips. My passion these days is 
introducing kids to the wonders of science and getting 
out to experience nature. I have been working practically 
full time with three environmental education groups here 
in the South Bay: Environmental Volunteers, Midpeninsula 
Open Space, and Hidden Villa Environmental Education. 

“Our objectives are to bring science into the class-
room and get kids into the wonderful world out of doors. 
We engage students in science that the schools don’t 
have the resources for, and help students experience 
the excitement of exploring nature. ‘Wow, I didn’t know 
the world was so big.’ . . . ‘My family doesn’t have a car 
so we have never been hiking before.’ . . . ‘This is the best 
feld trip ever! I wish we didn’t have to go back to school.’ 
What a wonderful opportunity to give a young girl a 
chance to boost her self-confdence hiking on a moun-
tain trail that she thought would be too scary, or give a 
group of disadvantaged students who live only 50 miles 
from the ocean a chance to see a beach for the frst time. 
This has been a very rewarding ‘second career’! Hoping 
to be back at work soon!” 

As a columnist, I am fnding it so very interesting and 
amazing to know about the infnite variety of activities 
involving our classmates. I encourage everyone to send 
your news! v John Cecilia, jlcecilia96@gmail.com; tel., 
(312) 524-2912. 

71 When you read this column, 2020 will be 
history and we will hopefully be welcoming 

a year of new beginnings—health, politics, the economy, 
and friendships. 

In December we heard from Arthur Mintz, our class-
mate who is well known for his decades-long service as 
the announcer for Cornell hockey and football games. 
More recently, he co-authored the book Forever Faithful, 
celebrating the history of Cornell hockey, with our co-
correspondent Jim Roberts. Arthur reported that he 
“relocated to Kendal at Ithaca” at the end of October 
2020. As part of this new chapter, he donated “some-
thing like 40 boxes of material to the University Archives.” 
This included“media guides, game programs, game notes, 
newspaper articles, and assorted memorabilia I’d col-
lected over more than30years of announcing and related 
work for Cornell Athletic Communications.” What a won-
derful resource this will be! 

And that, dear readers, is the only class update we 
received in the fnal two months of 2020. Rather than 
simply ending right here, I decided to take a walk through 
the past 50 years of Class of 1971 columns. Hopefully, 
this will stir up additional interest and curiosity about what 
our classmates have done and may still be doing and 
encourage you to attend the 2021 Reunion (our 50th), 
if the COVID vaccine rolls out quickly and effectively 
enough, and to make donations to Cornell in honor of 
our 50 years. 

In our 1971 graduation year, our news was reported 
separately for “Men” (Ron Hayhurst) and “Women” 
(Betty Mills). By 1972 the then-unmarried Betty Kap-
lan wrote that she was a fellow in the Winterthur program 

in early American culture. Martha Coultrap was a frst-
year law student at the U. of Illinois, and scores of other 
classmates were attending law schools at Yale, NYU, the 
U. of Chicago, Harvard, Georgetown, and many other 
universities around the country. 

By 1976 the cover price of the Alumni News had 
risen from 70 cents to $1.30 (still a bargain) and the 
class columns were designated “Combined” or “People.” 
Richard Gilbert was employed by the Onondaga County 
Dept. of Health and was co-owner of Steeple Hall Stables; 
Jim Cunningham, ME ’75, was working with lasers at 
the Uranium Isotope Enrichment Lab; and Mike Kubin 
was assistant to the programming VP for NYC-TV in NYC. 

By February 1982 there were lots of wedding and 
birth announcements. For example,“Larry and Cara Nash 
Iason’s Sara Mikhail will be a year old in February.” The 
Alumni News was $1.50 and was still funded by alumni 
subscriptions and donations. Fast forward another ten 
years to 1992, and Lt. Col. Ed Heit USAF was squadron 
commander at Luke AFB fying the F-15E. (This is the 
same Ed Heit who was “Drum Major leading the Big Red 
Band onto the feld in 1970.”) Steve Hindy, MA ’73, 
was featured in a story about his founding of Brooklyn 
Lager Brewery, one of the frst and most successful craft 
breweries; at the same time, he was co-founding Brooklyn 
Lager, he was also working nights as a foreign editor for 
Newsday. Marsha Ackermann returned to the U. of 
Michigan as a graduate T.A. Laurie Berke-Weiss opened 
her own employment law practice in Manhattan. (Laurie 
went on to be honored on numerous occasions including 
being in the Top 100 Metro Super Lawyers List.) 

In 2001, Ted Moore climbed Mt. Kilimanjaro and 
went on a game safari with his two sons. In early 2002, 
16-year-old Sarah Hughes (the daughter of John ’70, 
MBA ’71, JD ’74, and Amy Pastarnack Hughes, MBA 
’74) won the Olympic gold in women’s fgure skating. 
Sarah’s parents and our classmates were overjoyed! In 
the September/October 2005 issue, Karen Erskine 
Biddle wrote that after 30years in the world of advertising 
and marketing in NYC and London, “I am actually using 
my mathematics degree by teaching math in the Center 
City Philadelphia public school system.” Independent 
flmmaker Linda Davis Harrar was reported to be hard 
at work on a new PBS Nova global health project titled 
“Rx for Survival,” which was scheduled to be aired in 
early November 2006. Linda won a Cine Golden Eagle 
Award for her “World in the Balance” that was released 
in 2004. She and her fction writer husband, George, 
were living in the Boston area. 

In the July/August 2011 issue Nancy Miller reported 
that after fnishing an MBA at the U. of Rochester, she 
had a career in the corporate and nonproft worlds. “In 
early 2001, I was able to switch gears and start a master’s 
program in acupuncture in Arlington, VA.” 

There are so many interesting Class Notes as we page 
through the years from 1971 to 2020. I have included 
just a few here to pique your interest. If you would like to 
see more and follow your classmates(and others) through 
50 years of career, family, vacations, new locations and 
hobbies, and various accomplishments, do yourself a 
favor and go to www.ecommons.cornell.edu and use 
the search tool to locate our Alumni News class columns 
OR take a walk on the wild side and go back to the early 
1900s and work your way through many fascinating years 
and issues. 

After I had submitted this column in mid-December, 
I received some very sad news. Our classmate Bob 
Beleson (ILR) passed away on December 29, 2020. A 
1974 graduate of the Harvard MBA program, Bob had an 

www.ecommons.cornell.edu
mailto:jlcecilia96@gmail.com
mailto:seyfarth17@yahoo.com
mailto:danladd347@aol.com
https://alumni.cornell.edu/reunion
mailto:lc465@cornell.edu
mailto:almorrow@aol.com
mailto:abb83@cornell.edu
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‘My passion is introducing kids to the 
wonders of science and getting out to 
experience nature.’ 

J O H N  S E Y F A R T H  ’ 7 0  

interesting career as he moved from General Foods Corp. 
(Cool Whip and Jell-O), to Remy Martin Amerique as 
president, to Playboy Corp. as director of marketing, to 
Shanken Communications (publisher of Wine Spectator 
magazine) as president. Most importantly, Bob was a 
man who maintained lifelong friendships with college 
roommates, classmates, fraternity brothers, and busi-
ness associates. He will be missed. 

Please send any current news to either of us, and 
you can become a piece of history! v Gayle Yeomans, 
gay2@cornell.edu; Jim Roberts, jhr22@cornell.edu. 

72 This is my third column since the start of the 
pandemic. When I wrote my column in April 

2020, the death toll was a few thousand. We were told 
by the President that the pandemic was a “hoax” and that 
the COVID-19 virus would “magically disappear” when the 
weather got warm. We were assured that the White House 
had the matter frmly under control. Now, eight months 
later, we have over 300,000 deaths in the US. Thankfully 
a vaccine has been developed and distribution started. 
I’mwriting this in mid-December, and health workers com-
menced being vaccinated yesterday. I hope that by the 
time you read this, the spread of the virus will be halted, 
and we can start hugging our grandchildren again. 

Class presidentNancy Roistacher (nr34@cornell.edu) 
organized a class holiday party on Zoom in December. 
It went very well. I saw two classmates that I knew from 
freshman football: Richard Fauntleroy, JD ’75, and Joe 
Parent. Joe earned a PhD in psychology and is now living 
in Southern California.He works with professional athletes 
on the PGA and LPGA golf tours helping them with the 
mental side of their sport and is the author of a book, 
Zen Golf. Richard practiced law for many years before 
becoming a judge in New Jersey in 2014. Louise Shelley 
lives in the Washington, DC, area, only a ten-minute 
walk from the home of Anthony Fauci, MD ’66. She 
says that his house is the only one without a “Thank 
You, Dr. Fauci” lawn sign. Joyce Jaffe Reynolds-Sinclair 
lives in Palo Alto, CA, where she is chair of the Magical 
Bridge Foundation, a great charity that designs and 
constructs playgrounds whose equipment is accessible 
by disabled children. 

Bill Trommer writes from Leeds, ME, that he and 
partner Ann Edwards work in their yard and take walks 
but otherwise keep a low profle to avoid the virus. They 
were involved in political work, making phone calls from 
their home, in the past election cycle. Maria Epes pro-
vided us with a link to her archival website, mariaepes. 
com. It is an archive of her life’s work invested in gender, 
feminism, and acceptance of death. Artist’s books and 
prints are included. The Squarespace template allows 
scrolling through each section in thumbnail form or in 
single images if you click on one, then hit next or previ-
ous at the bottom of the caption. 

David Greenberg (greenbergd3@gmail.com) inde-
pendently published Slings and Arrows in November 
2020. From Amazon: “The 24 previously unpublished 
short stories in this collection explore love, illness, med-
icine, aging, parenthood, childhood, education, literate 
animals, and combinations thereof. A hungry romantic 
connects with his waitress despite a possible case of food 
poisoning. Two medical tourists choose sex over surgery. 
A lab rat ponders the experiment in which he participates 
and those conducting it. An old timer is cynical about 
everything except his granddaughter and Sandy Koufax. 
A well-meaning father shows lapses in judgment. A 
modern-day physician weighs in on the case of a Tolstoy 
protagonist. A nose job is more than it seems. What 

starts as a date turns into an evaluation for Alzheimer’s 
disease. A young boy falls in love with his older down-
stairs neighbor. A hypersomniac’s dreams spill out into 
the real world . . .,” and many more. 

Congratulations to our 46th President, Joe Biden, and 
our new Vice President, Kamala Harris. Also, a big wel-
come to the White House for the new First Lady, Dr. Jill 
Biden. Happy New Year to everyone and don’t forget— 
WEAR YOUR MASK. Send news to: v Alex Barna, 
ab478@cornell.edu; or Gary Rubin, glr34@cornell.edu. 

73 As I write this in mid-December, there is no 
classmate news to report because we’re all 

hunkered down pursuing boredom in all its forms. For 
example, hadI submitted an alumni news form this month, 
it would have read, “Another weekend on Netfix streaming 

‘Jane the Virgin.’” Other times I entertain myself visual-
izing a spring that becomes this generation’s equivalent 
of the liberation of Paris—streets flled with people blink-
ing back the sunlight as they emerge from hiding, kissing 
strangers (after mutual vaccination card checks), theaters 
and restaurants packed, shop owners prying the plywood 
from windows, men shaving (or at least styling) their 
isolation beards, the return of the daily shower . . . 

I haven’t retired yet from the radio business (or as we 
call it now, “streaming content,” which sounds like a 
plumbing problem), but working from home since March 
has felt like a practice run. A lot of puttering during com-
mercial breaks and between interviews.Unnecessary yard 
maintenance. Attic purging. Re-kindling my electronics 
hobby from those days at Clark Hall—with genuine analog 
transistors that have waited in the parts drawer for close 
to 50 years longing to feel a forward bias one more time. 
Patti (Miller) ’72 and I love visiting our grandchildren. 
But I’ve installed an internal screensaver that fashes 
“Do not give advice unless asked and maybe not even 
then” because it is very tempting. 

The most painful part was having to cancel our Thanks-
giving visit to our West Virginia granddaughter, who, at 
age 2, has learned her alphabet without Grandpa’s help. 
And if these travel restrictions remain, she will soon have 
zoomed past any subject matter I might be qualifed to 
teach. We do video hangouts, but after a few minutes I 
see the dismissive hand sign that is her signal for“enough” 
because the Grandpa channel has become boring. I try 
to up my Zoom game with some advanced peek-a-boo 
featuring the jumping reading glasses trick, but the 
ratings pressure is intense. 

As horrible as 2020 was, there were things to like: I 
had to put in a business line so now my internet is fre-
hose fast; I saved a ton on haircuts; the yard looks better 
than ever; and Twitter no longer matters. And since it’s 
almost the New Year and this column doesn’t appear 
for three months, I’ll make some predictions that should 
be common knowledge by the time you read them: 1) 
Twitter fles for bankruptcy, after a last-ditch attempt to 
stay afoat by tagging Biden’s unexciting tweets with 
incendiary AI-generated epithets; 2) Netfix enters into 

a consent decree to offer rehab to viewers who developed 
painful bedsores due to its endless streaming feature; 
3) the mouth is now considered a private part and skimpy 
masks are the new bikini. 

For those of you who want to help pass on Cornell’s 
legacy, our class is organizing a fundraising campaign for 
our 50th Reunion (remember what we thought of those 
ancient alums? And now here we are!). So if we call or 
e-mail you to raise some endowment money, please 
consider it. Or just do it without prompting, since, as 
someone who’s run for public offce, I love making those 
calls about as much as you love getting them! v  David  
Ross, dave@daveross.com;  Phyllis Haight Grummon,  
phg3@cornell.edu;  Pamela  Meyers, psmeyers73@ 
gmail.com. Online news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/ 
class-notes/. 

74 Welcome, spring! To help us do just that, and 
to brighten each day regardless of which sea-

son you are entering, classmate Sue Gotthardt Adams 
(sooadams@aol.com) has announced the publication 
of her book What Do Your Flowers Say Today? She says, 
“This book was written to help people realize the value 
of fowers and how they can help us in our everyday 
lives. I’ve presented the fowers in a fun way, fower 
reading, to give people not only the meanings of fowers 
but also how colors, shapes, and numbers impact our 
moods and decisions.” On the back cover we learn that 
“Sue Adams is the co-owner of Mark Adams Greenhouses 
in Poughkeepsie, NY. She is an award-winning container 
designer . . . and Sue serves on the boards of the North-
east Greenhouse Conference and New York Flower 
Industries (president). She was the recipient of the Ex-
cellence in Community Service Award sponsored by 
Greenhouse Grower.” 

Bucking the trend of classmates moving toward retire-
ment, Bill Howard reports, “The average boomer holds 
12 jobs over his/her career. I fell a little behind. In the 
fall, I started my third adult job, as editor of Forbes 
Wheels, a new car reviews and features site. The staff 
of Wheels and the dozen related Forbes Advisor sites 
all work from home offces and have since before the 
pandemic. My life is ruled by Slack, Trello, Google Meets, 
and Zoom. It’s busy and it’s a blast. I could do with 
fewer 7:30 a.m. Zoom calls, though, joining staff in 
California, Detroit, metro New York, London, Geneva, 
India, and Thailand.” 

Recalling that there was a certain election in 2020, 
honorary classmate Mary Vane ’73 notes that “Joe Biden 
has fnally put Delaware on the map. Not as many people 
are asking, ‘DelaWHERE?’ or mistaking Wilmington for a 
city in North Carolina.” Mary has experienced the 2020 
election very close to all the Delaware action and con-
vinced many of her Kappa Psi sisters that there is a lot 
to love about the Wilmington area. Claudia Hebel 
Malone was out braving the pandemic to be a poll work-
er in Michigan in the Detroit area. The story of her expe-
riences at the polls will be one she can share in years to 
come with her new granddaughter who was born in 2020. 

mailto:sooadams@aol.com
http://alumni.cornell.edu
https://gmail.com
mailto:phg3@cornell.edu
mailto:dave@daveross.com
mailto:glr34@cornell.edu
mailto:ab478@cornell.edu
mailto:greenbergd3@gmail.com
https://California.He
mailto:nr34@cornell.edu
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mailto:gay2@cornell.edu
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‘Te installation of our solar farm 
is complete.’ 

R A N D A L L  N I X O N  ’ 7 8  

  
 
 

  

 
 
 
 
 

  
 

  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

         
       

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Another classmate out working in the midst of the 
pandemic was Betsy Moore who, as of this writing, had 
just completed 14 weeks of in-person teaching (interior 
design) at Cazenovia College. Further evidence of Class 
of ’74 gumption is the report from Patricia Near Merri-
feld of the cross-country RV journey she and her husband 
made mid-pandemic with her 94-year-old mother. There 
is a story to be written about that journey, Patty! Betsy 
Moore,Libby St. John Burns, and Jodi Sielschott Stech-
schulte have been making masks (Jodi estimates she has 

made over 400 so far), so thanks to them and all of our 
classmates who have had a positive impact on their 
communities in 2020. 

Hope this fnds you all flled with optimism and immune 
to COVID-19. v Molly Miller Ettenger, mollyettenger@ 
gmail.com; Lucy Babcox Morris, lucmor1433@gmail. 
com; Jim Schoonmaker, js378@cornell.edu. 

75 Charlie Temel (Charles.temel@gmail.com) 
was recently honored with the Community 

Leadership Award, given by the Jewish Community 
Relations Council of New York at its annual gala. For the 
past three years, Charlie was the president of the JCRC, 
which represents the 1.4 million members of the Jewish 
community of the New York metropolitan area. As a 
community relations agency, one of its goals is fghting 
anti-Semitism and all forms of bigotry, and in so doing 
strengthening the quality of life of all New Yorkers. Judy 
Wesalo Temel continues her career in the fnance indus-
try. She is the director of fxed income credit research 
at Fiera Capital and was a co-founder and principal of 
Samson Capital Advisors prior to its acquisition by Fiera 
Capital. Earlier in her career, she worked at Goldman 
Sachs, at Lehman Brothers, and in the NYC Comptroller’s 
Offce. Judy is the author of The Fundamentals of Munici
pal Bonds, 5th Edition. In 2019, she was appointed to 
the United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment 
(PRI) Credit Ratings Advisory Committee. 

Michelle Lissner Beadle (mbeadle1@cox.net) sends 
in news from the Big Easy! She just published a book, 
available on Amazon, entitled Messiah in Jewish Scrip
ture: An 11Week Study. Steve Sauter (stevendsauter@ 
verizon.net)and his wife,Leah, reside in NeedhamHeights, 
MA. The pandemic has kept Steve quite busy, since he 
works for the state’s Medicaid program. He has been 
involved in revising hospital contracts and changing 
policies in response to the “new normal” life of COVID. 
He does think, nonetheless, that retirement might be in 
the near future. Steve and Leah have enjoyed FaceTime 
with their two grandchildren. He wishes he could con-
tinue to run and play basketball, but, he says, “My creaky 
knees won’t let me!” He has turned to nature walks and 
also works on handyman projects. As he refects on all 
things Cornell, some of his fondest memories include 
the blueberry pancakes at the Straight, while listening 
to “Maggie May” or “Country Roads.” 

Abby Nash (Ithaca, NY; abbynash@gmail.com) shares 
news of a “third life.” Abby is a full-time antiques dealer, 
specializing in Bakelite objects and jewelry, along with 
all things midcentury modern. He calls the work “planet 

friendly recycling,” as he strives to make objects once 
used clean and functional again for the next generation 
of users. Dining in Ithaca while at Cornell dominates 
Abby’s fondest memories. The list of establishments 
includes Hai Hong, Mia, Gola, Tamarind, Thai Express, 
and more! 

Craig Myers (Doylestown, PA; craigmyers8686@ 
gmail.com) “failed” in his 2019 retirement and now does 
part-time work in program management. Craig enjoys 
keeping in touch with his fellow Lambda Sigma Delta 

members. This, he explains,was an “unoffcial” fraternity 
that began his freshman year, when many of the members 
lived on the frst foor of U-Hall 2. The group had their 
own T-shirts (quite something given there was no “easy 
internet” design way to do this), and had their own news-
letter called “The Cornell Nightly Moon.” Somehow, they 
managed to get into our 1975 Cornell yearbook as a 
fraternity. Apparently, after the yearbook went to publi-
cation, the powers that be realized there was “no such 
offcial fraternity,” and intense phone calls followed. The 
LSD members agreed never to repeat their prank again. 
Craig shared in his news updates photos of the brothers 
getting together, and, in the face of COVID, the group 
does do Zoom calls. Craig would love to hear from fellow 
LSDers, so send him an e-mail. Perhaps Cornell’s archi-
vist might enjoy having some of the mementos of this 
unoffcial fraternity. 

Joe Sheehan (mhs664@aol.com) sent me a terrifc 
Halloween photo of the two of us from years gone back! 
It brought me back to the Halloweens at Cornell. Joe 
writes that he recently retired from U. at Albany School of 
Business after a 41-year career. He earned his JD there, 
right after he graduated from ILR. At Albany, he shared 
an apartment with fellow ILRie Mike DiMattia, who 
also lived with Joe while at Cornell at 660 Stewart Ave. 
Joe remarks that he has great memories of Joan Pease 
and Chris Curran Williams, sharing an evening or two 
or three at the Chapter House with them, which was, 
perhaps, too close to his apartment (as was the Hot 
Truck). Joe and his wife, Laureen, have stayed close to 
Mike, who lives in Garden City, NY. 

Joe has also kept in touch with Gary Loesch ’74, ME 
’75, his best man. Joe reports that Gary returned to Long 
Island after graduation for his frst engineering job and 
stayed with that frm throughout his entire career! Gary 
is now easing into retirement with his wife in their Say-
ville home on Long Island.Joe and Laureen have also kept 
in regular contact with Mike’s cousin Marie Sterbenz 
Lindell ’77 and her best Cornell friend, Millie Cintron 
Legenhausen ’76, by trying to get to the Red Hot Hockey 
game at MSG on Thanksgiving weekend most years, and 
also to a Yankees/Mets game at Citi Field each summer. 
Oh well—not this year! Before joining the faculty at U. 
at Albany (where Joe’s dad, William Sheehan, had a long 
and prestigious career and where the two of them over-
lapped at the law school), Joe ran a small-town law 
practice in his childhood hometown in Saratoga County. 
To honor his dad’s memory, Joe established a scholarship 
in his name. Besides his long career at the law school, 
Joe was also the City Judge in his hometown for a 

25-year period, retiring from that role two years ago. 
Thanks, Joe, for a terrifc update! 

Joel and I watched the very foggy Army/Navy game, 
made especially wonderful with the Army win. Our son, 
Alex, was there, attached to the chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, General Milley. Our daughter, Austen, and 
her spouse, Bill, both West Point grads, watched from 
Fort Lewis in Washington. Hopefully 2021 is happily under 
way when you read this! v Karen DeMarco Boroff, 
Karen.boroff@shu.edu; Deb Gellman, dsgellman@ 
hotmail.com; Mitch Frank, mjfgator@gmail.com; Joan 
Pease, japease1032@aol.com. 

76 No news has come to us for this deadline, but 
I am hopeful that by our next deadline, we will 

be fooded with news! I am also looking forward to the 
spring and to echoing Anthony Fauci, MD ’66’s hope 
that we can turn the pandemic around. 

On a personal note, I have come out of retirement to 
work remotely for my former school system, teaching 
literacy to frst graders on Zoom. This comes with its 
own challenges, such as learning Zoom and keeping 
6-year-olds engaged! Please feel free to send any news 
to either of us! v Lisa Diamant, Ljdiamant@verizon. 
net; Pat Relf Hanavan, patrelf1@gmail.com. Online news 
form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

77 Tales of the Plague Year: Without any news 
from our classmates at the time of this writing 

in mid-December, I thought I would take this opportu-
nity at the end of this extraordinary year of pestilence to 
comment on the hope on the horizon and how we will get 
out of this mess. I, of course, am referring to COVID-19 
and the newly available vaccines to prevent this disease, 
or at least to mitigate its severity. 

For full disclosure, my wife, Judy Wolf, MD ’81 (Yale 
’77), is an infectious disease specialist who works as a 
consultant for Moderna, the makers of one of the ap-
proved vaccines. I am not an infectious disease expert, 
but, as a cardiologist who cares for heart transplant 
patients, I have dealt with often life-threatening infections 
in my patients and have walked the tightrope of manag-
ing patients’ immune systems to prevent rejection of the 
transplanted hearts while also preventing the side effects 
of the immunosuppressive drugs and the consequences 
of injudicious use of these drugs, infections, and malig-
nancies. So consider me an amateur immunologist and 
part-time infectious disease expert. 

Throughout this whole pandemic ordeal, one of the 
bright lights has been Anthony Fauci, MD ’66 (College 
of the Holy Cross ’62), Director of the National Inst. 
of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) since 1984. 
I had the opportunity to work with him when I did a 
clinical rotation on his service at the NIH in 1981, before 
HIV and AIDS, where he played a major role in our under-
standing and management of this earlier plague. Even 
in the pre-HIV era, he was known for his groundbreaking 
therapies for desperately sick patients, in this case 
vasculitis, autoimmune diseases of the arteries, which 
were often fatal. As a result of the therapies he helped 
develop, these diseases became curable and we would 
see patients from around the world who went to the NIH 
to be cured. Dr. Fauci’s focus and dedication to excel-
lence, to providing care to his patients, and to teaching 
his fellows and us, the medical students, was inspiring. 
As we (the med students) used to say: “Fauci, No Slouchy.” 
Still true. I am relieved that he will continue to have a 
senior role in advising the new Biden Administration on 
pandemic responses. 

http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes
mailto:patrelf1@gmail.com
mailto:japease1032@aol.com
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I am going to discuss vaccines for the rest of this 
column. Remarkably, they have become an object of 
controversy in certain circles. Some of this is related to 
suspicion in minority communities due to unethical med-
ical practices such as the Tuskegee experiments com-
mitted on African American men. Dr. Fauci addressed 
this directly when he said: “So, the frst thing you might 
want to say to my African American brothers and sisters 
is that the vaccine that you’re going to be taking was 
developed by an African American woman. And that is 
just a fact.” He was referring to Dr. Kizzmekia Corbett, 
the director of vaccine research at the NIAID. 

Some of the controversy is related to less justifed 
concerns derived from false accusations about vaccines 
causing complications such as autism, which date back 
to a discredited and retracted publication. Some is re-
lated to complacency since we no longer see many of 
the diseases that are prevented by vaccines such as 
measles, polio, and smallpox.As a medical student, I saw 
a pediatric patient who suffered from one of the worst 
complications of measles, where this young child’s brain 
was destroyed by the virus.This isa disease that must not 
see the light of day and an example of why vaccination 
is so important. Polio paralyzed tens of thousands and 
killed thousands annually until a vaccine was developed 
by Drs. Jonah Salk and Albert Sabin. Polio in the early 
1950s was ranked by the American public as the second 
most feared thing after a nuclear confagration. I remem-
ber my father describing life during polio outbreaks, 
spending much of the summer on his apartment building 
roof in New York as his parents would not let him out of 
the building for fear of contracting polio. Yet something 
else we don’t have to fear as a result of vaccinations, as 
polio was close to being eradicated through a worldwide 
vaccination program. This segues to a viral plague, which 
has been eradicated, smallpox, also through a similar 
worldwide vaccination program. Smallpox, with a mortal-
ity rate of 30 percent, was truly one of the scourges of 
humanity for millennia—and in the 20th century killed 
300 million people. Survivors were often left severely 
scarred. An article in this past weekend’s Metropolitan 
Section of the Sunday New York Times describes how, 
through an intensive vaccination program led by the New 
York City Dept. of Public Health, almost 7 million people 
were vaccinated against smallpox, and a catastrophic 
outbreak was averted. 

This leads me to where we are now. Nobel Laureate 
Joshua Lederberg (not a Cornellian, but he did okay) said 
the following: “The single biggest threat to man’s con-
tinued dominance on the planet is the virus.” And in the 
battle against new diseases, “it’s our wits versus their 
genes.” Fortunately, through novel technology, highly ef-
fective and safe vaccines utilizing mRNA (messenger 
RNA) have been developed and rolled out (many of you 
may remember mRNA, when not counting Drosophila or 
intoxicated from ether, from our genetics course at Cor-
nell). The vaccine is being administered frst to healthcare 
workers (which is why I got it yesterday) and then to 
residents of nursing homes who are at high risk of bad 
outcomes. It is a two-shot vaccine, with the second shot 
given 21 days after the frst. It will be further rolled out 
to others, which will include our classmates since we are 
now in the age demographic at risk. I strongly recommend 
that everyone receive the vaccine when it’s offered or 
available. This is what I am telling my patients.Only in this 
way will we control this pandemic. It is also important to 
remember that the precautions we have been observing 
over the past nine to ten months, such as mask wearing, 
social distancing, and hand washing, should be observed 

even after you are vaccinated until such time as the CDC 
(and Dr. Fauci) say that we can relax these measures. 

One fnal Cornell-related bit of information: Moderna, 
one of the manufacturers of the currently available vac-
cines, was founded by Dr. Robert Langer ’70, a graduate 
of the Cornell College of Engineering. I am not saying this 
to indicate any preference for a particular vaccine; take 
what is available. One very good thing about these two 
vaccines is that they are not live virus vaccines, which 
means that immunosuppressed patients like my trans-
plant patients can be vaccinated and protected. 

Happy 2021. Here’s to a year of peace and prosperity 
and without pestilence. Stay safe and well. Please keep 
all of your news and views coming in via the online news 
form at http://www.alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/, or 
by sending news to: v Howie Eisen, heisen@pennstate 
health.psu.edu; or Mary Flynn, maryfynn1@me.com. 

78 Happy spring! With luck and the vaccine, life 
may be slowly returning to normal by now. 

Some classmates managed to take alternate vaca-
tions during the pandemic. Jeff and Suzanne Tougas 
Snedeker had plans to visit Lyon, France, in 2020. In-
stead, they picked up a boat in Lyons, NY, and cruised 
the Barge Canal. Suzanne few her 19th Amendment fag. 
Jeff trimmed his beard back to a goatee so his surgical 
masks would ft better. 

Elisabeth Radow has a solo law practice and 
teaches sustainability action to K-12 educators in the 
Education for Sustainability graduate program at Man-
hattanville College. Beth is co-developer (pro bono) of 
www.LoveYourFoodNY.org, made possible by a grant 
made to the Town of Mamaroneck by the NYS Dept. of 
Environmental Conservation. The Love Your Food man-
tra: “Eat. Share. Compost the Rest.” Beth’s ask for 2021 
focuses on the “share”—consider applying your credit 
card points toward food donation at a Feeding America 
chapter where you live and mask up to stay safe. 

From Cynthia Kubas: “My news is that I am now 
spending my weekends golfng and generally goofng off 
with Paul Varga ’79. We recently (socially distanced!) 
visited his Psi Upsilon brothers Mike Donahue ’79 and 
George “Bubba” Licht ’79 in Massachusetts. We also 
had dinner with Glen Dempsey ’75. We hiked the gorge 
in Ithaca this summer, when campus was deserted. It was 
a bit eerie! We helped celebrate Susanne Solomon’s 
birthday with her and husband Jack Thompson ’73, ME 
’74. We had the great pleasure to be hosted by Rob 
Ainslie and his wife, Judy, on their boat on Cayuga Lake 
for sunset cocktails to cap off a fabulous weekend.” 

Eric Law writes, “2020 will be a memorable year 
because I found out I had prostate cancer and basi-
cally spent most of the year going through treatments— 
surgery and radiation. So far, the doctors are positive that 
I have a 99 percent cure rate. Meanwhile, I published 
my new book, Fear Not: Living Grace and Truth in a 
Frightened World, at the beginning of the year along with 
the release of my album of original songs: ‘Up-Side-
Down Town.’ Both pieces are responses to the divisive, 
polarizing world that we found ourselves in in the US. 
While I was quarantining due to the pandemic, I wrote 
and produced another album titled ‘Better Angels,’ which 
was released through all the major streaming services 
in October, just in time for the election. I called these 
songs a ‘spiritual soundtrack for a fear-flled uncertain 
world.’” Learn more about the music at https://erichfaw. 
hearnow.com/. 

From Randall Nixon: “Welcome from Nixon’s Farm in 
West Friendship, MD! Those of you who have been driving 

through all of the construction on Route 32 in Maryland, 
note that the installation of our solar farm is complete. 
It is the largest private solar installation in the state, 
producing over 15 megawatts of power to half the homes 
in Howard County. Like all construction projects, it was 
absolute hell. This was the biggest construction project 
of my career, and hopefully my last. I retired as counsel 
to the Maryland Dept. of Planning in November, but I’m 
not ready to retire just yet. I have accepted a position 
as CEO and general counsel to Ampley Heartstone 
Capital, a fnancial services frm. I’ll let you know how it 
goes. After having served as scholarship chairman for 
the Cornell Black Alumni Assn., my commitment to Cor-
nell is undiminished. I am now the general chair for the 
Cornell Alumni Admissions Ambassador Network(CAAAN) 
for Maryland and D.C. I derive great joy in meeting and 
mentoring prospective Cornellians. My children, Blair 
’12 and Spencer ’15, continue to thrive—a blessing for 
which I am most grateful. Finally, I continue to train and 
race—now virtually—as a national class bicycle racer. 
I look forward to the time when I can meet my com-
petitors in reality.” 

From Paula Boyer Kennedy, MBA ’80 (The Villages, 
FL): “My husband, Joe, and I are fully retired. He was head 
of IT services for North America for Evonik, a German 
multinational, and I was head of the investments practice 
at Cammack, a Wall Street consulting frm specializing 
in nonproft defned contribution plans. We both stay 
active—Joe, as you might expect, in computer groups, 
and I in CAAAN, the Cornell Club of Central Florida, and 
also our local women’s group. We have found ourselves 
most fortunately situated in the era of COVID. Our pool 
provides us with exercise, our groups are meeting online, 
and our friends are staying in touch. For us, it has been 
a sabbatical from a too-busy life. We are, however, 
acutely aware of the privilege that enables this.” 

Polly Kreisman lives in Larchmont, NY, with her 
18-year-old twins, Jack Henry and Molly, who are ex-
periencing a very bizarre freshman year in (and out of) 
college. Polly spent 25 years as a TV reporter and is 
now working as an actress in episodic TV in New York. 
She combined both those professions in a recent role 
on HBO’s “Undoing,” where she played a newscaster in 
Episode 5. 

That’s it for this column. Keep the news coming, via 
the online news form or by e-mailing either of us at: v 
Cindy Fuller, cindy@cindyjfuller.com; Ilene Shub 
Lefand, ilefand@gmail.com. Online news form, http:// 
alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

79 Greetings to all. If you are anything like me 
(Danna Levy), the pandemic has turned you 

into a “Zoomophile.” Between work and enrichment, I’ve 
spent countless hours, of varying quality, with my laptop. 
One of the more delightful Zoom events I participated in 
was our class’s December 3 gathering during which Wash-
ington, DC, resident Jeff Weiss, and his wife, Christie, 
reminisced about their over-20-year close friendship with 
fellow Cornellian US Supreme Court Associate Justice 
Ruth Bader Ginsburg ’54. Jeff and Christie recalled 
shared holidays and events (Ginsburg offciated at the 
weddings of two of their children) and gave us a glimpse 
into RBG’s less formal persona. Dan Mansoor, MBA ’80, 
acted as facilitator, bringing in other classmates with 
special RBG connections.Jane Kornfeld Bessin and Jeff 
Ford relayed stories of their parents’ friendships with 
Ginsburg—at summer camp and Cornell, respectively— 
and Ron McCray recalled working at a law frm with 
Ruth’s husband, Martin Ginsburg ’53, as well as an 

https://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes
mailto:ilefland@gmail.com
mailto:cindy@cindyjfuller.com
https://hearnow.com
https://erichflaw
www.LoveYourFoodNY.org
mailto:maryflynn1@me.com
https://health.psu.edu
http://www.alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes
https://smallpox.As
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encounter with RBG herself at the Kennedy Center in D.C. 
(A link to a video of this event can be found in our class’s 
December 2020 e-newsletter, posted on the Class of 
’79 website.) On a personal note, I enjoyed seeing so 
many classmates on the screen, and Zoom-chatting with 
Jackie Webb, Janet Goldin Rubin, and Mary Wilensky 
Kahn. Mary shared that she and her husband, Stuart, just 
welcomed a new grandson, Adam Robert, born in Decem-
ber to daughterJacqueline Kahn ’10 and husband David 
Sobel. Baby Adam joins cousins Margot, 4, and Eloise, 
2, the children of the Kahns’ other daughter, Marissa, 
and her husband, Jarek Jedrych. 

Mark Hallock sent an update from Westchester 
County, NY, where his two sons have been living with him 
and wife Claire since the pandemic began. He said, “It 
has been wonderful for Claire and me, buta bit boring for 
them.” Son Nick plans to return to the U. of Chicago for 
his second year of law school, and son Rob, who grad-
uated virtually from Hamilton College last May, plans to 
move to NYC when his frm’s offce reopens.Mark himself— 
a founding partner of a private equity fund providing 
advisory and placement—said his team has been very 
effective working from home. He and his wife miss trav-
eling and have taken just one road trip to Cape Cod 
since March 2020. Mark reported that the board of the 
Cornell Rowing Assn. and chairman Bruce Rogoff have 
done a great job keeping the alumni and undergrad ath-
letes connected during these tough pandemic months, 
and scheduling video calls and virtual events. He said he 
also remains in close touch with ’79 Lambda Chi Alpha 
alumni including Scott Jacobs, Ray Yasson, Denis 
Barone, Joe Kane, and Mark Mendelson. 

Brad and Mary Maxon Grainger, MPS ’87, are hap-
py to announce that their daughter Aileen married Ian 
Carmichael on November 29, outdoors at the Cornell 
Botanic Gardens, with eight witnesses. Mary writes, “A big 
party will wait until it’s safe for travel and for dancing.” 
Jeff Berg, ME ’80, MBA ’81, reported that his son Blake 
(Syracuse’12) married Meredith Machesney on the beach 
in Harwichport, MA, on September 25, with only a justice 
of the peace in attendance. He said that his annual sum-
mer on Cape Cod with wife Debra Paget was one month 
shorter this year, to avoid a COVID surge in Massachusetts. 
On their 12-day journey back to Scottsdale, AZ, this fall, 
Jeff and Debra stopped to play at ten golf clubs and to 
visit family and friends, including classmate Steve Sues, 
MS ’80, MBA ’81. 

Let us know how you have pivoted during these odd-
est of times. Personally, I’ve opted to immerse myself in 
online learning and have enjoyed a range of literature and 
flm classes—some even shared with my fellow ’79ers 
and childhood classmates Nancy Sverdlik and Debra 

Kishinsky Lewis. Please feel free to use the online form 
(http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes) or send your 
news to: v Danna Levy, DannaGOA@gmail.com; Linda 
Moses, lindakmoses@gmail.com; or Cynthia Ahlgren 
Shea, cynthia.shea@sothebyshomes.com. 

80 Just before the Great Plague descended upon 
us, I had a last, innocent haircut. As the sub-

sequent weeks turned into months, I started to look more 
and more like a movie star! Tragically, the movie star is 
Larry Fine. Even worse, I can do a passable Curly and a 
decent Moe, but I never spent any time practicing Larry. 
I mean, who does? I suppose I could dye my hair red and 
practice my Bozo—I have the coordination down pat—but 
somebody would just punch me and I wouldn’t bounce 
back up. But enough about me (Dik Saalfeld). 

Tenney Mudge has written a children’s story, titled 
Blueberry’s Gift, which she describes as “a true story 
about an Appaloosa pony who shares his inspirational 
message of kindness, courage, and hard work to the 
world.” It is being published by Mariner Media. Tenney 
also reports, “I’m continuing on the mission of promoting 
dog collar safety and the prevention of collar strangulation 
accidents through our patented KeepSafe Break-Away 
Collars at http://www.breakawaycollar.com.” 

Susan Warshaw Ebner (Potomac, MD; susan.ebner@ 
stinson.com) states, “In August, I began my term as chair 
of the American Bar Assn. Section of Public Contract 
Law. I also co-chair my frm’s government contracts and 
investigations practice group. In addition, I co-chair the 
National Defense Industrial Assn. Cyber Division Cyber 
Legal Policy Committee. All around I have been very busy.” 
She has found fulfllment professionally by “working every 
day to make a difference and helping clients deal with 
emerging risks and requirements, such as those arising 
from the pandemic and cyber and supply chain risks. I am 
taking leadership roles in ABA and NDIA to vet emerging 
laws and regulations, educate and interact with members 
of the public contracting community, and promote profes-
sionalism in all its varieties.” In her personal life, Susan 
has found satisfaction in “having the opportunity to see 
more of my family while working at home, taking long 
walks, and making lots of great meals and memories with 
my family,” and by keeping in touch with family and 
friends, including Karen Kolb Fagelson, JD ’80, and her 
husband, John. 

Steven Benjamin, ME ’81, MBA ’82 (Saratoga, CA) 
reports that he and spouse Sheri recently welcomed 
grandson Felix to the world. Their daughter, Megan Ben-
jamin Guimarin ’10, is also mother to Ali, 4, and Cora, 2. 
Steven continues to work in commercial real estate as an 
investor and developer. He is “still hoping for a ski season, 

especially the annual Alta trip with my Fiji brothers. The 
usual crew includes Dave Ayers, Doug Henderson, 
MBA ’88, Dave Phelps ’81, John Boochever ’81, Dave 
Gordon ’81, and Tom Croskey. Not sure how many will 
come this year, but we’ll try to make it happen.” 

My 90-year-old mother lives in an assisted living 
facility. She feels important because I have to make an 
appointment to see her, and we meet in a sterilized 
conference room, where we sit far apart; from her perch 
she makes pronouncements. A few weeks ago, she asked 
me to contact her people to set up an appointment at 
the in-house salon. It sounded so regal. I laughed. She 
looked at the peasant before her and said, “I brought you 
into this world—I’ll take you out.” Suddenly I remembered 
the Slinky Incident of1964. The salon did a great job, and 
I had them do the old girl’s nails, too—she might be older 
than dirt, but she can still shoot fre from her eyeballs. 

Legend has it that a 19th-century mansion on Lake 
Ontario is haunted. Margo Randall Bittner knows many 
of the stories, because she lives in the mansion with her 
husband, Jim. (The mansion was featured on the tele-
vision program “Ghost Hunters.”)Margo and Jim own and 
manage the Winery at Marjim Manor, the latest iteration 
of what was once Appleton Hall. The manor, which has 
also seen service as an agricultural vocational school 
for boys operated by Buffalo’s St. Mary’s School for the 
Deaf, is reportedly the scene of unexplainable goings-on, 
including the unattended opening of doors and various 
spirit visitations. The winery, once nicknamed “Hoodoo 
Farm,” is now a thriving vineyard and fruit farm. Tours are 
offered, so head out to 7171 East Lake Road in Appleton, 
NY,  and sample the wares. If you venture to the end of 
the Niagara Scenic Parkway, Margo and Jim’s place is 
on Route 18, past Olcott. 

Four years ago, I wrote a column that referenced the 
2016 election, political discourse, and invasions of 
leprechauns. Now the leprechauns are feeing in terror, 
and we yearn for those simpler days. But there’s light at 
the end of the tunnel! It’s a train. v Dik Saalfeld, rfs25 
@ cornell.edu; Leona Barsky, llb39 @ cornell.edu; Chas 
Horvath, chas @ horvaths.org; David Durfee, durfey_ 
2000 @ yahoo.com. 

81 We’ve been through quite a lot this past year. 
A pandemic—who would have ever thought in 

our lifetime that we would be faced with these obstacles 
put forth in front of us? But we are going to make it, and 
we thank science for that. My family has been together 
through all of this. I have been working in my home offce 
as Hadassah’s national annual giving offcer for Florida 
and the New England region. I participated in and orches-
trated over 50 Zooms for Hadassah, all while showcasing 
informative speakers and raising money for Hadassah 
Medical Hospital in Israel and other local programs. My 
children, Ella (freshman in high school) and Brayden 
(freshman in middle school),both went back to“brick and 
mortar” and mask up and sanitize many times daily to 
make in-person school work for them. And since travel 
hasn’t really been in my wheelhouse outside of Florida, 
we’ve been able to enjoy different parts of the state 
together—Naples, South Beach, and, of course, Delray 
Beach. We are just grateful that we have been able to 
help others during this diffcult time. 

Our classmates have been busy during the pandemic. 
Let’s check in with some of them. Sandi Goldstein Karlin 
moved to her home on Kinderhook Lake in Upstate New 
York at the start of the pandemic and never went back. 
She has been working remotely and is now selling her 
home in Suffern, NY, and staying permanently at the lake. 

SAVE THE DATE!! June 10–13, 2021 
Our  40th Reunion is happening—

whether virtual or in-person. 
Either way, we hope to see you there! 

Join our monthly REDx Talks  showcasing   
1981 classmates and other infuencers   

discussing timely issues. 
            For up-to-date information on Reunion and REDx Talks visit: 

Class website:  classof81.alumni.cornell.edu 
Facebook page: facebook.com/CUClassof1981 

https://yahoo.com
https://horvaths.org
https://cornell.edu
https://cornell.edu
https://facebook.com/CUClassof1981
https://classof81.alumni.cornell.edu
https://stinson.com
http://www.breakawaycollar.com
mailto:cynthia.shea@sothebyshomes.com
mailto:lindakmoses@gmail.com
mailto:DannaGOA@gmail.com
http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes
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Bonnie Berg is enjoying her time with her husband, com-
peting to cook the best meal. They are eating too much 
of the raw (and baked) cakes and cookies that she can’t 
stop baking! She is very busy at work (chiropractor) due 
to everyone working and schooling remotely, causing a 
lot of neck and back problems! 

Jordan Strub says he spent the month of November 
in Sedona, AZ, enjoying the great trail system in Red Rock 
Country. He has worked for years from home with lots 
of Zoom meetings, so that wasn’t much of a change for 
him. His company, Aristocrat Gaming, has thrived this 
year; surprisingly many casinos took the downtime to 
upgrade their portfolios of slot machines. He also has 
been able to ski,with certain rules in place. Paul Leo has 
continued to work in his medical practice dealing with 
patients and COVID-19. David Boraks is a reporter and 
host at WFAE-FM, the NPR news station in Charlotte, NC. 
He covers affordable housing, the environment and 
energy, and the coronavirus. He is involved in a cool series 
called “Pandemic,” stories from the pandemic told in 
graphic novel style. He works with local artists to produce 
twice-monthly chapters. Each is drawn from a story that 
illustrates the effects of the pandemic on our community. 

JoAnn Minsker Adams celebrated 18 years in biz 
with Bogarts Coffee House in Seal Beach, CA. She has 
provided complimentary coffee to several groups of 
front-line workers including hospital workers and frst 
responders. She installed an outdoor seating parklet so 
her customers could enjoy their coffee outside and listen 
to music. Lisa Wisznat Kirsten lives in the Bay Area. 
Last October, Kitty Yates Edwinson ’82 hosted a mini-
reunion including Lisa, Lori Schifrin, and Kristen Jack-
son. Lisa is able to take daily hill walks and trail hikes 
right outside her front door! Sally Ann Furness Dawson 
moved back to the Lancaster/Palmdale, CA, area from 
Fresno. She has been teaching virtually since March and 
has had some fun decorating her home. Susan Cooper 
Potters does a lot of Zoom yoga and works remotely. 

Karen Peltz Reinstein sold her house in northern New 
Jersey and lives full time at their beach house in Long 
Branch, NJ. North of the border, Scot Martin, MBA ’83, 
runs a digital signage business via Zoom and Teams and 
tries to keep his 9-year-old hockey-playing son on the 
ice.This past summer he skated in a camp run by the son 
of Peter Shier ’78. Scot has been in touch with Rick 
Box ’78, Lynn Leopold ’83, and Will Connell. Naomi 
Gelzer Kettler’s daughter married her high school sweet-
heart in a small family ceremony. Naomi started a new 
job with the Real Estate Capital Markets’ groupat Regions 
Bank. She underwrites the new construction of apart-
ments with low-income housing tax credits. 

Reunion is coming! Reunion is coming! It’s true—our 
40th Reunion is coming up, June 10-13, 2021. While 
we do not know (as I write this column in mid-December) 
whether we will be meeting virtually or in person, there 
are some things we CAN count on: re-connecting with 
dear friends and amazing classmates, getting caught up 
on Cornell’s leadership and initiatives, and choosing from 
an exciting roster of interactive events. Connecting after 
COVID will be particularly meaningful,so please help make 
2021 a wonderful year of celebration. The Class of 1981 
is known for its commitment, energy, and talent—let’s keep 
up the tradition of showing up to support one another and 
Cornell. Check out our Reunion website (https:/alumni. 
cornell.edu/come-back/reunion/classes-groups/ 
class-of-1981) for timely announcements, and follow our 
class on Twitter (@CUClassof1981) too. Please reach 
out to our Reunion chairs, Cathy Cosentini Bonczek 
(cathybonczek@mac.com), Heidi Fleischman (hf32@ 

cornell.edu), or Laura Dake Roche (Ldakeroche@aol. 
com), with any questions. Whether you are with us in a 
dorm room, a hotel room, or even your living room, plan 
to join us in June! 

I know everyone is grateful for friends and family and 
their health. Please stay safe and mask up! We care 
about you! Send us your news. v Betsy Silverfine, 
bsilverfne@comcast.net; Tanis MacKay-Bell, TanisM 
Bell@gmail.com; Steven Barre, scbarre@aol.com. On-
line news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

82 Another spring is upon us and hopefully the 
warmer weather will allow us to create new 

memories that can be shared with our classmates. 
Please send us your news—we are eager to learn of your 
latest adventures. 

Speaking of adventures, our amazing class corre-
spondent Mark Fernau (mefster9@gmail.com) and his 
wife, Melissa (Duncan) ’83, reported that they became 
frst-time grandparents in December 2020 with the birth 
of Rowan to their son, Fletcher, and his wife, Grenye. 
COVID nixed their long-planned trip to visit daughter Gwen 
in Spain and then some German cousins, but they will try 
again in 2021. Remote work did allow Mark and Melissa 
to spend many summer days at their family “camp” in the 
Adirondacks. Mark reported that he and Melissa enjoy 
their new life in a Cambridge, MA, apartment, although 
the social aspects have been curtailed, and they chuckle 
that they converted their hour-plus car or train commute 
to a half-hour walk only to now work at home every day. 

John Mennell (mennellje@gmail.com) reported that 
the announcement of a new computer center at Cornell 
reminded him of mail-merging his job application cover 
letters on the mainframe timeshare computer in the base-
ment of Uris Hall. John noted,“After a couple of diversions, 
I went on to a career in IT consulting.” He sent a shoutout 
to Karyn Grossman Gershon, “a dear friend back to 
orientation week when Boldt Hall was paired with Baker, 
who has been a driving force for expanding a near and 
dear literacy effort from the Appalachians to Detroit.” 

Lauren Silfen (lbs25@cornell.edu) reports that she 
went back to graduate school at Columbia about 18 
months ago. She noted that her “old study behaviors 
(good ones and bad ones) resurfaced, even though I 
fnished grad school, the frst time, in 1986!” She passed 
a three-day certifcation exam in August and is well on 
her way to completing her dissertation. 

Terry Kilmer Oosterom (cornelltko5@yahoo.com) 
reports, “I’m happy to be in a business that thrived during 
the pandemic so far! As vegetable, fruit, and fower farm-
ers we had products that people seemed out of and we 
were humbled by the support our farm received from 
the community! We’re hoping the trend to buy local and 
to know your farmer continues into 2021! Thankfully 
everyone in our little farm bubble has stayed safe!” Terry 
celebrated her 60th in October with a big bonfre on her 
farm. She also noted that she has been busy with some 
work for our class. “Teri Williams Harvey, Juliet Kolm 
Gibbs, and I start planning our 40th next fall! How did 
we get this old? Here’s to hope for the future and a 
healing world!” 

At least one of our classmates spent time on the front 
lines during the pandemic. Ernest Block (ernest.block@ 
gmail.com) reported, “A few years ago, I decided to follow 
in my son’s footsteps (!) and join the United States Navy.” 
Ernie joined the Reserves at age 55 and noted that “the 
Navy was looking for general surgeons and I ft the bill. 
This year, I was deployed with about 200 other sailors to 
New York City as part of Operation Gotham and the DOD 

Pandemic Response to COVID-19. I spent about three 
months there, mostly at Elmhurst Hospital. Not the 
deployment location nor the enemy I envisioned when 
I was sworn in. Valuable work—it was an honor to serve 
my country. Looking forward to seeing everyone in 
Ithaca in 2022!” 

Another class member did fnd ways to connect with 
classmates during the pandemic. Robert Ramin, MBA 
’85 (rar34@cornell.edu) reported that he and Denise 
DeConcini had to postpone a Tri Delt 60th birthday cel-
ebration but hosted Nina Kondo and Wendy Raymond 
(and her husband, Dave Backus, Haverford ’82) on Sen-
eca Lake and quietly celebrated this milestone. They 
are looking forward to a 61st party! Separate birthday 
celebrations with George and Yvonne Swink Coyle 
and deck dinners with Jeff and Julie Doig McPeek 
’83 helped keep connections fun, he said. 

Another classmate has been busy working from home 
and using Zoom to remain in contact with family and 
friends. Jennifer Gardiner (jenniferwilliamsgardiner@ 
gmail.com) reports from Charlotte, NC, that she has 
been “working at home and operating the Low Income 
Taxpayer Clinic for Legal Aid of Arkansas since 2011. The 
clinic handles hundreds of cases of tax controversy every 
year for taxpayers who cannot afford an attorney.” 

Liana Rego, daughter of Richard Rego and Carol 
Stabile, was among 1,300 talented high school stu-
dents who attended the 2020 Cornell Summer College 
program. Summer College, now more than 60 years 
old, is one of the longest running and most prestigious 
precollege programs of its kind. It offers high school 
students the chance to earn credit and prepare for 
college while taking regular Cornell classes with top 
university faculty members. See precollege.cornell.edu 
for more info. 

Enjoy your spring, and when you geta few free minutes, 
please complete and send us your news forms. Take care. 
v Doug Skalka, dskalka@npmlaw.com; Mark Fernau, 
mef29@cornell.edu; Nina Kondo, nmk22@cornell.edu. 
Online news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

83 We live in unprecedented times and the atmos-
phere and tenor on campus and around town 

has certainly refected that. Campus didn’t have the 
same energy as a typical fall semester. A portion of Res-
taurant Row on Aurora Street—an area I’m sure we’re all 
familiar with—was closed to traffc to allow for more out-
door dining. That was one good thing to arise out of recent 
events, and maybe our local offcials will continue the 
tradition beginning next spring. While we have missed 
out on many of our typical events to stay connected— 
Homecoming, Zinck’s Night, and Red Hot Hockey at 
MSG—let’s all continue to support the university and our 
class offcers in their endeavors to keep us connected. 

It’s been a sparse period for news from classmates. 
Fortunately, Sally Olsen writes that she and her hus-
band, Ralph English, have spent the pandemic lockdown 
purging, sorting, and packing for their move to New 
Hampshire. She notes that they’re not done yet, but the 
end is in sight. I wonder how many of us have been doing 
the same thing, Sally! Jonathan Hubchen has dropped 
a note to us from Louisiana, where he has been mostly 
working from home for the Louisiana State U. Dept. of 
Agriculture and Extension Education and Evaluation, as 
well as the LSU AgCenter’s Global Network. He and his 
wife, Albertha, are taking care of their grandson, Rivers, 
who just turned 8 months old. 

Additionally, several of our classmates’ children at-
tended Cornell’s Summer College this past summer. 

http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes
mailto:nmk22@cornell.edu
mailto:mef29@cornell.edu
mailto:dskalka@npmlaw.com
https://precollege.cornell.edu
https://gmail.com
mailto:rar34@cornell.edu
https://gmail.com
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mailto:lbs25@cornell.edu
mailto:mennellje@gmail.com
mailto:mefster9@gmail.com
http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes
mailto:scbarre@aol.com
mailto:Bell@gmail.com
mailto:bsilverfine@comcast.net
https://cornell.edu
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Thomas Bakos, son of Edmond ’85 and Karen Gott-
schalk Bakos, Zachary Marrone, son of Vincent and 
Alexis Marrone, and Dina Ocken, daughter of Lisa Maller 
and Richard Ocken, were among the 1,300 talented high 
school students attending the 2020 Cornell Summer 
College program. Send news to: v Kim Todt, krt5@ 
cornell.edu; Jon Felice, jbfelice@jbfelice.com; Tom 
Helf, tomhelf@aol.com; or Stewart Glickman, stewart 
glickman@gmail.com. Online news form, http://alumni. 
cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

84 Hello all! The Class of ’84 continues to make 
Cornell proud by excelling both profession-

ally and personally as we get some gray hairs (well, 
some of you . . . not here!). Here is the latest news from 
our classmates. 

Letitia McCune (letitiamccune@gmail.com) is liv-
ing in Tucson, AZ, with her husband, Dave Magner. She 
received a master’s degree (McGill ’95) in plant science 
and a PhD (McGill ’00) focused on medicinal plant 
treatments in relation to diabetes. This milestone was 
followed by a post-doctorate in nutrition at the U. of 
Arizona. She currently consults in plant science and 
nutrition through her company, BotanyDoc LLG. 

Jon Kimball (jon.kimball@marriott.com; Tiburon, 
CA) continues to oversee the San Francisco Bay Area 
Marriott hotels through these challenging times. He 
commented that he thought he had seen it all in the hos-
pitality industry (fres, foods, storms, and earthquakes), 
but 2020 has taken it to a new level! His daughter Sarah 
’21 is back in Ithaca for her senior year, where she keeps 
busy planning the 96th Hotel Ezra Cornell as managing 
director. As both a Cornell grad and a Cornell parent, 
Jon says, “I have to applaud Cornell for their efforts and 
preparation with this semester.” 

We have a new author among our alumni. Saul Gitlin 
(saul@saulgitlin.com) recently published a book entitled 
TeeDog and the Magic Globe: China (Brooklyn Writers 
Press). Written for children ages 5-10, it tells the story of 
a young boy named Joey who is transported to China 
by his magical pet dog named Tee. This picture book 
educates English-speaking children about China’s geog-
raphy, size of population, capital city of Beijing, and 
famous sites including Tiananmen Square, the Forbidden 
City, and the Great Wall. The story also introduces the 
spoken and written Chinese language and China’s heri-
tage of invention. With its accompanying rich illustrations, 
the book is a fun and memorable introduction for early 
readers to China. 

Two of our classmates who went on to become law-
yers have recently received high honors and recognition 
for their work by their peers and colleagues. Catherine 
Diviney has been selected for inclusion in “Upstate New 
York Super Lawyers” for 2020. She is a partner in the 
Healthcare Practice at Hancock Estabrook LLP and a 
member of the frm’s executive committee. Catherine has 
focused her legal practice on health law since 1993. 
Also, Michelle Schaap has been selected as one of 30 
attorneys from Chiesa Shahinian & Giantomasi PC to be 
recognized in the Best Lawyers in America 2021 listing. 
Since frst published in 1983, Best Lawyers has become 
universally regarded as the defnitive guide to legal ex-
cellence. Congratulations to both Catherine and Michelle 
on these very impressive professional accomplishments! 

Finally, Tom Allon (tomallon@icloud.com) shared the 
sad news that Cornell professor Dick Polenberg passed 
away over Thanksgiving 2020 after a long and valiant 
struggle with Alzheimer’s. Tom is forever grateful that 
throughout his four years on the Hill, he was proud to see 

Prof. Polenberg spend innumerable days teaching him 
along with more than 1,000 freshman and sophomore 
Cornellians in Bailey Hall, receiving wisdom and histori-
cal perspective from him. Tom writes, “May his memory 
be a blessing to his family and the tens of thousands of 
students he taught these past four decades.” 

As my one-year anniversary as your class correspon-
dent comes to an end, I confess that I am thrilled with 
letting you all know about Class of ’84 happenings! 
There will always be someone who will be eager to hear 
from you. Any news about you or any Cornell event you 
attend (whether regional, national, or international) is 
always welcome! Don’t forget, you can write to: v José 
Nieves, jmn12@cornell.edu. 

85 2020 is coming to an end as I write. By the 
time this is printed we will be into 2021, and I 

believe that the new year will be full of hope and change. 
I know we have all had a trying year in 2020. Illness, 
isolation, fear, stress, and missing family and friends 
have been constant in everyone’s lives since March 2020. 
Some of us have lost loved ones, some have experienced 
the virus frsthand, and others have lived with the fear 
of getting it. We missed the opportunity to reconnect in 
person for our 35th Reunion, but I believe there were 
many that got together for the virtual Reunion. 

Stuart Sheldon has started a podcast called Swan 
Dive. He collects the oral histories of pivotal moments in 
meaningful lives. Guests have included: Olympic gold 
medalists, Africa’s frst Black female neurosurgeon, 
NatGeo photographers, artists, philanthropists, etc. The 
common thread is that each decided to makea major life 
pivot to their most authentic self. You can visit SwanDive. 
us to hear! Stuart says his “art career never sleeps” and 
that it “has been exciting the past few years with na-
tional billboard installations and museum talks.” See 
also https://www.culturedmag.com/what-makes-for-
successful-activist-art. 

From Cornell Summer College: Jonah Delman, son of 
Michael and Dayna Delman; Max Nam, son of Samuel, 
JD ’88, and Veronica Nam; Olivia Mirabito, daughter of 
Stephen and Joyce Mirabito; Joan Marie Varous, 
daughter of Mark and Catherine Bahna Varous; and 
Daniel Wharton, son of Ronald and Irina Wharton were 
among the 1,300 talented high school students who 
attended the 2020 Cornell Summer College program. 
Summer College, now more than 60 years old, is one of 
the longest running and most prestigious precollege 
programs of its kind. It offers high school students the 
chance to earn credit and prepare for college while tak-
ing regular Cornell classes with top university faculty 
members. See precollege.cornell.edu. 

Joyce Fries Sidopoulos was honored by the AFCEA, 
receiving the Int’l Leadership Award in recognition of her 
superlative service and peerless record of extraordinary 
contributions and achievements to AFCEA’s Lexington-
Concord chapter. She has previously received AFCEA’s 
Meritorious Service Medal (2013) and Medal of Merit 
(2016) and presently is a member of its international 
board of directors. Joyce’s leadership in the chapter’s 
frst women’s panel is most noteworthy—she shared 
personal experiences as the only female riding on Navy 
ships in the 1980s and her mentorship for the Air Force’s 
Techstars program. She is also cited for spearheading 
and executing the “New Horizons” conferences—the 
chapter’s signature event—where she’s organized and led 
innovation panels on drones, cyber security, and agile 
software. She is also co-founder and VP for programs and 
community at MassRobotics, a nonproft organization 

recognized as the global hub for robotics. AND, in 2019, 
she was recognized by the Boston Business Journal as 
a “kick-ass woman to watch!” Congratulations, Joyce! 

I continue to hope for an end to this pandemic. Please 
be safe, stay healthy, and be a part of the solution! I 
wish you all a healthy new year! v Joyce Zelkowitz 
Cornett, cornett0667@comcast.net. Online news form, 
http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

86 We have been blaming everything on the 
COVID-19 pandemic. I am going to blame the 

sparse updates on the pandemic as well. While you may 
not think much of your new hobby, that you fnished your 
umpteenth jigsaw puzzle or perfected your recipe for 
banana bread, I can guarantee that your classmates 
would be happy to hear about it. Those things, as well as 
moves, promotions, grandbabies, and, eventually, travels! 
We all hope to hear about how the last year impacted you 
at our 35th Reunion, June 10-13. I am sure that Reunion 
chair people Lisa Hellinger Manaster (lisamanaster8@ 
gmail.com) and Dina Lewisohn Shaw (dinalshaw@gmail. 
com) will be updating us soon with what we can look 
forward to. 

Amy Sharp Hammerstedt of New Jersey is among our 
classmates who serve as essential workers—she is a 
high school science teacher. Her work primarily has been 
virtual, but I am sure her students (and their parents) 
appreciate her hard work. I am not sure if she has been 
able to work with her athletes this last year; she is the 
school’s head swimming coach as well (the pool is far 
from the polo grounds on which Amy used to play). Amy’s 
oldest graduated from St. Joseph’s U. in Philly in May 
2019, while her younger son is a junior at U. of Delaware. 
Like many of us, Amy’s greatest joy is being able to spend 
time with her family. I am sure she would be delighted 
to serve them a pizza like she used to enjoy from Pudgie’s 
after polo on a Friday night. (Upon reading Amy’s notes, 
I confess that I had to look up Pudgie’s and the eques-
trian center, given I was unfamiliar with either of them.) 

Ming Wong, MBA ’89, joined Enuma Inc., an early 
childhood edtech startup that won the $15 million Global 
Learning XPRIZE competition. He works with project fund-
ers, implementation partners, and government policy-
makers to design growth strategies for the future scaling 
of Enuma School globally. Working for Enuma to bring 
e-learning to children aged 5-8 so that every child may 
learn basic literacy and numeracy skills regardless of their 
location brings Ming great satisfaction. Also bringing him 
joy was the recent marriage of daughter Zoe Wong ’13 
to Alex Chan in Lake Tahoe in February 2020. 

Despite a summer where plans evaporated, 1,300 
talented (and lucky) high school students attended the 
2020 Cornell Summer College program. Among them 
were our classmates’ children: Thomas Bakos, son of 
Edmond ’85, BArch ’86, and Karen Gottschalk Bakos 
’83; Ryan Kiernan, son of Maryann McLaughlin and 
John Kiernan; and Lena and Maya Thakor, daughters of 
Sudip and Joan Button Thakor. Summer College is one 
of the longest running and most prestigious precollege 
programs of its kind. It offers high school students the 
chance to earn credit and prepare for college while 
taking regular Cornell classes with top faculty members. 

As this will be my fnal column for the magazine, before 
Class Notes becomes part of the new alumni communi-
cations hub this summer, and due to the paucity of news, 
I will take this opportunity to share my personal update. 
Well before I ever became pregnant with my children 
(Reid, 20, and Sam, 18), as a student in a course on 
maternal and child nutrition I was frst exposed to the 

https://gmail.com
http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes
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problem of postpartum depression. What was one lecture 
grew into a vocation. For the last 25 years, I have special-
ized in perinatal psychiatry, the treatment of women either 
pregnant or postpartum. Over much of the last decade, 
I have also worked on a state level (Georgia) to improve 
the general health of this population and decrease the 
deaths among them. Among the problems faced by these 
women is a lack of access to mental healthcare. After 
hours of meetings and planning, a program was devel-
oped that will provide needed consultation and education 
for providers and their patients. If you want to learn more 
about what we are doing, go to peace4momsga.org. 
When not seeing patients or administering to our out-
patient program at Emory, I am enjoying time with my 
partner, Robert Mandelbaum ’81, and my sons. Robert 
and I are experimenting a lot with our Instant Pot, planning 
virtual programs for the local Cornell Club, and dreaming 
of traveling. One of our frst post-pandemic trips (hope-
fully) will be to Ithaca for our respective Reunions in June. 

Given that this was written in December, please ac-
cept my best wishes to you and your families for the 
new year. When you have a few minutes, please jot a few 
lines and send them to any of us, your class correspon-
dents. We look forward to seeing you in June! v Toby 
Goldsmith, toby.goldsmith@gmail.com; Lori Wagner, 
loriwagner86@gmail.com; Michael Wagner, mwagner 
123@gmail.com. Online news form, http://alumni.  
cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

87 Greetings, classmates. I am writing to you after 
Thanksgiving and hope that you are in good 

health and enjoyed time spent with loved ones—either 
virtually or in person.Thanksgiving at our home was quiet, 
but Ken and I were very grateful to have a full nest once 
again and to celebrate with our children. Here’s wishing 
you a New Year that’s flled with better times for us all. 

Marnie Dreifuss Gelfman is really excited to be 
launching a subscription art box that coordinates with 
online art lessons with her son, Max. Exploringcolors.com 
should be live by January 1 and is designed for children 
K-5. “We think this idea will be particularly important as 
more children will be home with remote learning and are 
looking for creative and fun outlets.” 

Bob and Lindsay Liotta Forness ’84, like many, 
enjoyed a “silver lining” during their lockdown in Lang-
horne, PA—time with their adult children. Daughter Keri 
Forness ’15, her boyfriend, Jordan Krebs (a Penn State 
MD/PhD student now in a Cornell lab), and son Brian 
Forness ’20 and his girlfriend, Emily McGrath ’22, all 
spent some time together in Pennsylvania. Keri is now 
studying in Bologna, Italy, for her frst year in the Johns 
Hopkins SAIS graduate program. Brian graduates from 
Cornell in December. “Hopefully, we can all be vacci-
nated and celebrating in Ithaca for his Commencement 
in the spring.” Bob and Lindsay are “again spending 
most of our time in Bermuda and holidays in Pennsyl-
vania, and, of course, connecting on Cornell Zoom calls 
from everywhere!” 

Emma Diamond, daughter of Kim Diamond; Hannah 
Friedman, daughter of David and Jessica Friedman; 
Elliott Lazar, son of Alexander and Victoria Lazar; Hannah 
Lewis, daughter of Carrie Lewis, JD ’90; Lila O’Gorman, 
daughter of Nathalie and Hugh O’Gorman; Charles 
Rosenblum, son of David and Jeanette Kulka Rosen-
blum; and Helen Whitney, daughter of Liz and Christopher 
Whitney were all among the 1,300 talented high school 
students who attended the 2020 Cornell Summer Col-
lege program. Summer College, now more than 60 years 
old, is one of the longest running and most prestigious 

precollege programs of its kind. It offers high school 
students the chance to earn credit and prepare for college 
while taking regular Cornell classes with top university 
faculty members. For more information, see: precollege. 
cornell.edu. 

Please keep sending your news our way. We love 
hearing from you! You can submit a news form or e-mail 
any of us at the following addresses:vLisa Burns Griffn, 
lag77@cornell.edu; Whitney Weinstein Goodman, 
wwg5@cornell.edu; Liz Brown, etb29@cornell.edu. 

88 Well, it is spring once again and time to be 
coming out from our winter hibernation. I for 

one am looking forward to grass and fowers and green 
leaves on the trees. Since the start of COVID-19 (and 
because of it) there have been some changes in my life, 
so I will begin with my own update. I (Debbie Kaplan 
Gershenson) have changed jobs and am now working 
at Centre Safe, in State College, PA. Centre Safe is an 
organization that provides services to victims of domestic 
violence and sexual assault. Specifcally, I work directly 
with the Children’s Advocacy Center in Bellefonte, PA, 
and see families who come through their doors due to 
their children’s victimization. I am fnding my role as the 
victims/legal advocate very rewarding, as I am able to 
guide and support my clients through their journey of 
healing from sexual and physical violence as well as 
navigate the legal processes they face while seeking 
justice from their abuse. 

Over this past summer, several of our classmates’ 
children were among the 1,300 talented high school 
students to take part in the 2020 Cornell Summer College 
program. They were Skyler Haines, daughter of Deborah 
Gross and Steve Haines, Alexandra Langley, daughter 
of Marielle Jan de Beur and Jim Langley, and Charlotte 

Levasseur, daughter of Laurent and Alison Diamond 
Levasseur. Summer College, now more than 60 years old, 
is one of the longest running and most prestigious pre-
college programs of its kind. It offers high school students 
the opportunity to earn credit and prepare for college while 
taking regular Cornell classes with top university faculty. 
For more information on enrolling your children in this 
summer’s program, please go to precollege.cornell.edu. 

Carole Mathews, director of the Center for OCD, 
Anxiety, and Related Disorders and professor at U. of 
Florida, has written a new book titled Recognizing and 
Treating Hoarding Disorder: How Much is Too Much? 
This is a comprehensive and clinical book on hoarding, 
for both clinicians and the lay public, and covers every 
aspect of the disorder. Topics include epidemiology and 
impact, screening tools and clinical interview tools for 
assessment, differential diagnosis and co-occurring 
disorders, and much more. I am pleased to share that 
Adam Friedman was recognized in the Best Lawyers 
in America 2021 listing. Since it was frst published in 
1983, Best Lawyers has become universally regarded as 
the defnitive guide to legal excellence, with lists com-
piled based on an exhaustive peer-review evaluation. 
Congratulations, Adam! 

We have received a new update from Alison Minton 
on her now famous cockatoo, Chris. After his stint on 
“Saturday Night Live” with Daniel Craig, a PR colleague 
of Alison’s suggested she start up a TikTok account for 
him and work on Chris’s social media presence during 
the pandemic to keep his career alive. Chris (at the time 
of this writing) has 41K followers and is closing in on 
one million likes on his videos! He has taught himself 
to dance and twirl and he uses props like straws, chop-
sticks, pens, and whatever he can get his feet around. 
His fans go crazy for his dances, and TikTok invited him 

35th Reunion! 
We’re celebrating whether it’s

 in person or virtual. 
Written a book? Created a business? 

Found a cure? Share it with us 
at Reunion. 

Contact 
Dina Lewisohn Shaw 

dinalshaw@gmail.com 
Lisa Hellinger Manaster
lisamanaster8@gmail.com 

Katie Roth Boyar
boyar.katie@gmail.com 

June 10-13, 2021 
Mark your calendars and bring your Big Red spirit.

For more details, visit our class website: 
http://classof86.alumni.cornell.edu 
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to become an offcial content creator, which means he is 
now getting paid by TikTok to create content! (Bird seed, 
Alison notes, but every bit helps during a pandemic.) 
Based on his social media popularity and his dancing 
videos he was hired by a new pet app called Edgy Pet to 
be an offcial infuencer for their site. They relaunched in 
December as Purrch. The pandemic has been a boon to 
Chris’s career. If anyone would like to follow him, he is 
@christhecockatoo on all his social media! 

Stephen Aschettino has an exciting new position at 
Reed Smith. It was announced on December 16 that he 
joined the Global Corporate Group’s FinTech practice as 
a partner in the New York offce. James Tandler, chair of 
the US Corporate Group writes, “Stephen is widely re-
garded for his business acumen and depth of knowledge 
concerning the rapidly developing and advancing pay-
ments technology industry sector. His arrival at the frm 

‘Scott Whitney has been busy rolling 
out community versions of Monopoly 
all over the country.’ 

R O S E  T A N A S U G A R N  ’ 9 0  

is timely, as payments technology and blockchain appli-
cations to fnancial services are critical for businesses 
dealing with the impact of COVID-19 and the rapidly 
growing demand to offer domestic and cross-border pay-
ments solutions for traditional, online, and application-
based business.” Congratulations are in order! 

As always, thank you to everyone who contributed 
to this edition of the alumni news. Please keep your up-
dates coming! In these days of social distancing and 
staying apart, now more than ever we need ways of stay-
ing connected! You can send news by using the online 
news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/, or by 
e-mailing any of your class correspondents! v Debbie 
Kaplan Gershenson, dag97@cornell.edu; Aliza Stein 
Angelchik, aangelchik@sonorusbrand.com; Lynn Berni, 
smartymc66-cornell@yahoo.com. 

89 Dear classmates: I’m sending my heartfelt 
condolences to those of you who have ex-

perienced personal losses during the last year, and 
indeed sending a Big Red hug to everyone—and hoping 
that by the time you’re reading this all of our lives will 
be returning to a safer, and stabler-feeling, new normal. 
Not much news to report this time, maybe as a result of 
a lot of things being put on hold during the pandemic, 
but I know that many of us have drawn strength from our 
Cornell connections during this diffcult time. Sadly, this 
is my last column for the current form of Cornell Alumni 
Magazine, which will cease production soon. While I’m 
sorry to say goodbye to the magazine—and glad that 
the print magazine I’ve worked for in real life all these 
years, EatingWell, is still in print for now!—we’ll still have 
these Class Notes in a yet-to-be-determined new for-
mat. So please continue to keep in touch by e-mailing 
one of your four correspondents (see the end of the 
column for our e-mails) as well as on our class Facebook 
page and our class page at www.alumni.cornell.edu. 
And stay tuned for a new digital-frst publication for 
alumni news that’s set to launch in July! 

On to our little bit of news this time: Andrea Reinwald 
Dabbar wrote to let us know that her daughter, Katie 
Dabbar, is a member of the CALS Class of ’24. Wishing 
Katie a happy four years on the Hill! 

Our classmate Antoinette LaVecchia sent in an in-
spiring update about how she’s stayed busy during these 
tough times. She lives in Norwalk, CT, with her husband, 
Stephen Turner, and remembers Moosewood Café as her 
favorite dining experience on or off campus. Here’s what 
she wrote (in November): “I’m a performer, writer, and 
educator—I play a recurring character, Lucia Francavella, 
in the reboot of ‘Mad About You,’ and I have also played 
Judge Aimes on the TV show ‘Bull’ this year. COVID has 
completely stopped my career. [Note to readers: so she 
says, but read on!] However, I have been doing readings 
of new plays and writing new material, and I was asked 
to join a radio station. Learning new skills. I have a new 

podcast, ‘Compass with Antoinette LaVecchia.’” Here’s 
the description I found of her podcast: “Hosted by the 
award-winning actress, playwright, director, teacher, and 
sometimes psychic Antoinette LaVecchia. In each epi-
sode, a new guest talks about their unique and magical 
journey in the world. Topics range from the deeply spirit-
ual to the deeply silly.” Antoinette goes on to say that 
she’s been connecting with friends and colleagues on 
Zoom, visiting her family with social distancing, and 
taking classes to learn new things. “I wish I could visit 
my family in Italy. I wish I could hug my parents again,” 
she writes. Antoinette, here’s hoping that your update 
is out-of-date soon, and you are able to resume your 
preferred activities. 

As we all adapted in our individual lives throughout 
this year of pandemic, so did many of the programs at 
Cornell, including the Summer College program. And 
several of our classmates’ children were able to take part 
in this prestigious precollege program. Summer College 
(precollege.cornell.edu) offers high school students the 
chance to earn credit and prepare for college while taking 
regular Cornell classes with top university faculty mem-
bers, and it’s one of the longest-running programs of its 
kind, now more than 60 years old. Did any of you members 
of the Class of ’89 attend yourselves back in the day? 
Well, here are the children of classmates who participated 
in summer 2020: William Flowers (David and Carolyn 
Day Flowers), Casey Galishoff (Allyson Buchalter and 
Alan Galishoff), Jason Haims (Russ and Rachel Freelund 
Haims), Aidan Herz (Alex and Ella Schoenberg Herz), 
Alexandra Jenkins (Arthur and Linda Chase Jenkins), 
Sophie Krantz (Stefan and Tracy Evans Krantz ’90), 
Ryan Lipton (Kyle and Judy Lipton), Alexander Mavian 
(Andrew and Kari Mavian), and Sarah Pambianchi 
(Michael and Christy Clark Pambianchi ’90). I wonder 
how many of these kids will end up being college class-
mates. Best of luck to them, and to all of you. See you 
online! And hopefully at our 35th Reunion in three years! 
v Anne Czaplinski Treadwell, ac98@cornell.edu; Kris 

Borovicka Gerig, kgerig@columbus.rr.com; Stephanie 
Bloom Avidon, savidon1@hotmail.com; Lauren Kidder 
McGarry, laurenkiddermcgarry@gmail.com. 

90 My co-class columnist, Allan Rousselle, had 
some good news to share from Washington 

State: “In 2020 I managed to sell a few short stories to 
various anthologies, two of which were released late in 
the year and at least one more (and possibly two) may 
be published in early 2021. A complete list of anthologies 
that my fction and humor appears in can be found on my 
author page at http://www.amazon.com/author/allan 
rousselle. In other news, I continue to live in the greater 
Seattle area with my three boys. I’m fortunate to be able 
to work from home during the pandemic restrictions while 
my younger two are also attending their schools remote-
ly. My oldest, in the meantime, is studying aerospace 
engineering at Purdue U. COVID-19 restrictions have put 
a profound damper on his freshman year experience, 
but our family is nonetheless fortunate to be otherwise 
weathering the pandemic storm.” 

Many Class of 1990 progeny were fortunate to partici-
pate in Cornell’s Summer College Program. Founded in 
1960, it is one of the longest running and most prestigious 
pre-college programs of its kind and offers high school 
students the chance to earn credit and prepare for college 
while taking classes with Cornell’s top faculty members. 
Formore details,please visit http://precollege.cornell.edu. 
2020 participants included: Jenna Berkman, daughter of 
Tony and Cindy Levine Berkman, PhD ’01; Alexa Dattner, 
daughter of Michael Dattner,DVM ’94, and Silke Bogart, 
DVM ’92; Joshua Faber, son of Jeffrey and Rochelle 
Klein Faber ’92; Dylan Kenniff, son of James and Alice 
Alonge Kenniff, MS’91; Sophie Krantz, daughter of Stefan 
’89 and Tracy Evans Krantz; Andrew Miller, son of 
Joseph and Karen Miller; Christopher Yang, son of Ray-
mond Yang ’89, BS ’90, ME ’91; and Sarah Pambianchi, 
daughter of Scott’89 and ChristineClarkPambianchi. 
A Big Red congratulations also goes out to Sarah’s broth-
er Phineas ’21, who will soon graduate from Cornell. 

In California, some of our classmates have become 
public servants. A hearty congratulations is in order for 
David Cohen, who was sworn in as San Jose City Council-
member for District 4 in January after winning a tight race 
over an incumbent. David’s successful election to the 
full-time position meant retirement from his 21-year po-
sition with Lam Research in the semiconductor industry. 

Further down the coast, my former 528 Stewart house-
mate Scott Hayes was appointed to the Hermosa Beach 
Public Works Commission. “Although COVID has made 
everything crazy, the company I work for does a lot of work 
forAmazon and other large companies that need big ware-
houses (one in Ontario, CA, is the size of 25 football felds!), 
so we have been very busy as more shopping goes from 
in-person to online. This year I was promoted to VP/ 
director of estimating at Millie and Severson Inc.” Last 
November, Scott and I had a blast participating in the 
Cornell Friendsgiving virtual dumpling making lesson 
with Irene Li ’12 of Mei Mei. Scott and his wife, Rachel, 
have been married 22 years. They were members of 
Leadership Hermosa Beach’s Class of 2020, where they 
learned about the ins and outs of running their commu-
nity. To celebrate completing the program, Rachel and 
Scott personalized a brick at the new frehouse in grati-
tude to their local frefghters. 

Scott Whitney, a former South Bay resident now 
residing in Rhode Island, has been busy rolling out com-
munity versions of Monopoly all over the country. At past 
Reunions, Scott has been our hook-up for toys and games 

http://precollege.cornell.edu
http://www.amazon.com/author/allan
mailto:laurenkiddermcgarry@gmail.com
mailto:savidon1@hotmail.com
mailto:kgerig@columbus.rr.com
mailto:ac98@cornell.edu
https://precollege.cornell.edu
www.alumni.cornell.edu
mailto:smartymc66-cornell@yahoo.com
mailto:aangelchik@sonorusbrand.com
mailto:dag97@cornell.edu
http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes
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for Class of 1990 kids. Thanks, Scott! From Mumbai, 
Samir Somaiya,MS ’92, MBA ’93, wrote, “Books are there 
to open our minds and broaden our horizons. They are 
places to escape to and also to fnd oneself. Bookshops 
are meant to be a home for book lovers, where they can 
stay, feel at home, and lose themselves. Amrita and I 
dreamt up KitabKhana almost ten years ago to create 
such a place. A fre damaged the shop and we are tempo-
rarily closed, but we will be back to being the favorite 
bookstore that so many have grown to love.” KitabKhana, 
meaning “palace library,” and its 45,000 volumes were 
lost when a devastating fre broke out in its café’s 
kitchen in December. Celebrating its tenth anniversary 
in March 2021, it will once again be housed in Somaiya 
Bhavan, the family’s 150-year-old colonial structure in 
the arts district of South Mumbai. From one bookworm 
to another, my prayers and best wishes go to Samir on 
restoring his passion project. Defnitely looking forward 
to a visit to see KitabKhana in person once it is safe to 
travel again. 

December also saw the end of my local engagement 
consultant stint at WHO Kobe Center. It was fascinating 
to be part of the organization in the midst of the global 
pandemic, and to experience frsthand the pressure of 
political controversy, including threatening phone calls 
and letters from Japanese right wingers for what they per-
ceived as director general Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus’s 
pro-China stance. I’m happy to say that I don’t face the 
same pressure as secretary of the Cornell Asian Alumni 
Assn. (CAAA), although some of the discussions about 
whom to honor at the virtual Pan-Asian Celebration be-
came quite lively at times. As a newbie to the board last 
September, I am putting my Class of 1990 20th Reunion 
chairexperiencetowork asCAAA’s2021 Reunionco-chair. 
Although it seems highly unlikely that an in-person Re-
union can be held, my fngers are crossed for a pilgrimage 
to Ithaca in June. 

Until we are next able to set foot on the Hill, reminisce 
with your fellow classmates and other Cornellians at the 
virtual Global Mixers! In addition to a group for the Class 
of 1990, there are breakout rooms for fraternities, soror-
ities, and other clubs and organizations. For more infor-
mation, search for “CornellGlobalMixers” on Facebook, 
Instagram, and LinkedIn. v Rose Tanasugarn, nt28@ 
cornell.edu; Allan Rousselle, agr2@cornell.edu. Online 
news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

91 Last time I wrote, COVID-19 had just hit. This 
time I write as the virus is spiking again. Time 

is at a standstill. There is a light at the end of the tunnel, 
though, as a vaccine is here. It’s a Big Red light, and these 
classmates are in motion toward it—one step, one cycle, 
one stroke at a time. 

Alix Mellis-Brown recently leaped from Edgemont, 
NY, to Madison, CT. “It was always my plan to move when 
my youngest graduated high school. I thought I would 
couch-surf around the world for a year while my kids 
were doing their thing. Then COVID hit and, well, it’s had 
its impact on everyone and everything.” A Fine Arts major 
on the Hill, Alix never stepped too far from the art world 
and focused on Jewish education for many years as an 
instructor and administrator. “I loved working with teens 
and using photography, history, and art as a way to engage 
them in social justice and help them feel empowered to 
impact positive change.” These days, Alix runs her own 
photography and art business,“which is front-and-center 
after often taking a back seat to other things.” 

To stay mentally and physically ft, Alix joined a hiking 
and running club in her new hometown. “I have a goal to 

hike many if not all of the trails that run from the Connecti-
cut shoreline to Massachusetts.” Though she is in Yale 
country, Alix, often seen with her two rescue dogs and 
Big Red “C” hat, has “met friendly Cornellians on the trails 
and about town.” Alix’s children are following closely in 
her footsteps. “Jack, 23, graduated from U. of Maine 
Honors College, thru-hiked the Appalachian Trail, and is 
headed into the Peace Corps (if they don’t delay again); 
Max, 21, lives in Denver, CO, and is working toward 
ascending all the 14ers (mountain peaks exceeding 
14,000 feet) and getting involved in helping at-risk youth 
through hiking and wilderness; and Charlotte, 19, is a 
sophomore at Lehigh, which always reminds me of a 
mini-Cornell when I visit!” 

Judith Germano, from Montclair, NJ, skillfully cycles 
among roles as a distinguished fellow and professor at 
NYU’s Center for Cybersecurity, an adjunct professor at 
NYU School of Law, leader of NYU’s Women Leaders in 
Cybersecurity programming, and founder and operator 
of a boutique law frm specializing in all things cyber-
security. A Communications and Business Marketing 
major back in the day, Judi is in the thick of things in a 
post-COVID-19 world. “Cybersecurity, a top priority for 
industry and government, has become an even more 
pressing concern during the global pandemic, with a 
tremendous shift to a remote workforce; hospitals and 
other organizations victimized by ransomware attacks; 
threats of intellectual property theft, data manipulation, 
and supply chain disruptions; and the prolifc spread 
of misinformation.” 

Judi has proudly completed fve Ironman triathlons 
(140.6 miles = 2.4-mile swim+ 112-mile bike + 26.2-mile 
run), including a top-ten age-group fnish, and has earned 
Ironman All World Athlete status for 2020. Rather than 
making her absent, Judi’s training helps her be more pres-
ent in her job. “Strangely, being an iron-distance triathlete 
has some analogies to good cybersecurity: it requires an 
interdisciplinary approach; you must train and prepare 
in advance, all year; good equipment helps but the human 
factor is key; there are issues and surprises that you 
cannot control so you must adapt quickly; and good com-
munication (internally and externally) is critical.” Judi and 
her family can’t wait to get back on the Big Red wagon: 
“My husband, Michael Bonarti ’87, and I were married 
at Sage Chapel in 1998, with our reception at the Statler. 
We still make trips to Cornell with our two children at least 
twice a year to see Cornell hockey at Lynah Rink, and 
we have traveled to see Cornell hockey at Princeton(men’s 
and women’s teams), the ECACs, MSG, and elsewhere.” 

“Where in the world isGreg Meier?” some classmates 
and I often ask. Greg, who studied History in Ithaca, 
reports, “I’ve been working in the Foreign Service for the 
State Dept. for the last 11 years, mostly focusing on 
economic diplomacy. In this time, I have lived and worked 
in Karachi, Budapest, Washington, DC, and Lima.” As of 
this writing, Greg is preparing himself for a new admin-
istration, and, as a music lover, he is excited that the 
nominee for Secretary of State “is a Lou Reed fan and 
has played with Grant Hart and Alex Chilton (infuential 
alt-rockers)!” Greg and his family are currently in Brasilia, 
“which is an easy place to live with consistently great 
weather and tons of opportunities for outdoor fun.” He 
is soaking in that fawless weather while continuing to 
perfect his swim stroke. “I’ve joined a ten-person open 
water swim team and we compete in races in some 
truly stunning locations.” When not working or swimming, 
Greg enjoys his family. “My wife, Scarlet, is a children’s 
book illustrator and recently completed two projects for 
a Spanish-language publisher, and our son, Matias, is 

currently a senior in high school and busy applying to 
colleges (fngers crossed for Cornell!).” Greg keeps in 
touch with a good group of Cornell friends, some of whom 
live near his permanent home base in the D.C. area. 

The Big Red light dimmed but never turned off during 
the COVID pandemic for these classmates and is begin-
ning to shine more brightly. Though they have traveled 
different paths, each of them, and all of us, share one 
momentous path in 2021. Alix said it best: “One of my 
favorite things about Cornell is the friendships that have 
lasted all these years. We continue to be a part of each 
other’s lives, and I can’t believe that our 30th Reunion is 
almost here!” And what a Reunion it will be. 

News to share? Send an online news form at: http:// 
alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. Or, contact any of us 
directly at: v Joe Marraccino, Joe.Marraccino@wfaf 
net.com; Wendy Milks Coburn, wmilkscoburn@me. 
com; J. Tim Vanini, lavanooche@icloud.com; Lori 
Woodring, lori.woodring@yahoo.com. 

92 Greetings, Class of ’92ers! As we put 2020 
in the rearview mirror, it’s time to share some 

news and stories from our fellow classmates as we look 
forward to a better 2021. Cheers! 

Mat Zucker writes that he is the head of the market-
ing practice at Prophet Strategy. He has just published 
his memoir, Bronze Seeks Silver: Lessons from a Creative 
Career in Marketing. Mat says, “A big infuence was 
working for Madison & Tower, the student-run ad agency, 
while at Cornell.” Congratulations! I’m looking forward to 
reading it. 

Continuing with our class publishing trend, another 
congratulatory shout-out goes to Sam Levis, who re-
cently published Fear Begets Murder. His book considers 
the question, “What if George Floyd’s death were part 
of a conspiracy?” Here’s a bit of a preview: “Our heroine, 
Annette, has long struggled to ft in as a Black female, 
raised by a single white mom. When Annette marries Phil, 
a white cop and model husband, she’s ready to relish 
her beautiful partnership and live her happily-ever-after. 
But a deadly conspiracy stirs ghosts from her past and 
forces her to rethink her identity, even as she’s fghting 
for her life—and for that of Phil’s.” To learn more, go to: 
https://www.goodreads.com/work/editions/87038 
824-fear-begets-murder. This is Sam’s frst work of fction 
(published under the pseudonym Sam Diego) as an 
expression of his frustration about ongoing race strug-
gles in the US. 

Matt Hutcheson, MS ’95, meets up annually with four 
’92 classmates: Seth Schulman, Pete Gordon, Steve 
Wang, and Dave Dawson. He writes that some of their 
get-togethers have taken them to Philadelphia, Provi-
dence, Lake George, Atlantic City, class Reunions (of 
course!), and even hiking the Inca Trail to Machu Picchu! 
He also shares some updates of his fellow travelers. 
Seth continues to work with authors around the world, 
appears on bestseller lists, and wins literary awards. 
Pete leads the ExxonMobil chemical engineering think 
tank. Steve is a full professor of statistics at Swarthmore 
College. Dave is a real-life rocket scientist sending sat-
ellites into space. And Matt owns a company providing 
analytics to the life sciences. He says that they are plan-
ning a trip next fall if anyone has ideas to share! Thanks 
Matt—can’t wait to hear about your next adventure! 

Many classmates had their own future Cornellians 
attend Cornell’s Summer College last year. In no partic-
ular order, we would like to acknowledge the many 
talented children of our classmates who took part in the 
program: Joshua Faber, son of Jeffrey ’90 and Rochelle 

https://www.goodreads.com/work/editions/87038
mailto:lori.woodring@yahoo.com
mailto:lavanooche@icloud.com
mailto:Joe.Marraccino@wfafi
https://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes
http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes
mailto:agr2@cornell.edu
https://cornell.edu
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Klein Faber (Joshua’s brother, Scott, is in the Class of 
’23); Zack Ginesin, son of Brad and Lucia Ginesin; 
Marcela Goldfscher, daughter of Mariano and Emily 
Kanders Goldfscher; Noah Goldman, son of Alyssa 
Cohen; Aerin Mok, daughter of Winnie Li and Kwan Mok; 
Leah Pak, daughter of Jae and Barbara Pak; Alexander 
Popolow, son of Brett Popolow and Shari Brandt; and 
Clair Sapilewski, daughter of Alison Nordt and Glen 
Sapilewski. Congrats to all of the attendees! Summer 
College, now more than 60 years old, is one of the long-
est running and most prestigious precollege programs 
of its kind. It offers high school students the chance to 
earn credit and prepare for college while taking regular 
Cornell classes with top university faculty members. For 
more info, see: http://precollege.cornell.edu/. 

That’s all for now. Keep on sharing, and best of luck 
to all in 2021! v Lois Duffy Castellano, LKD2@cornell. 
edu; Jean Kintisch, jmk226@cornell.edu. 

93 Happy spring, all! We continue to persevere 
through the pandemic, and look forward to 

when we can all be together again. We are fortunate to 
feature a December 2020 interview by our class presi-
dent, Mike McMahon, with our classmate Dr. James 
Murray, who has been on the front lines of the battle 
against COVID-19. We are thankful to Dr. Murray for what 
he does every day, and for taking the time to share his 
experiences and how Cornell helped shape his career. 

MM: Jim, can you introduce yourself and outline how 
you, as a physician, have been affected by COVID? 

JM: Thanks, Mike. I am a pulmonary intensivist. The 
majority of my specialty work is in treatment of lung dis-
orders (as a pulmonologist). Like most pulmonologists, 
I am also a critical care physician, which means that I 
work in intensive care units (ICUs). I also specialize in 
sleep medicine as part of my outpatient practice, and am 
based out of Rochester, NY. The COVID pandemic has 
affected me and my partners, largely by shifting our work 
and practice from a mixture of inpatient and outpatient 
work, to almost exclusively working in the ICUs of our local 
health system. In Upstate New York, early this spring, we 
were watching what New York City was going through and 
anticipating the worst. Fortunately, the surge of patients 
at that time was quite manageable, and well before the 
summer we were back to business as usual. It did, how-
ever, force some planning and logistical groundwork for 
the much larger surge we are seeing now. For the last 
several weeks, as this second surge continues, we have 
gone back to being largely hospital based. 

MM: As we are having this discussion, headlines over 
the last few weeks refer to COVID cases and deaths as 
setting new daily records. Is this as bad as it seems? 

JM: Mike, it is as bad as it seems. I understand how 
the question is raised, especially as there is a bit of a 
disconnect between what people read or hear in the 
news and what people see in their daily lives. The fact is 
that most people with COVID do just fne, especially 
younger and healthier adults. There is also a percentage 
of people that get really sick or die, especially the old or 
generally ill, and this is not immediately visible to most 
people. We are all biased by what we see, and I person-
ally have a clearly bleak frame of reference because 
almost everyone I see with COVID is very sick. My take 
on the pandemic might be considerably different if I 
was not a witness to this. If I did not have this exposure, 
or perhaps if I was affected more by the fnancial impli-
cations of the shutdown, or prone to more cynical or 
conspiratorial viewpoints, then I could see how my 
perception might be different. 

MM: This morning, the headlines were about the Pfzer 
vaccine, which received emergency approval from the 
FDA two days ago and is expected to be arriving in 50 
states later today. Is this the solution to the pandemic? 

JM: Mike, the prospect of an imminent vaccine 
deployment has been very uplifting, to say the least. I 
personally anticipate getting my frst of two vaccinations 
within a few weeks. Speaking frankly, I have been pretty 
disappointed by the baseline vaccine hesitancy even 
pre-pandemic, back when there was less misinformation, 
and the whole issue was not politicized in the same way. 
Froma public health standpoint, this virus will continue to 
circulate until enough people have protective antibodies 
through illness or vaccination. I learned this concept back 
in biology class in “Old Rusty” and I think that the vac-
cines will be a huge step forward, but the degree to which 
people will agree to vaccinate will predict the length and 
breadth of this pandemic. 

MM: You refer to concepts from biology classes at Uris 
Hall. How do think your time at Cornell was relevant or 
infuenced you during this pandemic? 

JM: I took many things from our Cornell years, but al-
most 30 years later the details of Chem 207 and similar 
classes are a little distant. What seems more important 
and valuable at this point are the friendships and relation-
ships that developed there and have been sustained 
since. If there is an upside to this pandemic, the opportu-
nity to reconnect with many of our classmates was a high 
point. I should also state that I recently impressed my 
two daughters with my foosball skills, which were honed 
in the common room at Alpha Gamma Rho three decades 
ago. I believe you put some hours at that table as well. 

MM: Wait, you spent four years at an Ivy League uni-
versity to impress your children at a foosball table? 

JM: That sounded better in my head. Let me take 
another stab at an answer. Cornell gave me an oppor-
tunity to establish the confdence, curiosity, and lifelong 
learning that led to this career. This was important, but 
equally important were the people, environment, and 
circumstances of the time. The Cornell I remember— 
Johnny’s Big Red, the Chapter House, Dunbar’s—and the 
crew from Mary Donlon that all decided to rush the same 
fraternity is what makes me so fond of the place. Cornell 
is different now, but you and I share many fond memories 
of the place. The education was excellent, but the connec-
tion to that place is something more rich and nuanced, 
and relates to the people and the experiences that sur-
rounded the education. I hope that my children someday 
have the same opportunity. 

Please keep in touch and drop any of us a line. We 
look forward to hearing from you. v Mia Blackler, mia 
blackler@yahoo.com; Melissa Moss, melimoss@yahoo. 
com; or Theresa Flores, taf6@cornell.edu. 

94 For more than 60 years, talented high school 
students have attended Cornell’s Summer 

College, one of the longest running and most prestigious 
precollege programs of its kind. It offers high school stu-
dents the chance to earn credit and prepare for college 
while taking regular Cornell classes with top university 
faculty members. Last summer, those students included 
Rachael Kaplan, daughter of Brian and Melissa Kaplan; 
Samuel Karsch, son of Michael and Erica Tuft Karsch; 
Jasper Owen, son of Josh Owen and Marsha Wittink 
’93; Charles Roth, son of Michael and Debra Roth; 
Sander Schulman, son of Jeremy Schulman and Celeste 
Murphy and grandson of Edwin Schulman, JD ’66; 
Sophie Stein, daughter of Jonathan and Jessica Bur-
stein Stein; Rachel Varsano, daughter of Joshua and 

Karen Ellis Varsano; Maria Yoshiyama, daughter of Joon 
Lee and Jorge Yoshiyama ’93, MBA ’96; and Sasha 
Youn, daughter of Albert Youn ’93, BA ’94. For more 
information, see: precollege.cornell.edu. 

How has your life changed—or not changed—recently? 
Drop any of us a line to let us know.vDineen Pashoukos 
Wasylik, dmp5@cornell.edu; Jennifer Rabin Marchant, 
jar1229@yahoo.com; Dika Lam, dikaweb@yahoo.com. 
Online news form,http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

95 For this—our second-to-last column in the 
magazine (sniff!)—we put out a call to class-

mates to learn how they have been impacted by COVID, 
and boy did they respond! I wish I could include every 
word of all of your amazing stories, but hopefully the 
synopses below do them justice. 

In the medical and health feld . . . Lawrence 
Shulman is chief medical offcer for the largest out-
patient medical enterprise in the Northeast. He was the 
clinical director and ran point on all things COVID starting 
in March. Lisa Febles Henson is a radiation oncologist 
at Trinitas Regional Medical Center in Elizabeth, NJ. Prior 
to COVID, her research focused on healthcare disparities 
in the Hispanic breast cancer population; with the pan-
demic disproportionately affecting Blacks and Hispanics, 
she had the unique opportunity to also study the impact 
of COVID on this group.Writes Lisa,“Like many physicians, 
I was forced to quickly implement protocols to safeguard 
our vulnerable cancer patients and ensure that they could 
continue daily radiation treatment throughout the pan-
demic. We implemented screening and temperature 
checks, distributed PPE, implemented social distancing, 
actively began routine SARs-CoV-2 testing for all patients, 
and implemented treatment strategies for cancer patients 
who tested positive. We collaborated with cancer centers 
throughout the state to strategize on best practices 
during these challenging and quickly evolving times.” 

Lisa also had the opportunity to present her various 
research at the American Society ofTherapeutic Radiation 
Oncology’s (ASTRO) virtual meeting in October. “It’s been 
an enormously challenging year that’s tested us greatly, 
not only physically and emotionally but also intellectually 
and even spiritually. We have witnessed so much sadness 
and death, but at the same time we are witnessing great 
strides in medicine and a new focus on the disparities in 
healthcare that has been greatly needed for some time. 
I am most grateful to have served my community and 
provide my cancer patients continued care throughout 
this diffcult time.” Four years ago, Shalaine Wang 
McLaughlin left the trading foor and Greenwich, CT, for 
the gym foor in Sarasota, FL, where she started teaching 
group ftness full time and became a master instructor 
for the Athletics and Fitness Assn. of America. When 
COVID hit, she pivoted to teach on Zoom, presented 
online at the NASM Optima conference, and started a 
webcast/podcast. Her husband, Chris, is still in auto-
mated homes, and her daughters, Jada and Jenna, attend 
USF and high school (a senior), respectively. 

From the academic world . . . Kim Smith Major is 
co-director of admission at George School, a boarding 
and day school in Newtown, PA (Bucks County), with 525 
students, 30 percent of which are international. As clerk 
of the response team that plotted out how to reopen 
school this fall, to shift gears through the year, and to 
plan for future, Kim writes, “It has been a TON of work. 
But while we had some isolated COVID cases in our day 
student and staff population (fewer than ten), we had NO 
faculty or boarding student cases and NO school spread. 
We were able to be open for boarding and day students 

https://form,http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes
mailto:dikaweb@yahoo.com
mailto:jar1229@yahoo.com
mailto:dmp5@cornell.edu
https://precollege.cornell.edu
mailto:taf6@cornell.edu
mailto:blackler@yahoo.com
https://since.If
mailto:jmk226@cornell.edu
http://precollege.cornell.edu
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‘Te prospect of an imminent vaccine 
deployment has been very uplifting.’ 

J A M E S  M U R R A Y  ’ 9 3  

all fall. Everyone has had to make sacrifces, but by doing 
so we stayed open and gave our domestic and interna-
tional students a campus experience. We also did the 
unusual thing of staying open through spring break and 
all of summer last year to continue to host interna-
tional students—even those who had graduated in the 
spring—so they could stay safe, avoid international 
travel, have fun, and, for the graduates, get to univer-
sity on time in the fall. It was a whole team effort.” 

Our class VP, Stephen Friedfeld, lives in Pasadena, 
CA, and is the co-founder of AcceptU (www.acceptu. 
com), a virtual college and graduate school admissions 
counseling frm. AcceptU celebrated its tenth anniver-
sary in 2020. Stephen writes, “It was challenging in 2010 
to convince people to work with us via video, e-mail, 
phone, and text, but we were fortunate not to miss a 
day of work when the COVID-related shutdown started 
in March.” AcceptU consists of 45 counselors, all former 
admissions offcers. Stephen himself returned to Cornell 
to work in admissions from 2000-04 and then worked 
at Princeton before coming up with the idea for AcceptU 
with co-founder Marc Zawel ’04. E-mail stephen@ 
acceptu.com for a Cornell ’95 discount if you have high 
school-aged students! 

In fact, one of Stephen’s happy clients is none other 
than one of our Reunion chairs, Lisa Powell Fortna. Lisa 
and husband Matthew were thrilled when their twins, 
Julia and Jane, were both accepted early decision to 
our alma mater. Julia is a Biometry and Statistics major 
in CALS and living in Lisa’s freshman dorm, Low Rise 7 
(“Shout-out to freshman roommate Susie Su!”). Writes 
Lisa, “Amazingly, my faculty fellow, Nava Scharf, with 
whom I have stayed in touch all of these years, is still 
the faculty fellow (although offcially retired as of June).” 
Jane is Bio & Society in CALS and living in Balch. Lisa 
had a great narrative on what life is like on campus now, 
so I will let her share in her own words: “(We had) COVID 
testing done at the Triphammer Mall. No parents in the 
dorms and quarantining for students until tests results 
were back. We weren’t able to help carry ‘stuff’ or even 
see their rooms—but had FaceTime tours and videos, 
so were able to still experience some of the excitement 
of opening the doors for the frst time. Cornell effec-
tively caught incoming cases and avoided a lot of early 
spread that other campuses experienced.” 

Stay safe and connected, friends. v Alison Torrillo 
French, amt7@cornell.edu. Class website, http://class 
of95.alumni.cornell.edu. Class Facebook page, http:// 
bit.ly/CU95FB. Online news form, http://www.alumni. 
cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

96 Over the last year, whether it’s from the news, 
our neighbors, or the ’net, many of us have 

gotten a refresher course in biology, bringing the concepts 
back to the forefront of our minds—especially as they 
relate to the causes of illness. But our classmate Joshua 
Mendell has pushed to the forefront of the feld! As 
one of only three winners of Memorial Sloan Kettering’s 
“Paul Marks Prize for Cancer Research,” he was honored 
at a symposium, presented with a medal, and awarded 
$50,000 for his research on noncoding microRNAs. A 
committee of prominent members of the cancer research 
community selected the winners. According to MSK’s 
president and CEO Craig Thompson, MD, “The selection 
committee unanimously felt that this year’s recipients 
have already signifcantly impacted the feld of cancer 
research and will continue to play major leadership roles 
in the coming years.” Joshua is a professor and the vice 
chair of the Dept. of Molecular Biology at UT Southwestern 

Medical Center. He is also a Howard Hughes Medical 
Inst. Investigator. 

Let’s take a look at our “bench strength”: of the 1,300 
talented high school students who attended the 2020 
Cornell Summer College program, a half-dozen of them 
were children of our classmates! Summer College, now 
more than 60 years old, is one of the longest running 
and most prestigious precollege programs of its kind. It 
offers high school students the chance to earn credit and 
prepare for college while taking regular Cornell classes 
with top university faculty members (www.precollege. 

cornell.edu). Our “summer alums” are Ashley Ahnert, 
daughter of Gregory and Amy Mekler Ahnert ’95, MD 
’00; Molly Beucler, daughter of Erin Fitzpatrick and 
Christopher Beucler; Judit Laidlaw, daughter of Judit 
Saenz-Badillos, MD ’01, and Douglas Laidlaw; Anika 
Mittle, daughter of Sumit ’95 and Reena Shah Mittle; 
Hamza Raza, son of Kanwal and Adnan Raza, ME ’96; 
and Ingrid Rodriguez-Vila, daughter of Ingrid Vila-Biaggi 
and Luis Rodriguez. Looks like talent runs in our family! 

Someone else with an eye for talent is our own Megan 
Wherry Menner, MILR ’03, who is SVP and head of human 
resources for CRISPR Therapeutics in Cambridge, MA. 
Her spouse is Matthew. Their twins (a boy and a girl) 
are in kindergarten and their older son is in third grade. 
While Megan is working on balancing it all and still get-
ting enough sleep, she is also looking forward to our big 
Reunion, which is undergoing massive planning efforts. 

Another classmate who knows all about pulling big 
initiatives together is Jennifer Patt, who has just joined 
Blank Rome LLP’s New York offce as an associate in the 
corporate, M&A, and securities group. She was formerly 
at Cahill Gordon & Reindel LLP. Blank Rome is an Am Law 
100 frm with 14 offces and more than 600 attorneys 
and principals who provide comprehensive legal and 
advocacy services to clients, operating in the US and 
around the world. Jennifer concentrates her practice on 
investment management matters, representing regis-
tered investment companies, independent boards of 
directors/trustees of registered investment companies 
and business development companies, and investment 
advisers on a wide range of regulatory, compliance, and 
corporate governance matters under the federal securi-
ties law. She has a JD from Fordham U. School of Law. 

That’s a lot of good news! Looking forward to sharing 
more this year in this column, and through our 25th 
Reunion! v Lee Hendelman, LeeHProHelp@gmail.com. 

97 Last summer, Alexandra Baeckler, daughter of 
Gregg and Tracy Baeckler; Jack Fitzpatrick, 

son of Andrew, MBA ’03, and Jennifer Orendorff Fitz-
patrick, MBA ’03; Sabrina Hammond, daughter of Ed-
ward ’91 and Carmela Leung Hammond, MBA ’97, 
and granddaughter of Edward Hammond ’59; and 
Zachary Turinsky, son of Samara Friedman and Daniel 
Turinsky were among the 1,300 talented high school 
students who attended the 2020 Cornell Summer College 
program. Summer College, now more than 60 years old, 
is one of the longest running and most prestigious pre-
college programs of its kind. It offers high school students 

the chance to earn credit and prepare for college while 
taking regular Cornell classes with top university fac-
ulty members. For more information, see: precollege. 
cornell.edu. 

If you haven’t sent in your news in a while, please take 
a moment to write to us. What has been your biggest 
takeaway from the pandemic? What lessons have you 
learned that you will carry with you going forward? Let 
us know. v Sarah Deardorff Carter, sjd5@cornell.edu; 
Erica Broennle Nelson, ejb4@cornell.edu. Online news 
form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class/notes/. 

98 Being a part of the Big Red family has always 
meant being a part of a community of people 

who have witnessed the beautiful sunsets on Libe Slope, 
caught a concert at Bailey Hall, and crammed for prelims 
in Uris or Mann Library. We have a bond. We are Cornell. 
During this unprecedented time, the connections we 
made at Cornell and since our time there have remained 
important and, in some cases, have been rekindled and 
deepened. Thank you for continuing to share your lives 
with us and embracing the CU family! 

Gabriel Borden writes that he attended the Cornell 
Summer College program in the summers of 1985 and 
1986. He graduated with a BA in Physics from Cornell. 
His daughter Juliet Borden ’22 attended during the 
summer of 2017 and is now a junior in CALS! Son Isaac 
attended this past summer and has just applied early 
decision to Cornell. Heather and William Knuff, MBA 
’98, also tell us that their daughter Alta Knuff was among 
the talented high schoolers who attended this prestigious 
precollege program. 

If you’d like to share your news with your classmates, 
please access the online news form at http://www. 
alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/ or you can e-mail me 
at: v Uthica Jinvit Utano, udj1@cornell.edu. 

99 By now you may have received your annual 
News and Dues mailing from your class. If 

you flled out the accompanying Share Your News form, 
look for your news in a future edition of the Class Notes. 
If you haven’t sent us an update in a while, please take 
a moment to fll out the form at http://alumni.cornell. 
edu/class-notes. Whether your news is big or small, we 
want to hear from you! v Class of 1999, c/o Cornell 
Alumni Magazine, 401 East State St., Suite 301, Ithaca, 
NY 14850; e-mail, abb83@cornell.edu. 

00 Hello, fellow alumni. I hope you all are in good 
health. If you have any announcements to 

share, you can fll out the class notes form or send them 
to me at: v Denise Williams, ddw7@cornell.edu. 

01 Our 20th Reunion is just around the corner! 
Dozens of us have had “REUNION!”marked on 

our calendars for months—if not four-plus years?—and 
are now counting the days until June 10-13, 2021. 
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter (@Cornell2001) for 
the latest updates, and please reach out if you have any 
questions or suggestions. As I write this column, the frst 
COVID-19 vaccines are being administered, with priority 

mailto:ddw7@cornell.edu
mailto:abb83@cornell.edu
http://alumni.cornell
mailto:udj1@cornell.edu
https://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes
http://www
mailto:LeeHProHelp@gmail.com
https://cornell.edu
http://alumni.cornell.edu/class/notes
mailto:ejb4@cornell.edu
mailto:sjd5@cornell.edu
https://cornell.edu
www.precollege
https://cornell.edu/class-notes
http://www.alumni
https://of95.alumni.cornell.edu
http://class
mailto:amt7@cornell.edu
https://acceptu.com
www.acceptu
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to frst responders (including several of our classmates) 
and senior citizens (which we aren’t quite yet). Will we be 
reuniting in person, online, or somewhere in between? 
Either way, it will be wonderful to catch up with old friends. 

Speaking of old: Can you believe that some of us have 
kids in high school? Much less surprising, I hope, is that 
they’re also smart enough to have been among the 1,300 
students in the 2020 Cornell Summer College program. 
Congratulations to Max Berk, son of Adam and Joy Cap-
lan Berk and grandson of Michael Berk ’66, and Ajani 
Green-Watson, daughter of Anika Green-Watson and 
Sidney Watson. Summer College, now more than 60 years 
old, is one of the longest running and most prestigious 
precollege programs of its kind, offering high school stu-
dents the chance to earn credit and prepare for college 
while taking Cornell classes with top faculty members. 
Learn more at precollege.cornell.edu. 

Zach Iscol, a former Marine who founded a mental 
health program for veterans, threw his hat into the New 
York City mayoral race in October. Like many of us fresh 
out of school, he was in NYC on 9/11, and his website 
(zachiscol.com) cites that as the impetus for his military 
and community service. Zach, if you’re too busy cam-
paigning downstate to check in on us again before the 
June 22 Democratic primary, good luck—if you win, you’ll 
expand the Sy Katz ’31 Parade route, right? 

Checking in from the Windy City, where he works as a 
director of managed care fnance at UChicago Medicine, 
Tony Navarra shares that with two kids under age 4 and 
“permanently remote now, thanks to the pandemic,” 
he’s considering moving to the suburbs. “Between work 
and kids, I have not much time left so most of my hobbies 
have been sidelined,” he writes, although his wife, Judy, 
has improved her crocheting and sewing skills. “Looking 
forward to being able to get back to some when the kids 
need slightly less attention, and maybe travel a bit again.” 

Best wishes to Jennifer Radi on her December wed-
ding to Tanya Steen in Victor, NY. They met at Genesis 
Pediatrics, where Jen is a pediatrician and Tanya is a 
registered nurse and nurse manager. The happy couple 
had a quiet ceremony, responsibly mindful of pandemic 
restrictions and safety protocols, but they plan for a “true 
wedding” this year. (As health workers, fngers crossed 
that they’ve already been vaccinated by the time we’re 
all reading this.) 

Fellow medical professional Nathan Connell is hard 
at work at Brigham and Women’s Hospital and Harvard 
Medical School asa hematologist focused on clotting and 
bleeding disorders. “I’m involved with developing inter-
national clinical practice guidelines for the diagnosis and 
management of von Willebrand disease, the world’s most 
common inherited bleeding disorder,”he writes.“This past 
fall, I ended my term as chair of the Cornell University 
Council and I’m currently serving in an advisory capacity 
as past chair. Looking forward to Reunion this summer 
in whatever form it will take and excited that we now 
have a COVID vaccine.” 

Our class webmaster, Donnell Layne, co-founder and 
chief operations offcer for Bridging the Gap, an educa-
tional nonproft, recently taught a STEM entrepreneurship 
class, in partnership with Base 11 and the Eva Longoria 
Foundation. Don’s 29 students met with him virtually on 
Saturdays to learn the basics of various prototyping and 
fabrication techniques, without the beneft of a physical 
lab space (due to COVID restrictions), and to learn “the 
skills and knowledge they need to transform their STEM 
business ideas from concept to marketable reality.” 

As for me, after completing my consulting assignment 
with Ashoka U.’s Centre for Social Impact and Philanthropy, 

I headed back to Seattle with Salil Gupte and our kids 
for a restful winter break. While considering my options 
for another Delhi-based communications project, I con-
tinued working on Trailing-Spouse.com, an online maga-
zine celebrating the grit and creativity of anyone who has 
ever relocated for a partner’s career. (Special thanks to 
Jennifer Scarpati ’99 for her IP legal help with our trade-
marks!) If you havea story to share about making the most 
of a move, let us know by e-mailing hello@trailing-spouse. 
com or reaching out via our Facebook or LinkedIn channels. 

Got news? Want to get back in touch with old friends? 
Don’t make me resort to social media stalking! (Relatedly: 
Congrats on the new puppy, Larry Chirch!) Interested in 
offering your expertise for our 20th Reunion? Please e-mail 
classof2001_reunion@cornell.edu. Otherwise, keep in 
touch by sending your news to me, visiting our class web-
site (www.classof01.alumni.cornell.edu), liking our Face-
book page, and following us on Twitter (@Cornell2001). 
v Nicole Neroulias Gupte, NicoleMN6@gmail.com. 

02 If you haven’t sent us an update in a while, 
please takea moment to fll out the online news 

form at http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes. How has 
your life changed (or not changed) recently? What has 
been your biggest takeaway from the pandemic? Let us 
know.vCarolyn Deckinger Lang, cmd35@cornell.edu. 

03 Shaun D’Souza let us know that his frst book, 
A Retrospective on Enabling a Connected 

World: The Race for the Original Primordial Soup, is “fresh 
out of the oven.” Congratulations, Shaun! 

We also heard from Cornell’s Summer College that 
Sophia Wilson, daughter of Alison and Richard Wilson, 
MBA ’03, was among the 1,300 talented high school 
students who attended the 2020 Cornell Summer Col-
lege program. 

In this tumultuous time, as we are working from home, 
being parents and teachers, and missing our loved ones, 
we fnd some comfort in connecting with our classmates. 
Thank you for sharing your stories. We look forward to 
hearing about the great things our classmates are doing 
via news and notes submissions; until then, all the best. 
v Jon Schoenberg, jrs55@cornell.edu; Candace Lee 
Chow, cjl24@cornell.edu. 

04 Happy spring, Class of ’04! I hope this col-
umn fnds you all well. Please take a moment 

to drop us a line to let us know how your life has changed 
(or not changed!) recently. v Jessi Petrosino, jessi. 
petrosino@ey.com. Online news form, http://alumni. 
cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

05 Melissa Maria Iammatteo has been a prac-
ticing allergist/immunologist since 2017. She 

writes,“While at my former practice based in Westchester, 
I had gained a reputation for solving complex medical 
cases, most of which were outside the realm of allergy/ 
immunology yet within my scope of practice as an intern-
ist. After the publication of the New York Times ‘Diagnosis’ 
column in October 2019, I was inundated with requests 
from patients across the US seeking second opinions 
for undiagnosed conditions. My schedule needed to be 
closed temporarily due to the infux of appointments. My 
allergy/immunology practice soon morphed into more 
of a ‘medical mystery’ practice. However, I was confned 
by the traditional offce-based structure at my multi-
specialty group that allowed only for visits of short dura-
tion. This motivated me to dedicate my current practice 
specifcally to the evaluation of patients with complex 

cases, which is a unique concept. I will begin taking ap-
pointments in this dedicated practice this month. Since 
the practice is remote, I am able to see patients across 
New York State in addition to Connecticut.AlthoughIhave 
been performing these evaluations for over one year, the 
dedicated practice is a new venture.” Send your news to: 
v Jessica Rosenthal Chod, chodjlr@gmail.com; or 
Hilary Johnson King, hilaryaking18@gmail.com. Online 
news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

06 How has your life changed—or not changed— 
recently? What has been your biggest take-

away from the pandemic? What lessons have you learned 
that you will carry with you going forward? Please take a 
moment to send me an e-mail with your news, or fll out 
the form at http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. v 
Tory Lauterbach, VML8@cornell.edu. 

07 Hello, 2007ers! Hope everyone has settled into 
the rhythm of the new year,while staying healthy 

and safe. Certainly, a big change from last year, and I hope 
everyone is adjusting. As always, my contact info is at the 
bottom if you’d like to contribute to future columns. 

Unfortunately, last year we missed out on a proper 
Frozen Apple hockey game at Madison Square Garden. 
I did, however, enjoy hearing from some of our seniors, 
the coach, legendary players Ken Dryden ’69 and Joe 
Nieuwendyk ’88, and, of course, our classmate Corey 
Earle with an exciting history of Cornell hockey. You can 
fnd a recording at alumni.cornell.edu. 

Speaking of, Ryan O’Byrne played hockey at Cornell 
and left before graduating to play in the NHL from 2007-
13 with the Montreal Canadiens, Colorado Avalanche, 
and Toronto Maple Leafs. During this time, he founded 
the Ryan O’Byrne Charity Camp, a nonproft hockey camp 
for youths. Ryan retired from professional hockey and 
returned to campus to complete his Hotel degree in 
2017. He then entered a two-year MBA program at the 
Kellogg School at Northwestern. He is now working at 
Gatorade as a brand manager in Chicago. 

I’m looking forward to sharing more stories with every-
one. Have news to share? Please feel free to reach out 
to me or submit online! v Samantha Feibush Wolf, 
srf29@cornell.edu. Online news form, https://alumni. 
cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

08 We hope that the year has been off to a good 
start for everyone and continues to be a 

happy and healthy one for all of you, as well as your 
family and friends! We also hope that some of you have 
already started 2021 on a high note by supporting Cornell 
and our class by paying your class dues and checking 
out Ways to Give. If you haven’t, now is your chance. 

Please also continue to send your news to us (https:// 
alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/)! We want all of your 
updates, big and small. Any exciting plans for the spring? 
Write in and let us know about major life changes or how 
you’ve kept busy this winter. We’d love to hear from you 
and give you your 15 minutes of Cornell fame! Also, be 
sure to stay tuned for news of great upcoming class hap-
penings and events via Facebook (https://www.facebook. 
com/CornellClass2008), Twitter (https://twitter.com/big 
red2008),and Instagram (https://instagram.com/bigred 
2008/). v Libby Boymel, lkb24@cornell.edu; Elana 
Beale, erb26@cornell.edu. 

09 By now you may have received your annual 
News and Dues mailing from your class. If 

you flled out the accompanying Share Your News form, 

mailto:erb26@cornell.edu
mailto:lkb24@cornell.edu
https://instagram.com/bigred
https://twitter.com/big
https://www.facebook
https://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes
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look for your news in a future edition of the Class Notes. 
If you haven’t sent us an update in a while, please take a 
moment to fll out the form at http://alumni.cornell.edu/ 
class-notes, or send an e-mail directly to me. Whether 
your news is big or small, your classmates want to hear 
from you! v Jason Georges, jag243@cornell.edu. 

10 We’ve offcially made it ten years post-
graduation! We want to especially thank all the 

essential workers who have persisted and served through 
this challenging pandemic. Please stay in touch! Let us 
know what you’re up to, where you are, what new (or old) 
things you’ve discovered during the pandemic, what you 
miss about being back on the Hill...We hope to hear from 
you! v Michelle Sun, michellejsun@gmail.com. Online 
news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

11 As I write this in mid-December, I wish you a 
happy 2021, Class of ’11. I hope that ’21 will 

bring all of us the year we hoped 2020 would be. 
Margaret Riter, MPA ’11, kicked off the new year by 

joining Steadfast City Economic & Community Partners, 
adding a Rochester presence to the St. Louis-based com-
pany. Margaret will be using her decade-plus of experience 
in tax credits and economic incentives, monitoring the 
pulse of economic incentives with changes in policy and 
administration to Steadfast. Her diverse portfolio spans 
nearly every industry, from organic egg farms to airlines, 
insurance, hospitals, fnance, pharmaceuticals, and 
utilities. We wish Margaret the best of luck in this newest 
endeavor. v Dara Perl, dmp229@cornell.edu. Online 
news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

12 Emine Ozelkan was back on campus for a 
visit over Labor Day weekend. She earned a 

second bachelor’s degree in nursing last year and be-
came licensed soon after. She is currently working as a 
clinical trial monitor on one of the COVID vaccines. While 
it’s been quite busy, as you can imagine, she has found 
the work both important and fulflling. Emine is still based 
in New York, but she travels weekly for work. 

Olivia Boyd began a new job as integrated market-
ing manager at Universal Pictures in Los Angeles in March. 
She has worked in entertainment since graduation—frst 
in New York City for three years, and then she made the 
move to L.A. in 2015. Send your news to: v Peggy 
Ramin, mar335@cornell.edu. Online news form, http:// 
alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

13 I’m not sure about you, but my quarantine has 
been defned by screen time, for better or 

worse, and if I weren’t already a glasses wearer, I would 
defnitely have invested in some blue light glasses from 
our classmate David Roger. David is the co-founder 
(the other founder he met through a fellow Cornellian) 
of Felix Gray, where his team has been designing and 
selling blue light fltering glasses for the last fve years. 
We all know the struggle of staring at screens and the 
subsequent achy eyes and trouble sleeping, and Felix 
Gray, with its high-performing, hand-fnished, frst-of-
their-kind proprietary lenses could be the answer to help 
ease your quarantine pain. You can also get your pre-
scription and reading lenses with Felix Gray too! Check 
them out at felixgray.com. 

Another potential quarantine (outdoor) activity op-
tion is cycling, which Caitlin Stacom and her husband, 
Angelo Laskaris ’14, ME ’15, took to new levels. The two 
recently cycled from Swampscott, MA, to Provincetown, 
MA (153 miles over three days), as a way to challenge 

themselves and see the beautiful sights of Cape Cod. 
What have you been doing to stay busy in quaran-

tine? If you have news to share, please e-mail me. v 
Rachael Schuman, RASchuman@gmail.com. Online 
news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

14 Hello, 2014 classmates! In this column I will 
be highlighting several classmates that were 

named to the Forbes 30 Under 30 list for 2021. AJ 
Okereke was named to the fnance list for his role as a 
managing partner at Golden Palm Investments in Phila-
delphia. Since graduating from Cornell,AJ has completed 
an MPA at Harvard Kennedy School as well as an MBA 
from the U. of Pennsylvania. His work at Golden Palm 
backs companies that are poised to alleviate Africa’s most 
pressing issues through innovative technology-driven 
solutions. Ahmed Elsamadisi was named to the enter-
prise technology list for founding the company Narrator, 
a managed data platform that summarizes data into a 
single table and provides actionable data analyses in 
a story-like format. After receiving seed funding from Y 
Combinator, Narrator has since raised $7.4 million. 

Richard Horgan was named to the healthcare list 
as the founder and president of Cure Rare Disease. After 
completing his undergraduate degree at Cornell, Richard 
went on to receive an MBA from Harvard. Cure Rare Dis-
ease is a nonproft biotech company that has a goal of 
developing custom therapeutics for patients with com-
plex genetic diseases. Richard was inspired to become 
involved in the area of personalized medicine due to 
personal experience with his brother’s Duchenne mus-
cular dystrophy diagnosis and treatments. Cure Rare 
Disease is currently funding research into this and other 
rare diseases using the gene-editing technology Crispr, 
with the goal of eventually entering into a small-scale 
clinical trial with the FDA. 

Dan Leyva was named to the food and drink list as 
a co-owner of Wings Over. After Wings Over Ithaca closed 
in 2016, Dan and fellow alums Kevin Mok, Raunak 
Nirmal, and Mike Wang ’07 joined forces to re-open 
the franchise ina new Collegetown location in March 2017. 
By October 2017, the group acquired the whole Wings 
Over company and began rebranding. Since acquiring 
the company, Wings Over has improved their menu by 
removing frozen meat and off-brand menu items as well 
as revamped their design, branding, and online ordering. 
Sales have grown by over 20 percent since the acqui-
sition, and Wings Over now operates over 37 franchise 
locations around the country. Please reach out if you have 
any news you would like to share with your classmates. 
v Samantha Lapehn, SRL76@cornell.edu. 

15 When you read this in March—hopefully on the 
other side of the winter weather—we will be 

that much closer to our rescheduled 5th Reunion, June 
3-6, 2021! Follow the Class of 2015 Instagram page 
(@cornellclassof2015) for Reunion updates, as well as 
classmate spotlights or general Cornell nostalgia. 

We have plenty of news to share! Taylor Harrison 
graduated from Boston U. School of Law and is starting 
as a corporate associate in the technology and life sci-
ences group at Goodwin Procter in New York. Karen 
Martin is gettingaPhD in bioengineering at Georgia Tech. 
Gabriel Motola is also attending Georgia Tech, working 
toward a Master of Science in analytics online while 
continuing his job as a fnancial analyst at Google. 

Carlos Mejia, ME ’16, is working on energy effciency 
projects in buildings and campuses across the US. Al-
though he is visiting many colleges, he still misses Cornell, 

especially watching Champions League games in the 
Willard Straight basement and taking over half the dining 
hall. Alana Harris is teaching at the Equity Project Charter 
School in New York, which is based on the concept that 
quality teachers are the most important school factor 
in the academic success of students. 

Lastly, Danielle Hu has been spending her quarantine 
between Brazil and Mexico, where she continues to work 
on her business, the Wanderlover. She quit her corporate 
job two years after graduation and now the Wanderlover 
is a community of over 100,000 around the world! Ac-
cording to Danielle, her mission is “to enable travel and 
freedom through entrepreneurship by building personal 
brands online.” To learn more, check out her website 
(thewanderlover.com), her Instagram (@thewanderlover), 
and the “Wanderlover Podcast.”vCaroline Flax, csf79@ 
cornell.edu; Mateo Acebedo, ma698@cornell.edu. On-
line news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

16 Dear classmates: Throughout the past year, 
Cornell has proudly claimed Anthony Fauci, 

MD ’66, as one of our most visible alumni on the front 
lines of the coronavirus pandemic. Only four and a half 
years out of college, our classmates don’t yet have the 
experience to lead the entire NIAID, but we have an im-
pressive number of our own 2016 alumni working on the 
front lines. In this column, we will continue to highlight 
our classmates working hard in medicine! 

First, we heard from Eliana Jacobson, a second-year 
medical student at New York Medical College. Eliana 
reminisced about her time on the Hill and its infuence on 
what she does today: “At Cornell I took infectious disease 
classes with Dr. Nelson and Dr. Milgroom. After loving it so 
much, Dr. Nelson became my advisor and he helped me 
create a concentration in Infectious Diseases. Ever since 
then it feels like I have a clear focus of what I want to do, 
which has been a nice driving force to persevere.”Between 
Cornell and medical school, Eliana actually worked in Dr. 
Charles Rice’s lab, part of Dr. Fauci’s department! 

Since March 2020, Eliana has been busy. In addition 
to her studies, she ran the medical student volunteering 
atWestchester Medical Center. She led the effort that saw 
medical students taking temperatures, raising money, 
and packaging safety and cleaning supplies for a local 
free clinic. Eliana explained the motivation for her incred-
ible work:“Working one day doing temperature screenings 
in the psych hospitals, I saw the homeless patients that 
came in for treatment (outpatients) and how the pan-
demic was really affecting them—closing shelters, less 
access to crucial food and resources, and no way for 
them to protect themselves from getting the virus. So I 
started a big donation drive to get them needed food, 
hygiene products, and safety supplies.” Thank you, Eliana, 
for your incredible efforts. We are so proud to have you 
representing the Class of 2016. 

Dina Iacone is also a medical student thinking about 
the contributions she can make to her community through 
medicine. She is in her last year at Rowan U. School of 
Osteopathic Medicine and is currently fnishing rotations 
while also preparing for residency interviews. Dina plans 
on practicing family medicine. 

Thank you to all the folks who shared news! And thank 
you to our incredible classmates working in healthcare, 
education, research, and public service. We are grateful 
and proud! Are you or a classmate doing something new? 
Do you have other personal updates? Please share your 
news by e-mailing me or flling out our news form at 
http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. v Meghan 
McCormick, mcm324@cornell.edu. 
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‘We intend to focus on promoting 
these artists whose stories have 
not previously been told.’ 

D A V I D  K I M E L B E R G ,  J D  ‘ 9 8  

17 Greetings, Class of ’17! Please take a moment 
to let us know how you’re doing. How has your 

life changed (or not changed) recently? What has been 
your biggest takeaway from this pandemic? Your class-
mates would love to hear from you.vClass of 2017, c/o 
Cornell Alumni Magazine, 401 East State St., Suite 301, 
Ithaca, NY 14850; e-mail, abb83@cornell.edu. Online 
news form, http://alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

18 Hey, Class of 2018! No updates for this 
month, but I hope the New Year is treating 

you all well. As always, if you have news about yourself 
or any of your classmates, send it over! v Stephanie 
Yan, smy43@cornell.edu. Online news form, http:// 
alumni.cornell.edu/class-notes/. 

19 How has your life changed—or not changed— 
recently? What has been your biggest take-

away from the pandemic? What lessons have you learned 
that you will carry with you going forward? Please take 
a moment to send us an e-mail with your news, or fll 
out the online news form at http://alumni.cornell.edu/ 
class-notes/. v Class of 2019, c/o Cornell Alumni Mag
azine, 401 East State St., Suite 301, Ithaca, NY 14850; 
e-mail, abb83@cornell.edu. 

20 Hello, Class of 2020 alumni! I have to admit 
that it still feels a little strange to call us 

“alumni.” Life after college hasn’t gone exactly as planned 
for any of us, but even though we never got the closure 
of a graduation ceremony, we still are alumni. And until 
we can safely gather together in Ithaca in person again, 
the offcers of the 2020 class council are excited about 
fnding new ways for us to connect. 

Class presidents Dillon Sumanthiran and Austin 
Haycox share, “Our senior year may not have ended as 
we had hoped, but our class showed poise and camara-
derie in the face of unprecedented adversity. Although 
our time in Ithaca was cut short, we are confdent that 
our class will be able to reunite with vibrant energy on 
campus safely at some point in the near future. As your 
newly appointed co-presidents, we will be doing all that 
we can to engage our class community around the world, 
promote class unity, and keep the Big Red spirit alive. 
We have an amazing team of class offcers and council 
members who are equally excited to serve you all, and 
we cannot wait to see all the amazing things that the 
Class of 2020 has in store for the world!” 

Cornell Annual Fund representative Nicole Cunning-
ham wants to remind the class that the funds offer ways 
to give and make a difference in the Cornell community. 
She wrote, “Gifts made to annual funds support Cornell’s 
diverse needs including fnancial aid, improving educa-
tion, research, and community outreach. Annual Fund 
gifts directly beneft students and offer the university 
fexibility to use your gift where it’s needed most. Cornell 
has many different annual funds, so you can give to a 
cause that’s important to you like your college, athletics, 
or student and campus life.” 

Transitioning to post-college life in the midst of a 
global pandemic hasn’t been the easiest journey, and 
I hope you’re all remembering to take care of yourselves. 
In the meanwhile, I hope you will consider staying con-
nected with the Class of 2020 by sharing your stories. If 
you have any life updates, have picked up any interesting 
hobbies during quarantine, or just want to share words 
of wisdom, please submit a news form at https://alumni. 
cornell.edu/class-notes/or send me an e-mail. v Shruti 
Juneja, sj453@cornell.edu. 

G R A D  N O T E S  

Agriculture & Life Sciences 
Dwight Roseler, MS ’90, PhD ’94, writes, “I 

have worked in the farm livestock nutrition arena 
for my entire career of 38 years. Recently, I have 
been involved in an overseas food/livestock/ 
nutrition business in Kenya, Africa. My company, 
Land O’Lakes Inc., is a very sustainable ag busi-
ness focused on ‘Feeding Human Progress.’ I have 
helped lead an effort in rural Kenya to develop 
livestock feeds for small subsistence farms to 
improve their livelihood through improved nutrition 
and animal products of milk, meat, and eggs.” 

Arts & Sciences 
Martin Sternstein, PhD ’71, and his wife, Faith, 

co-authored Ten AfricanAmerican Presidents, 
available on Amazon. “Barack Obama was not the 

frst African American to become president of a 
country. Ten men, born as slaves or to freed slave 
families in the US, immigrated to Liberia and in 
turn served as presidents of Liberia. Their stories 
are a fascinating chapter in the histories of both 
Liberia and of America. Material for this book 
comes from over 300 sources gathered from 
libraries, collections, and archives including the 
Library of Congress. The book details both the 
early lives and the presidencies of these ten men.” 
Martin and Faith, who recently celebrated their 
40th anniversary, met in Liberia while Martin was 
a Fulbright professor and chair of the mathemat-
ics department at the U. of Liberia. 

Karen Sherman, PhD ’83, writes, “I was re-
cently appointed to the Advisory Council of the 
National Center for Complementary and Integrative 
Health at the National Institutes of Health for a 
four-year term. I have lived in the Seattle area 
since I completed my doctorate. For the last 25 
years, I have been conducting research on non-
medication treatments, especially complemen-
tary therapies, for chronic pain, especially back 
and neck pain. I am now co-leading a large, four-
site clinical trial of acupuncture for chronic low 
back pain in older adults, which is of great interest 
to Medicare.” 

Kathy Purnell, PhD ’99, was recently ap-
pointed by Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer 
to serve on the Black Leadership Advisory Council 
as a member who represents Black leadership in 
law, and who is an immigrant or individual with 

expertise in immigration policy. The Black Lead-
ership Advisory Council will act in an advisory 
capacity to the governor and develop, review, and 
recommend policies and actions designed to 
eradicate and prevent discrimination and racial 
inequity in Michigan. 

Nora Dimitrova Clinton, PhD ’02, was born 
and raised in Sofa, Bulgaria, and currently lives 
with her husband and son in Northern Virginia. She 
received degrees from several universities in 
Europe and the US, including a PhD in Classics 
from Cornell. Throughout her career, Nora has 
taught Greek and Latin languages and has pub-
lished extensively on the subject of ancient docu-
ments on stone. She works in the feld of legal 
operations management and is a co-founder and 
pro bono co-president of a nonproft organization 

dedicated to academic cooperation and American 
values. She has a new book out, Quarantine 
Refections Across Two Worlds. In it she shares her 
experiences growing up in Bulgaria, from her child-
hood under communism to watching the Berlin 
Wall fall in 12th grade to ultimately arriving in 
America. Throughout, she illustrates the dangers 
of utopian abstractions and the need for common 
sense and humanity. “I always wanted to share 
my memories of growing up under communism, 
then achieving the American Dream,” said Nora. 
“I thought the pandemic was a good time to tell 
my story because so many of us are struggling, 
especially children and young people. That is why 
I am offering a frame of reference, a comparison 
of our lives in the US with life behind the Iron 
Curtain. Having a historical perspective helps us 
cope with current reality and make sense out of 
troubling events. The wisdom of years past enables 
us to recognize what truly matters and unite over 
our shared respect for freedom and humanity.” 

Saiba Varma, MA ’09, PhD ’13, has a new 
book out, called The Occupied Clinic: Militarism 
and Care in Kashmir (Duke University Press). Saiba 
is an assistant professor of anthropology at UC 
San Diego. In this book, she explores spaces of 
military and humanitarian care in Indian-controlled 
Kashmir—the world’s most militarized place—to 
examine the psychic, ontological, and political 
entanglements between medicine and violence. 

Amanda Bosworth, MA ’17, PhD ’20, and 
Igor Shirnin were married in St. Petersburg, Russia, 
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on November 30, 2020. The couple lives in St. 
Petersburg. 

Hotel Administration 
Kenneth Sull, MPS ’79, writes, “I’m enjoying 

our grandchildren and daughters-in-law and sons 
in New York, Florida, and Texas. Zoom makes it 
safe and secure.” 

Industrial & Labor Relations 
Roxi Bahar Hewertson, MPS ’04, has written 

a new book, Hire Right, Fire Right: A Leader’s 
Guide to Finding and Keeping Your Best People, 
published by Rowman & Littlefeld in November 
2020. In it she provides decision makers at any 
supervisory level with the information they need to 
know to “get it right every time they hire, develop, 
or fre someone.” Roxi is a leadership expert with 
over three decades of practical experience in the 
worlds of higher education, business, and non-
profts. She is an organizational consultant, exec-
utive coach, motivational speaker, and author of 
the acclaimed book Lead Like it Matters . . . 
Because it Does (2014), providing leaders with a 
step-by-step roadmap and practical tools to 
achieve great results. She is the CEO of Highland 
Consulting Group Inc. and AskRoxi.com. 

Johnson School 
Laura Sullivan Ethridge, MBA ’99, is the new 

chief marketing offcer at Hancock Whitney, where 
she will be responsible for leading the company’s 
marketing strategy and execution across a region 
that includes Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Missis-
sippi, and Texas. Laura has more than 20 years’ 
experience launching marketing campaigns and 
client experience initiatives, and she has managed 
strategy and development for numerous Fortune 
500 companies and nonprofts, focusing most of 
her career in fnancial services. Before joining 
Hancock Whitney, Laura was with Wells Fargo in 
San Francisco; she has also served as a market-
ing strategy consultant for companies such as 
Procter & Gamble, Disney, Costco, Schiff Nutrition, 
and Fitbit. “Whether it’s putting my experience to 
work promoting fnancial health, optimizing market-
ing and sponsorships efforts, or developing client-
centric value propositions, I am eager to make a 
difference,” Laura says. “An added bonus is bringing 
my husband back to his home state of Mississippi 
and the New Orleans area, where I have been 
visiting for the past two decades.” 

Law School 
At the end of 2020, David Kimelberg, JD ’98, 

opened K Art, the frst and only Native American-
owned art gallery of its kind in the US to solely 
showcase the artwork of national-level Native 
American contemporary artists. Located in Buffalo, 
NY, K Art’s mission is to enable important discus-
sions on Native American underrepresentation, 
marginalization, stereotypes, history, and contem-
porary culture in the art community—and to shine 
a light on the work of underrepresented and unseen 
artists. Dave, a Seneca Nation of Indians (Bear 
Clan) member, is an attorney and accomplished 
entrepreneur. He was the founding CEO of Seneca 
Holdings, the economic development arm of the 

Seneca Nation, which he led from a startup con-
cept to a multi-national corporate and investment 
enterprise. He is also the founding partner of the 
only Native-owned law frm focused on venture cap-
ital and high-technology startups, led the creation 
of one of the only FM commercial radio stations 
located on Native territory, brought broadband 
internet connectivity to rural Seneca territory, and 
has authored numerous pieces regarding Native 
American economic and political issues. “Histori-
cally, museums are the primary platform for Native 
artists, but the number of shows dedicated to con-
temporary Native American art is very small and 
the number of artists featured in these shows is 
even smaller,” says Dave. “We intend to focus on 
promoting these artists whose stories have not 
previously been told in the way they deserve to be.” 

Casey Johnson, JD ’06, has been elected as 
a member of the frm Bousquet Holstein PLLC. 
Casey divides his time providing legal counsel in 
dual citizenship matters, as counsel to clients in 
the Brownfeld Tax Credit Program, and advising in 
Title IX matters. He also works with the frm’s bank-
ruptcy practice group. He has extensive experience 
helping clients navigate through the dual citizen-
ship process, including obtaining releases of New 
York State and New York City certifed vital records, 
obtaining “one and the same person” court orders, 
and obtaining orders to direct the amendment of 
vital records. Casey earned his bachelor’s from 
Brigham Young U. He currently serves as chair of 
the board of directors of Interfaith Works, is im-
mediate past chair of the Syracuse Opera board of 
directors, and is a past president and board mem-
ber of the Central New York Bankruptcy Bar Assn. 

Veterinary Medicine 
Christopher Cheleuitte-Nieves, DVM ’15, is 

one of seven researchers in the US or Canada to 
receive the latest round of grants from the Animal 
Welfare Inst. in Washington, DC. These grants sup-
port innovative projects aimed at improving the 
welfare of animals used in research. Christopher, 
a senior clinical veterinarian for Memorial Sloan 
Kettering Cancer Center, will study how exposing 
indoor-housed macaques and African green mon-
keys to video and audio of nature scenes projected 
onto a large wall space in the animal housing room 
impacts their stress levels and behaviors in cap-
tivity. If successful, these videos could offer an 
affordable and low-maintenance visual enrichment 
tool for non-human primates and improve the 
quality of scientifc data obtained in experiments 
with these animals. 

Share Your News! 

We would love to hear from you! To be 
included in a future Grad Notes section, 
please send your news to abb83@cornell.edu, 
or fll out a news form at: cornellalumni 
magazine.com/grad-news/. 

C L A S S I F I E D S  

Travel 
SENECA LAKEHOUSE on wine trail, 3BR, 2BA, WiFi, sleeps 
10. Watch sunsets from the sunroom, deck, or dock. Spring 
and fall weekends or summer weeks. Cornell alumni-owned. 
(607) 592-2386. 

Professional Services 
SAT/ACT & ISEE/SSAT TUTOR: Robert Kohen, Ph.D., 
Harvard and Columbia grad, provides individualized 
tutoring for the SAT/ACT and ISEE/SSAT. (212) 658-0834; 
robertkohen@koheneducationalservices.com; www.kohen 
educationalservices.com 

Personals 
BluesMatch.com—Where Ivy League and Oxbridge 
people fnd love. A decade of successful matchmaking. 

CHILE, Northern Patagonia - Huge 2,500sf villas @ 5-star 
Eco resort. 44,000 private acres with 17 untouched miles of 
Pacifc Oceanfront. 20 min. from Puerto Montt Intl. airport. 
Private helicopter, fy fshing, hiking, kayaking, horse riding, 
ATV trails, spa, masseuse, boating, penguins, sea lions, 
pumas. All inclusive. $1,475 nightly/pp. For terms, see 
www.hotelmarimari.com. 

SMART IS SEXY 
Date fellow graduates and faculty of the Ivies, 
Seven Sisters, MIT, Stanford, medical schools, and 
some others. More than 5,500 members. All ages. 

THE RIGHT STUFF
 800-988-5288 www.rightstuffdating.com 

Educational Consultant 
Julia Rolnick 

How to land right side up in a
world turned upside down? 
From at-home learning & enrichment
to college applications & gap years,
students benefit from Julia’s experience
and perspective. 
Free initial consultation. (802) 232-2543 

www.CollegeConsiderations.com
juliarolnick@collegeconsiderations.com 

Food & Beverage 
Special Ad Section 

May/June 2021 

Reserve space by 
March 15, 2021. 

Contact Sandra Busby 
SLB44@cornell.edu 

607-592-2386 
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A L U M N I  D E A T H S  

1940s 
’40 BS HE—Betty Bishop Williams, 
Indianapolis, IN, October 21, 2020 
’42, BME ’47, BEE ’48—Thomas H. Tooke, 
Chesterfeld, MO, November 17, 2020 
’43 BA—Jean Lewinson Guttman, 
Newton Centre, MA, November 23, 2020 
’44 BS HE—Margaret Lehman Cox, 
Columbus, OH, November 23, 2020 
’44, BCE ’46—Stanley R. Czark, 
Columbia, MD, September 20, 2020 
’45 BS HE—Ann Shively Kalbach, 
Philadelphia, PA, October 13, 2020 
’45 DVM—Robert R. Marshak, 
Newtown Square, PA, October 20, 2020 
’45 BEE—Richard G. Patrick, 
Chevy Chase, MD, September 4, 2020 
’45, BS Ag ’49—Richard A. Perry, 
Ithaca, NY, November 3, 2020 
’45, BS HE ’44, MS HE ’50—Marcia Hutchins Pimentel, 
North Canton, OH, December 6, 2020 
’45 BS HE, MS HE ’55—Jean Adolphi Snyder, 
Spencer, NY, September 26, 2020 
’45, BS Ag ’44—Thomas G. Wyman, 
Easton, MD, October 22, 2020 
’46 BA, BCE ’48—Faith Gregory Hall, 
Oakland, CA, September 1, 2020 
’46-48 GR—Anne Kirk Moore, 
Ithaca, NY, November 1, 2020 
’46—Vaughn P. Rubin, 
Shaker Heights, OH, September 12, 2020 
’46-47 GR—Rita Falk Taubenfeld, 
Dallas, TX, October 29, 2020 
’46, BA ’45—Ruth Whitney Weick, 
Wall Township, NJ, October 30, 2020 
’47 BA, MD ’50—David Barr, 
East Hampton, NY, November 8, 2020 
’47, BS HE ’46, MS HE ’53—Elizabeth A. Brown, 
Ithaca, NY, March 24, 2020 
’47 BA, MA ’48—Serena Ginsberg Hoffman, 
Ridgefeld, CT, November 25, 2020 
’47 MRP—John W. Reps, 
Ithaca, NY, November 12, 2020 
’47 BA—Waldo I. Scott, 
Hamilton, NY, November 20, 2020 
’48 BS HE—Eileen B. Peck, 
Oakland, CA, November 28, 2020 
’48 BS HE—Flora Burch Stecker, 
Berlin, VT, November 12, 2020 
’48 BS ORIE—Edward Stilson III, 
Sweet Home, OR, November 26, 2020 
’48 BME—Richard J. Watters III, 
Savannah, GA, November 11, 2020 
’49 BA, JD ’52—Burton C. Biss, 
Wasilla, AK, September 22, 2020 
’49 DVM—Donald F. Buckley, 
Winchester, VA, November 24, 2020 
’49 BA—Ronald L. Hailparn, 
Morris Plains, NJ, November 16, 2020 
’49 MS HE—Phyllis Berger Hemmer, 
West Lafayette, IN, November 19, 2020 
’49 BA—Bion H. Kent, 
Lakewood, CO, November 4, 2020 
’49 BA—Vincent R. Rogers, 
Storrs, CT, December 3, 2020 
’49-50 GR—Sheldon F. Tauben, 
Delray Beach, FL, October 13, 2020 
’49 MA—Jose E. Vargas, 
Garrett Park, MD, October 12, 2020 

1950s 
’50 BA—Ralph Andrews, 
Nashua, NH, December 7, 2020 
’50—John H. Evans, 
Vero Beach, FL, November 11, 2020 
’50 BS ILR—Grace Gribetz Glasser, 
New York City, December 20, 2020 
’50 BA, PhD ’54—C. Richard Robins, 
Lawrence, KS, November 12, 2020 
’50 BEE—David E. Van Tassel, 
Minnetonka, MN, November 7, 2020 
’50 BA, MA ’52—Elizabeth Hankins Wolgast, 
Belmont, CA, October 13, 2020 
’51, BS ILR ’52—Glenn E. Conklin, 
Moorestown, NJ, November 1, 2020 
’51—Joseph W. Eigo, 
Port Washington, NY, November 24, 2018 
’51 BA—Mary Ellen Nordgren Fenner, 
Springfeld Center, NY, October 15, 2020 
’51 BS ILR, JD ’53—Gilbert Katz, 
New York City, November 25, 2020 
’51 BCE—Jamie H. Kerr Jr., 
Houston, TX, November 25, 2020 
’51 BS Ag—Barbara Orman Nostrant, 
Brantingham, NY, November 18, 2020 
’51-53 SP Ag—Julius P. Rutschmann, 
Ghent, NY, October 27, 2020 
’51, BME ’52—Richard B. Sager, 
Framingham, MA, November 19, 2020 
’51 BS HE—Clarice Brown Willig Snitzer, 
Williamsville, NY, September 9, 2020 
’52 BA—Susan Ekstrand Baglow, 
Maytown, PA, October 28, 2020 
’52 BS HE—Grace Danelo Dyson, 
Naples, FL, November 20, 2020 
’52 BS Ag, MEd ’55—Frederick W. Fuess III, 
Baldwinsville, NY, November 17, 2020 
’52 LLB—Arthur A. Heald, 
Middlebury, VT, October 30, 2020 
’52 PhD—Shao-Chi Lin, 
La Jolla, CA, October 8, 2020 
’52 BME, MBA ’54—Glenn H. Sacra, 
Wayland, MA, November 9, 2020 
’52 BS HE, PhD ’73—Emilie M. Stuhlmiller, 
Berkshire, NY, December 7, 2020 
’52 MS Ag—Gale L. Vandeberg, 
Madison, WI, November 16, 2020 
’52 BS Nurs—Virginia Mulherin Wieland, 
The Colony, TX, October 15, 2020 
’52, B Chem E ’53—Marvin Zevin, 
Manhasset, NY, March 3, 2018 
’53 BS HE—Bea Habberstad Bishop, 
Hayward, WI, December 6, 2020 
’53 BA—W. Gerould Clark III, 
Bremen, ME, October 30, 2020 
’53 BA—Joanne Williams Finkelstein, 
Phoenix, AZ, October 1, 2020 
’53 BS HE—Joan Schultz Petroske, 
Stony Brook, NY, November 22, 2020 
’53, BEE ’54—Marvin Snyder, 
Saratoga Springs, NY, November 4, 2020 
’53 PhD—William H. Visscher, 
Los Alamos, NM, November 15, 2020 
’53 BS Ag, MEd ’60—Charles F. Whiteman, 
Locke, NY, November 5, 2020 
’54 BA—James R. Dombey, 
Pensacola, FL, November 25, 2020 
’54—John H. Fero, 
Micco, FL, October 31, 2020 

’54-55 GR—Joyce Houghton Losee, 
Easton, PA, June 23, 2020 
’54 BS Ag—James F. Ritchey, 
Davis, NC, May 6, 2019 
’54 BA—Willard L. Wheeler Jr., 
Coral Gables, FL, December 11, 2020 
’55 BS Hotel—Margaret Jicha Daly, 
Chagrin Falls, OH, November 18, 2020 
’55 BA—Leonard Evens, 
Evanston, IL, November 12, 2020 
’55—Barbara Gavin Fauntleroy, 
Ridgefeld, CT, December 6, 2020 
’55, BS Ag ’58—Roy J. Follman, 
Kenyonville, NY, August 24, 2020 
’55 MS—Merilyn C. Hiller, 
Orleans, MA, July 30, 2019 
’55 BS HE—Martha Gorman King, 
Sarasota, FL, November 29, 2020 
’55 BA—Ambrose M. Krupczak Jr., 
Amsterdam, NY, November 7, 2020 
’55, BEP ’56—Edwin A. Leventhal, 
Pomona, NY, October 21, 2017 
’55 MD—Herman R. Matern, 
Phoenix, AZ, November 22, 2020 
’55 DVM—Edwin T. Presley, 
St. George, UT, October 24, 2020 
’55 BA, MBA ’59—Roger W. Rothballer, 
New Canaan, CT, November 4, 2020 
’55, BME ’56—Edward L. Weinthaler Jr., 
Granite Bay, CA, November 19, 2020 
’55 PhD—Robert J. Zollweg, 
Gibsonia, PA, September 19, 2020 
’56 BS HE—Dixie Davis Curtice, 
Wilmington, DE, December 1, 2020 
’56 BS Ag, BS Hotel ’68—Conrado A. Escudero, 
Manila, Philippines, November 21, 2020 
’56 BS HE—Janet McGinnis Hayter, 
Mountain View, CA, November 27, 2019 
’56 BA—Frances Fischer Michael, 
Hilton Head Island, SC, November 16, 2020 
’56 BS Ag—Leonard A. Sauer, 
Stevensville, MT, April 15, 2019 
’56, BCE ’59, MCE ’61—Bradford H. Spring, 
Gurnee, IL, November 9, 2020 
’56 BS Hotel—Willard E. Stockwell, 
Burnsville, NC, October 13, 2019 
’56-57 LAW—Richard L. Thompson, 
Orleans, MA, November 19, 2019 
’56 BA—Daniel F. Weill, 
Eugene, OR, October 3, 2020 
’57 BA—Carl F. Berner, 
Bellevue, WA, October 28, 2020 
’57 MD—Wallace G. Campbell Jr., 
Jacksonville, FL, November 10, 2020 
’57 BS HE—Dorothy Howard Congdon, 
South Kingstown, RI, November 11, 2020 
’57 BA, MS ’59—Frederick R. Gehlbach, 
Woodway, TX, November 9, 2020 
’57 BS Ag—Roger W. Lord, 
Salamanca, NY, November 14, 2020 
’57 BA—James J. Manion, 
Marlboro, NY, October 29, 2020 
’57 BA—Myrna Lacy Rooney, 
Vero Beach, FL, December 3, 2020 
’57 BS HE—Ela Oudheusden Shacklett, 
Mission, KS, October 30, 2020 
’57 JD—Richard C. Southard, 
Lockport, NY, November 26, 2020 
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’57 PhD—Robert E. Treece, 
Greenville, SC, November 9, 2020 
’57 BA—Gurdon B. Wattles, 
Little Compton, RI, September 27, 2020 
’58 BS Hotel—W. Terrance Grinnan, 
South Deerfeld, MA, November 8, 2020 
’58 BS Nurs—Jane Follett Kelly, 
Calgary, AB, November 2, 2020 
’58 BS Ag—Joseph C. Langberg, 
Peterboro, NY, November 17, 2020 
’58 MD—Sumner Marshall, 
Kensington, CA, October 26, 2020 
’58 BS Hotel—Wake H. Myers Jr., 
Greenville, SC, December 13, 2020 
’58, BS Hotel ’71—George J. Nicholas, 
East Hampton, NY, March 28, 2020 
’58 B Chem E—Darwin A. Novak Jr., 
Chesterfeld, MO, December 1, 2020 
’58 BS Ag—Edna Galton Robbins, 
Lancaster, PA, December 5, 2020 
’58 MBA—Henry H. Schnetzer Jr., 
North Palm Beach, FL, November 9, 2020 
’58 BA, PhD ’64—Roy A. Scott III, 
Ottawa Hills, OH, October 22, 2020 
’58—John H. Willock, 
Chestertown, MD, November 4, 2020 
’59 PhD—Lyckie “Larry” Boersma, 
Corvallis, OR, August 23, 2020 
’59 BA—Deborah Washburn Burke, 
Warren, VT, November 12, 2020 
’59 BS Hotel—Dexter S. Kimball III, 
Roswell, GA, October 29, 2020 
’59 BA, MILR ’61, JD ’76—Richard C. Marks, 
Bonita Springs, FL, October 25, 2020 
’59, BME ’60—Carl D. Prohaska, 
Louisville, KY, November 8, 2020 

1960s 
’60, BEP ’61, MS ’63—William W. Cooper, 
North Kingstown, RI, November 13, 2020 
’60—George E. Hall III, 
Starksboro, VT, October 17, 2020 
’60 BS ILR—Peter J. Lawless, 
Edwards, NY, November 7, 2020 
’60 BA—Mary Blair Lewis, 
Tulsa, OK, November 19, 2020 
’60 BA—Peter Linzer, 
Houston, TX, December 13, 2020 
’61 BA—Jonathan Black, 
Worcester, PA, December 5, 2020 
’61 JD—Oscar A. Blake, 
Bakersfeld, CA, June 12, 2019 
’61-63 GR—James W. Stanton, 
Dardenne Prairie, MO, November 9, 2020 
’61, B Chem E ’62—Arthur M. Tasker, 
Greenport, NY, November 8, 2020 
’61 PhD—Walter W. Wierwille, 
Blacksburg, VA, October 27, 2020 
’62, BEP ’63—William T. Hebel Jr., 
Merrimack, NH, December 1, 2020 
’62 PhD—Albert J. Schutz, 
Honolulu, HI, August 23, 2020 
’63—Ann Suderley Cross, 
Cazenovia, NY, November 8, 2020 
’63 JD—Louis F. Nawrot Jr., 
Hansville, WA, December 7, 2020 
’64 BA—Thomas P. Hanna, 
Englewood, FL, October 26, 2020 
’64 PhD—Roberta Osborn Jacklin, 
Fort Valley, GA, November 9, 2020 
’64 BS Ag—Albert F. Laubmeier, 
Hilltown Township, PA, November 20, 2020 
’64, BEE ’65, MEE ’66—Andrew J. Lyke, 
Maumee, OH, December 19, 2020 

’64 BS Ag—George F. Patrick, 
Lafayette, IN, October 14, 2020 
’64—William C. Schaefer, 
Denver, CO, August 17, 2020 
’64 PhD—Robert W. Sheard, 
Guelph, ON, October 21, 2020 
’64—Keith A. Summerson, 
Burlington, IA, November 7, 2020 
’64 BA—Kenneth A. Wallston, 
Asheville, NC, October 27, 2020 
’65, BArch ’66—Bruce J. Abbey, 
Charlottesville, VA, October 26, 2020 
’65—Mary Rickloff Anderson, 
Ann Arbor, MI, November 17, 2020 
’65 BA—Marcia Dearman Corrigan, 
Sarasota, FL, November 7, 2020 
’65 MD—Edward J. Eberhard, 
Fort Myers, FL, November 19, 2020 
’65 MS—Austin C. Lowry, 
Holmes Beach, FL, November 15, 2020 
’65 BS Hotel—David J. McDonald, 
Morristown, NY, December 5, 2020 
’65 PhD—William G. Rothstein, 
Baltimore, MD, December 5, 2020 
’66 JD—James B. Byrne Jr., 
Orlando, FL, November 7, 2020 
’66—Herman P. Herklotz, 
Franklin, NY, October 25, 2020 
’66 BA—Susan DeWire Hosek, 
Los Angeles, CA, August 11, 2020 
’66 BS ILR—Stephen B. Moldof, 
New York City, November 9, 2020 
’66 BA—Jeanne M. Mozier, 
Berkeley Springs, WV, November 26, 2020 
’66 BA—Arthur M. Mushkin, 
Boxford, MA, November 28, 2020 
’66 DVM—Edward J. Nowak, 
Hamburg, NY, November 9, 2020 
’67 BA—Susan Goodman Feldman, 
Framingham, MA, December 2, 2020 
’67 JD—Robert P. O’Neill, 
New York City, November 23, 2020 
’68, DVM ’70—Duane F. Hillis, 
Lenox, MA, November 3, 2020 
’68 PhD—Raymond F. Jurgens, 
Centennial, CO, September 26, 2020 
’68 BS Hotel—Michael E. Robinson, 
Memphis, TN, May 19, 2020 
’69 MD—David W. Boyer Jr., 
Rapid City, SD, November 28, 2020 
’69 BS Ag—Raymond W. Randolph, 
Point Roberts, WA, December 8, 2020 

1970s 
’70 MA, PhD ’71—James A. Butler, 
Philadelphia, PA, October 27, 2020 
’70 BA—Faye E. Dudden, 
Eaton, NY, October 16, 2020 
’70, BA ’71—Roy A. Porter III, 
Mashpee, MA, January 4, 2017 
’72 BS Ag—Henry J. Coufos, 
Rough and Ready, CA, October 8, 2020 
’72-76 GR—Louis Falkson, 
Ithaca, NY, November 7, 2020 

’73, BA ’74—Thomas J. Stoudt, 
Lansdale, PA, October 28, 2020 
’74 MA, PhD ’75—David S. Bender, 
Reading, PA, November 5, 2020 
’74 BS Ag, MS Ag ’76—James T. Snow, 
Basking Ridge, NJ, November 25, 2020 
’74 BS ILR—David E. Zeltner, 
New York City, December 1, 2020 
’75 BS ILR—Roslyn Goldmacher, 
Delray Beach, FL, May 30, 2020 
’75 BEE, PhD ’80—Gary L. Harris, 
Washington, DC, October 26, 2020 
’75 BS Nurs—Jane Snyder Hubbell, 
Chazy, NY, November 2, 2020 
’75 BS Ag, MBA ’76—Paul D. Joseph, 
Marblehead, MA, December 13, 2020 
’75 PhD—Nancy L. Tither, 
Los Angeles, CA, September 3, 2020 
’77 MPS—John A. Hurley, 
Memphis, TN, April 10, 2020 
’77 PhD—Martha A. Sherwood, 
Eugene, OR, October 19, 2020 
’78-80 GR—Diane Comerma Charnley Williams, 
Ithaca, NY, November 2, 2020 
’79—Edward J. Aiosa, 
Largo, FL, November 7, 2020 
’79 BS Ag—Amy Odell Daraghy, 
Salem, OR, December 9, 2020 

1980s 
’80 JD—James D. McFarland, 
Omaha, NE, November 27, 2020 
’81 BS ILR—Alan J. Burk, 
Severn, MD, September 11, 2020 
’81 MBA—Jun Takasu, 
Kamakura, Japan, June 1, 2020 
’82 BS Ag—Jill Schosberg Stoller, 
Upper Saddle River, NJ, November 29, 2020 
’83—Stephen L. Cicchinelli, 
Buffalo, NY, October 21, 2019 
’83 BS HE—Cynthia Rosenberg Cohen, 
Cincinnati, OH, July 12, 2019 
’83 MPS—Joseph P. Daly, 
Boone, NC November 15, 2020 

1990s 
’90 BA—Michael J. Robinson, 
Lexington, MA, November 16, 2020 
’90 MA, PhD ’95—Robert A. Steen, 
Doraville, GA, November 12, 2020 
’91 BS Ag—William F. Sullivan III, 
Rochester, NY, February 11, 2016 
’93 JD—Ian J. Yankwitt, 
White Plains, NY, November 5, 2020 
’94—Joseph R. Welch, 
Corning, NY, November 8, 2020 
’98 BME—Andrew S. Aggarwala, 
Vernon, CT, November 24, 2020 

2000s 
’07 BS ILR—Mohammad Malik, 
Garden City, NY, October 28, 2020 

2010s 
’14 BA—Deane K. Buckley, 
Belmont, MA, October 31, 2020 

To access the expanded Alumni Deaths section, go to: cornellalumnimagazine.com 
(“Alumni Deaths” under the CURRENT ISSUE tab). 

https://cornellalumnimagazine.com
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  ‘CAAA is multigenerational, multiracial, and multinational,’ says president 
Matt Palumbo ’83, BS ’86. ‘Our goal is to create as big a tent as possible.’ 

  

‘Conversations Across Cultures’ 
Asian Alumni Association unites Cornellians around the globe 

C O R N E L L I A N A  

FANTASTIC FEAST: The annual Pan-Asian Banquet in 2019. This year, a virtual 
version of the celebration included a remote cooking lesson. 

For decades, a sold-out crowd of several hundred has 
gathered each winter for one of the Big Red’s most joy-
ful celebrations: the Pan-Asian Banquet. Hosted by 

the Cornell Asian Alumni Association (CAAA, pronounced 
“C-triple-A”) and usually held in a restaurant in Manhattan’s 
Chinatown, the evening includes such pleasures as a multi-course 
feast and a traditional lion dance, in which performers in intri-
cate and colorful costumes mimic the animal’s movements to 
summon luck and prosperity for the new year. Proceeds from 
ticket sales—typically around $150 apiece—support CAAA’s 
undergraduate scholarship programs. 

But this year, since the COVID pandemic prevents large in-
person gatherings, CAAA had to get creative: for the frst time, 
the banquet was held virtually. Hundreds tuned in to the online 
event (which had no admis-
sion charge) from the U.S., 
Japan, China, Singapore, 
India, Canada, Europe, and 
elsewhere. Highlights included a cook-along with celebrity chef 
Ming Tsai, MPS ’89, who showcased his recipe for “MingsBings,” 
a veggie-stuffed take on Chinese fatbreads. A custom tea blend 
designed by Michael Harney ’77 of Harney & Sons Fine Teas was 
sold in advance, with proceeds going to the scholarship fund; a 
home meal kit with the fxings for a four-pound batch of stir fry 
was also available. “From all over the world, we were able to eat 
the same dinner and drink the same tea together,” says CAAA 
president Matt Palumbo ’83, BS ’86. “That helped make it feel a 
little less virtual and a little more real.” 

The oldest Asian alumni association in the Ivies, CAAA— 
which marked its thirtieth anniversary last summer—is a 
thriving network of nearly 30,000 Cornellians from countries 
around the globe. Through events and other offerings, it works 
to connect alumni, current students, and the University, with 
the aim of celebrating Cornell’s Asian community and enhancing 

life on the Hill. “CAAA is multigenerational, multiracial, and 
multinational,” says Palumbo, who adds that it’s open to mem-
bers who are not of Asian heritage. “Our goal is to create as big 
a tent as possible.” 

In a typical year, CAAA hosts a range of social and profession-
al events for students and alumni, from dance parties to book 
readings. During the pandemic, it has focused on virtual program-
ming, offering livestreamed lectures with Cornell faculty, online 
museum tours, even tae kwon do lessons via Zoom. In November, 
more than 200 alumni across eight decades attended a virtual cel-
ebration for Diwali, the Hindu festival of lights. And this summer, 
CAAA members will gather for their own Reunion celebration, as 
they have every three years since the early Nineties (though the 
2021 festivities will be remote). “CAAA exposes people to differ-
ent walks of alumni life,” says past president Vernice Arahan ’14. 
“The organization is so diverse, and these events allow us to have 
conversations across cultures.” 

Though Asian and Asian American students now represent 
about 20 percent of Cornell’s student body, the club was founded 
by alums who remember what it was like to be a distinct minority 
on campus. And Eugenie Shen ’78 recalls that after she gradu-
ated, she noted a lack of Asian representation in regional clubs, 
Reunions, class offcer positions, and other Big Red networks. 
“At that time, there were some 2,500 Asian alumni, including 
some prominent and infuential people,” says Shen, who spear-
headed CAAA’s creation and recruited its frst members. “But 
they weren’t involved—and I wanted to change that.” 

Though Palumbo and Shen acknowledge that Cornell has 
made great strides toward inclusion in recent decades, one of 

CAAA’s goals remains supporting current students—including 
challenging harmful, lingering stereotypes. “A lot of the time, 
an Asian student is automatically assumed to be a computer 
science major or some kind of engineer,” says Palumbo, “and 
that’s just not the case.” In the Aughts, CAAA endowed the 
Asian & Asian American Center, which offers advising services, 
workshops, meeting space, and more. Club members have part-
nered with the University Library and Johnson Museum to offer 
exhibits with an Asian focus, and they’re currently working with 
the Botanic Gardens to plan an Asian summer garden featuring 
Japanese cherry trees, peonies, and a lotus pond. Those and other 
efforts support another of CAAA’s missions: aiding internation-
al students who may experience culture shock living in Upstate 
New York, far from home. “We work hard to create a community,” 
Palumbo says, “so people never have to feel alone.” n 

— Alexandra Bond ’12 
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2230 N. Triphammer Rd., Ithaca, NY 14850 

A not-for-proÿt continuing care retirement community serving older adults in the Quaker tradition. ©2014 KENDAL 

Exploring Ithaca’s spectacular landscape with her trusty pal, Tasha, gives Loretta great 
scenery and even better company. Whether she’s hiking to the heart of the gorge or just 
taking in the falls, she always enjoys the natural beauty of the area.
     Living on the 105-acre campus of Kendal at Ithaca not only keeps Loretta connected to 
the places and companions she loves, but the care she may need someday. And, from here, 
the story just keeps getting better. 

Come for a visit and tell us your story. Call 1-800-253-6325 or go to kai.kendal.org to learn more. 

Exploring Ithaca’s spectacular landscape with her trusty pal, Tasha, gives Loretta great
scenery and even better company. Whether she’s hiking to the heart of the gorge or just
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KgNDAL at Ithaca 
Together, transforming the experience of aging~ 
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